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The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Comprehensive Plan is intended to be used by the Mississippi River 
Headwaters	Watershed	community,	including	local	government	units,	non-profits,	citizen	groups,	County	Com-
missioners, and Soil and Water Conservation District supervisors for comprehensive, voluntary resource conserva-
tion implementation.  It is not a complete repository of information, and further information can be found in cited 
documents or on the Plan website, www.headwatershed.org.

Executive Summary

This Plan was developed in accordance with the One Watershed, One Plan (1W1P) program guided by the 
Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR).  There are ten local governments that entered into a 
Memorandum	of	Agreement	(MOA)	to	develop	this	Plan,	which	included	officials	and	staff	from	Soil	and	Water	
Conservation Districts and counties including Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, and Itasca.  Each local gov-
ernment has a representative appointed to the Policy Committee, which is the decision-making authority for the 
planning and implementation effort.  Additional representatives and citizens made up the Advisory Committee, 
including	local	non-profit	organizations,	lake	associations,	cities,	townships,	state	agencies,	the	Leech	Lake	Band	
of Ojibwe, the United States Forest Service, and the Natural Resource Conservation Service. These partners all 
played critical roles in developing the Plan framework, prioritization, outcomes, and overall review. 

When developing our Plan vision, all of the partners recognized that protecting and improving water resources 
depends on people, communities, and society putting science, technology, and engineering into practice. Early 
on in the planning process, the Policy and Advisory Committees had joint meetings to develop the vision, deter-
mine our values, and give voice to this planning document, as depicted in Figure E.1. 
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The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed (Watershed) has numerous surface water resources, which include 
685 river miles and 180,375 lake acres.  The abundance of water resources includes some of Minnesota’s larg-
est lakes, including Cass Lake and Lake Winnibigoshish.  The Watershed is a popular tourist destination, offer-
ing	exceptional	fishing,	hunting,	camping,	and	other	recreational	opportunities.		It	is	perhaps	best	known	as	the	
birthplace	of	the	mighty	Mississippi	River,	which	flows	2,552	miles	through	ten	states	before	emptying	into	the	
Gulf of Mexico.

The Watershed encompasses 1,228,810 acres, of which 53% are publicly owned.  Most of these public lands are 
located in the central part of the Watershed in the Chippewa National Forest. Forests make up 42% (512,638 
acres) of the land cover and lakes and wetlands make up 46% (564,312 acres). Because over 80% of the Water-
shed is forested or covered by water, it has maintained a level of biological integrity, with only two of the 122 
lakes assessed failing to meet state water quality standards. The abundance and quality of forests, lakes, and 
wetlands are critical components of the local economy, which is driven by the forest industry and tourism.  How-
ever, the Watershed is not without its threats, mainly due to increasing disturbed land cover as a result of agri-
culture and impervious area expansion.  Within the Watershed, agriculture accounts for 10% of land use, while 
impervious areas make up 3%. There are increasing development trends around area lakes as well as around the 
cities of Grand Rapids and Bemidji.  Additionally, 31,061 acres of forests, mostly in the western portion of the 
Watershed, have been converted to another land cover type since 2001.  
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The	issues	of	concern	for	the	Watershed	were	identified	and	prioritized	with	input	from	the	general	public,	Advi-
sory Committee, Policy Committee, and review of existing local plans and reports.  A comprehensive list of key 
information	and	actions	was	grouped	into	nine	separate	issues	of	concern	identified	in	the	planning	process:

 • Lake Stewardship - Increased land use pressures adjacent to lakes and subsequent drainage areas to 
  lakes have altered the habitat in the near-shore area and can have substantial negative impacts on water   
  quality.

 •  Forest Stewardship - High-quality water resources found and enjoyed throughout the Watershed are the 
  result of a largely intact, diverse forest landscape.  Land use changes can lead to forest fragmentation   
  and potential negative water quality impacts. 

 • Agriculture Stewardship - Depending on how agricultural lands are managed, they could potentially be 
  major sources of sediment, nutrients, and chemicals for surface and groundwater.

 • Urban Stewardship - Unmanaged or poorly managed land development can have adverse impacts on 
  groundwater recharge and the quality and quantity of stormwater runoff.

 • Environmentally Sensitive Lands - Terrestrial and aquatic habitats that are biologically diverse and    
  sensitive can be threatened by future potential changes in land disturbances and/or development.

 • Subsurface Sewage Treatment System Management - Poorly functioning or failing waste management   
  systems are threats to human health and the environment through increased pathogens, nutrients, and   
  chemicals that leach into surface and groundwater resources.

 • Water Course Stewardship - Human activity has disrupted and disconnected some stream segments, 
  affecting habitat, water quality, and species movement.

 • Drinking Water Stewardship - Residents within the Watershed use groundwater as their primary drinking 
  water resource.  There is an elevated vulnerability of drinking water becoming contaminated from both   
	 	 natural	and	human	causes	due	to	the	composition	of	soils	and	surficial	aquifers.		

 • Invasive Species Management - New species introductions or unimpeded infestations have a negative 
	 	 impact	on	the	local	economy,	natural	environment,	and	recreational	benefits.

The	planning	process	included	two	community	engagement	events:	one	in	Bemidji	and	the	other	in	Grand	
Rapids.  Current Watershed information was presented at these events, but their main focus was to solicit public 
input early in the process.  At each event large maps with various resources were laid out so participants could 
find	where	they	lived	and	talk	about	the	issues	and	opportunities	for	that	area.		In	addition,	we	conducted	a	
public survey at each event as well as online, allowing for input from people who could not attend either of the 
events.  Based on the responses from the public and Advisory Committee, issues of concern for the Watershed 
were	identified	and	prioritized	as	shown	in	Figure	E.2.
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To prevent the decline of high-quality natural 
resources, a major component of the Plan will be 
maintaining current forest cover up to 75% for priori-
tized lake drainage areas (lake watersheds). Research 
by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR)	has	identified	forest	cover	as	a	crucial	element	
in protecting water quality.  This Plan also focuses on 
issues developed on a case-by-case basis throughout 
the Watershed based on impact to water resources, 
termed resource stewardship.  Geographic informa-
tion and multi-criteria data analysis were used to 
identify priority implementation efforts based 
on risk and value attributes of the resource.

The	measurable	goals	identified	in	the	
Plan focus on protecting forests, 
habitat, wild rice waterbodies, 
and the Mississippi River 
while restoring riparian areas 
and reducing stormwater 
in priority lake watersheds.  
The implementation actions 
are a range of conservation 
tools including planning, 
best management practices, 
and protection programs like 
easements and tax incentive 
programs.  Other actions and pro-
grams include acquiring monitoring 
and study data and conducting outreach 
and education programs to targeted audi-
ences. Table E.1 is a summary of Plan goals 
and implementation actions.  Measurability and 
action outcomes are further described in Section 3.

All of the Plan elements will be executed based on a 
Joint Powers Collaboration (JPC) that emphasizes the shared 
responsibility for all aspects of the Plan. Local partners intend to 
work cooperatively to implement Plan actions and coordinate through a structure illustrated by Figure E.3, with 
participating local government unit (LGU) representatives providing direction for shared implementation.  The 
pace of progress when implementing Plan activities depends on the availability of funds.  Staff representatives 
from each of the JPC members will coordinate the implementation of Plan activities and collaborate to obtain the 
grants and funding necessary to implement the Plan. The JPC members will meet regularly to ensure progress is 
being made toward achieving the goals of the Plan.  An annual meeting between the Advisory Committee and 
members of the public will be held so JPC members and staff can provide updates on plan progress and obtain 
input and recommendations regarding governance, implementation, and funding concerns.

Figure E.3 Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Plan governance structure. 
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Every watershed has a story – all watersheds are 
defined	by	a	long	geological	history,	and	their	
location determines the types of soils, vegeta-
tion, and natural abundance and quality of lakes, 
streams, and groundwater. How we use, change, 
and manage the land has major impacts to a wa-
tershed’s current resource quality, while social and 
other economic factors can give us clues to what 
our future may hold. 

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed, our 
Watershed, contains the headwaters of the Mis-
sissippi River at Lake Itasca in Itasca State Park, 
and covers parts of six counties including Becker, 
Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, and Itasca. 
The Watershed is rich in surface water resources, 
with approximately 685 river miles and more than 
1,000 lakes with a total acreage of 180,375. This 
wealth of water resources includes some of Min-
nesota’s most famous lakes and streams. Each 
year, thousands of anglers travel to this Watershed 
in	search	of	walleye	and	other	game	fish	(Min-

Every Watershed Has A Story

nesota Pollution Control Agency [MPCA], 2018a). 
This document will be an account of the Missis-
sippi River Headwaters Watershed, the issues and 
resources important to the communities that live 
here, and the story we want to be told after the 
next 10 years and the life of this Plan.
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A Story of the Mississippi
River Headwaters Watershed

Land and Water Resource Inventory:

A watershed is an area of land that feeds all the water running 
under it and draining off of it to a common point. A watershed 
is made up of catchments, which are the smallest delineated 
drainage areas that represent the entire watershed. The plan-
ning boundary is based on the Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) sys-
tem,	which	is	a	numerical	identifier	to	a	specific	hydrologic	unit	
or	area.	Since	a	HUC	refers	to	a	defined	size	criteria,	it	may	not	
capture the entire watershed. The Mississippi River Headwaters 
Watershed Comprehensive Plan boundary (HUC – 07010101) is 
located in the Upper Mississippi River Basin, draining 1,255,105 
acres (1,961 square miles) of land in north-central Minnesota. 
The Plan boundary does not include the entire area draining to 
the outlet near Grand Rapids, as shown in Map 1.1. The Leech 
Lake River outlets into the Mississippi River, and the area in pink 
indicates where the Mississippi River is affected by two different 
watersheds, the Mississippi River Headwaters and the Leech 
Lake River.
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Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is 
rich in surface water resources, with approximately 
685 river miles and more than 1,000 lakes totaling 
180,375 acres (MPCA, 2018a). This abundance of 
water resources includes some of Minnesota’s most 
famous lakes and streams including Cass and Win-
nibigoshish, two of the ten largest inland lakes in the 
state. A popular tourist destination, the area offers 
exceptional	fishing,	hunting,	camping,	and	other	
recreational opportunities. It is perhaps best known 
as the birthplace of the mighty Mississippi River, 
which	flows	2,552	miles	through	ten	states	before	
emptying into the Gulf of Mexico (MPCA, 2018a).

The Watershed is heavily forested, resulting in some 
of the highest-quality water resources in the country. 
This abundance of forested and undeveloped land 
is	a	critical	factor	in	absorbing	and	filtering	runoff	
and keeping surface and drinking water resources 
clean. Approximately 1.5 million Minnesotans down-
stream rely on the Mississippi River for their drinking 
water supply, as do several million more citizens in 
states to the south, underlying the importance of 
maintaining high water quality. In addition to pro-
tecting the ground and surface water resources of 
the area, the Watershed forestlands support the 

economy of the region through various forest prod-
ucts and recreational uses. They also provide critical 
habitat for numerous plant and animal species that 
keep our ecosystems healthy, balanced, and attrac-
tive to residents as well as visitors. With the many 
benefits	provided	by	these	forestlands,	it	is	critical	
that we work to protect them to ensure the sustain-
ability of our landscapes and livelihoods into the 
future.

Table 1.1 Watershed acreage by county.
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Geology, Soils, and Climate 

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed lies in 
the western portion of the Northern Lakes and For-
est (NLF) Ecoregion. The geology of this area is the 
result of the advance and retreat of massive glaciers 
over the course of tens of thousands of years. The 
most recent of these was the Des Moines Lobe, 
which retreated around 12,000 years ago (Lusardi, 
1994). The area is dominated by relatively low-nutri-
ent glacial soils that support the growth of conifer-
ous and northern hardwood forests, and is made up 
of many steep, rolling hills, glacial lake basins, and 
extensive sandy outwash plains (Omernik, 1987). 
Soils are generally thicker than those to the north 
of the Watershed and lack the arability of soils to 
the south (Omernik, 1987). Soils include silty sands 
present in woodland, mixed woodland, and crop-
land areas, sandy soils found in glacial outwash and 
alluvium, and yellow-brown to dark brown organic 
soils found in wetlands (United States Department 
of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation 
Service [USDA NRCS], n.d.). The plant and animal 
species that are found in these ecosystems are 
especially well-adapted to thrive together as a com-
munity of organisms on the soils and topography 
of the region. Diverse, interconnected forests that 
provide continuous migration corridors for wildlife 
are important to maintaining the resiliency of the 
Watershed’s landscape and resources.

North-central Minnesota has a continental climate 
marked by warm summers and cold winters. Aver-
age temperatures for the Mississippi River Headwa-
ters	Watershed	range	from	64.94˚F	in	the	summer	to	
10.01˚F	in	the	winter	(National	Oceanic	and	Atmo-
spheric Administration [NOAA], n.d.). Annual precip-
itation averaged 25.1 inches per year from 1895 to 
2015, with a measured gradual increase over those 
years. Due to its position on the continent, weather 
patterns in the Watershed vary greatly based on 
the season. Winters are long, and extreme cold and 
winter storms with heavy snowfall and ice are com-
mon. Summer months are generally pleasant, with 
occasional intense heat and dangerous storms. Two-
thirds of the annual precipitation occurs between 
the months of May and September (NOAA, n.d.). 
These weather conditions contribute to selecting 
which species thrive or perish on the landscape. Na-
tive species that have evolved here are best suited 
to survive and to contribute to a healthy, functioning 
community that is both enjoyable to people and 
protective of our water resources.

Map 1.2 Mississippi River Headwaters 
Watershed geomorphology.
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Land Cover

The land cover in the Watershed is dominated by natural areas with a few pockets of concentrated development 
(Map 1.3). Forests cover most of the Watershed (42%), followed by wetlands and open water (37%). Agricultural 
activity is moderate, accounting for approximately 10% of the available acres, while urban areas account for just 
3%. The largest city, Bemidji, has a population of 14,942 (2016). Other cities in the Watershed include Cohasset 
(population 2,728), Deer River (population 933), and Cass Lake (population 749). The smaller towns of Becida, 
Lake George, Shevlin, Solway, Tenstrike, Turtle River, Wilton, and Zemple also lie within the Watershed. Approxi-
mately 44% of the land is privately owned, with the remaining portion being state, county, federal, or tribal land. 
The total population count of the Watershed is around 55,715 people, and there are an estimated 586 farms 
(Minnesota Department of Natural Resources [MN DNR], 2020c; USDA NRCS, n.d.).

Map 1.3 Land cover in the Watershed.
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Fish and Wildlife Habitat

Plant life in the Watershed consists of diverse spe-
cies that are specially adapted to survive in the 
sometimes-harsh climate and nutrient-poor soils. 
Upland forests contain a mix of maple, birch, white 
and	red	pine,	oak,	aspen,	balsam	fir,	and	white	
spruce; lowland areas consist of tamarack, white 
cedar, black spruce, ash, and willow (“Chippewa 
Plains,” 2018). Wild rice thrives in a number of lakes 
throughout the Watershed, and provides vital habi-
tat for a number of species.

The unique landscape and climate of the Water-
shed have created an environment that sustains a 
rich variety of wildlife. Because so much of the land 
remains undeveloped, large mammal species that 
have come to symbolize the northwoods of Min-
nesota, including white-tailed deer, black bear, and 
gray wolves, can be found throughout the area. 
Smaller mammals such as beaver and porcupine are 
also found throughout.

The Watershed is a part of the Mississippi Flyway 
and serves as a migration route for 60% of birds in 
North America. The Minnesota Audubon-desig-
nated Chippewa Plains Important Bird Area covers 
much of the Watershed, and is home to populations 
of breeding warblers, loons, migrating waterfowl, 
and nesting birds (“Chippewa Plains,” 2018).

Many lakes in the Watershed have been designated 
as	Lakes	of	Biological	Significance	by	the	Minne-
sota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR), 
as shown in Map 1.4. Such lakes are evaluated on 

their combination of high-quality features including 
aquatic	plant,	fish,	amphibian,	and	bird	species.

Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed lakes and 
rivers	support	a	number	of	fish	species	common	
across the state, including small and largemouth 
bass, northern pike, perch, bluegill, black crappie, 
and walleye. Because of their unique properties, 
some area lakes are able to support rarer species, 
including muskellunge (muskie), cisco (tullibee), and 
trout (Map 1.5).

Map 1.4 Lakes of Biological 
Significance as designated 
by MN DNR.
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Muskie and tiger muskie (an infertile hybrid of north-
ern pike and muskie), are present in 17 lakes within 
the Watershed, most of which lie directly along the 
Mississippi	River.	These	large,	predatory	fish	are	
known	to	give	anglers	a	hard	fight	and	a	challeng-
ing pursuit, earning them 
the	nickname	“the	fish	
of 1,000 casts.” Anglers 
come from across the 
state to pursue the elusive 
fish,	which	can	exceed	50	
inches in length and weigh 
more than 50 pounds. 
Guided muskie excursions 
are popular in the area and 
provide a source of income 
for some local residents.

While muskies are at the 
top of the food chain, 
cisco exist as an impor-
tant food source for larger 
game	fish	in	the	Wa-
tershed (Stanley, 2019).  
Members of the salmon 
family, cisco require spe-
cific	water	characteristics	to	survive.	They	thrive	
in	cooler	water,	around	54˚F,	with	high	dissolved	
oxygen levels. In the summer months, warming 
temperatures from the surface down push these 

fish	into	narrow	bands	of	the	water	column	(refuge	
areas)	where	the	temperature	is	cool	yet	sufficiently	
oxygenated. Cold, deep-water lakes with little 
surrounding development are ideal cisco habitat 
(O’Brien, 2016). There are 11 known cisco refuge 

lakes in the Watershed. 
The 11 refuge lakes were 
identified	by	the	Minneso-
ta Department of Natural 
Resources as lakes deep 
and clear enough that they 
will still provide suitable 
coldwater	fish	habitat	even	
after	significant	climate	
warming. 

The Watershed is also 
home to rainbow, brown, 
and lake trout. Like cisco, 
they require cold, clear 
waters to survive. Because 
of this, they are commonly 
used as indicator species 
to measure water quality 
(Minnesota Pollution Con-
trol Agency [MPCA], 2017). 

Trout can be found in nine rivers and six lakes in the 
Watershed.

Map 1.5 High-value surface water 
resources.
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Wild Rice

Minnesota contains more acres of natural wild rice, 
the state grain, than any other state in the country. 
Found in numerous lakes throughout the Water-
shed, wild rice is an annual grass that protects shal-
low bays and improves water quality. Known to the 
Ojibwe as manoomin, or “the food that grows on 
water,” indigenous groups historically relied heavily 
on the grain, adjusting their migration around the 
seasonal harvest (Minnesota Tribal Wild Rice Task 
Force, 2018).  The Ojibwe call themselves “Anishi-
naabe,” which means “True People” or “Original 
People.” Other Native Americans and Europeans 
have called Anishinaabe “Ojibwe” or “Chippewa,” 
which means “puckered up,” probably because 
the Anishinaabe traditionally wore moccasins with a 
puckered seam across the top. 

Wild rice is a particularly important plant to the 
Anishinaabe people of northern Minnesota. A staple 
food of their diets, it has also provided important 
benefits	for	local	economies.	The	value	of	natural	
wild rice to wildlife and overall ecosystem integrity 
have been long appreciated by the Anishinaabe, 
as	wild	rice	provides	food	and	shelter	for	many	fish	
and wildlife species. Animals including loons and 
muskrats use rice stems for nesting material, while 
waterfowl, beaver, and white-tailed deer feed on 
the plant’s seeds (MN DNR, 2008). Many bodies of 
water in the portion of the Mississippi Headwaters 
Watershed that fall within Leech Lake Reservation 
boundaries contain wild rice, and it is of the utmost 
importance to the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe that 
these waters remain protected.  Harvesting wild rice 
remains an important economic, cultural, and social 
practice for many Anishinaabe, with thousands of 
tribal members participating annually (MN DNR, 
2008).

Threats to local stands of natural wild rice in the 
Watershed include changes in hydrology due to 
dams and channelization, water-based recreation, 
shoreland development, and industrial activities. 
Although the impacts are minimal to local stands, 
the cumulative effect of these threats can have 
significant	implications.	Current	trends	in	population	
growth and development pressure within and sur-
rounding the Leech Lake Reservation indicate that 
anthropogenic impacts to wild rice habitat will only 
be compounded in the next several decades (MN 
DNR, 2008).

The productivity of wild rice stands in the Watershed 
will depend in large part on its protection and man-
agement by tribal and state natural resource agen-
cies. The role of these agencies is complicated by 
limitations of authority as well as challenges posed 
by multiple jurisdictions, and the annual variability 
of wild rice crops due to weather and other factors. 
Additionally, the lack of information concerning the 
natural ecology of wild rice, historical losses, and 
trends in abundance and distribution threaten its 
future, and consequently affects the futures of the 
people of the Leech Lake Band.
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Groundwater

Groundwater is the drinking water source for all Watershed residents. The Watershed contains approximately 
14,500	private	drinking	water	wells	as	of	2019.	Specific	threats	to	groundwater	quality	include	naturally	occur-
ring arsenic as well as nitrate contamination in agricultural areas with sandy soils. Aquifers under sandy soils are 
particularly	vulnerable	because	larger	soil	particles	allow	water	to	quickly	infiltrate	to	lower	levels	and	do	not	
adequately	filter	water.	Noncompliant	and	failing	subsurface	sewage	treatment	systems	(SSTS)	can	also	pose	a	
risk to groundwater by introducing disease-causing bacteria. There are approximately 14,500 private septic sys-
tems	in	the	Watershed.	Counties	enforce	local	SSTS	ordinances,	and	although	precise	figures	are	difficult	to	find,	
noncompliant rates are estimated to be relatively low, between zero and two percent.

Streams

In 2013 and 2014, the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) 
conducted an intensive monitoring 
investigation of the Watershed’s status 
compared to state standards. Nine 
water chemistry stations were sampled 
from May through September of 2013, 
and again from June through August 
of	2014,	to	provide	sufficient	water	
chemistry data to assess waterbody 
condition compared to the Aquatic 
Life and Recreation Use Standards.

Water chemistry stations were placed 
at the outlet of each aggregated HUC- 
12 subwatershed that was larger than 40 square miles in area, per intensive water management design. A Sur-
face Water Assessment Grant (SWAG) was awarded to the Itasca Soil and Water Conservation District (SWCD) 
and Headwaters Science Center to intensively collect water samples at these nine outlet stations. A SWAG was 
also awarded to the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe (LLBO) in partnership with the Itasca SCWD to sample water 
chemistry at two of the nine chemistry stations that are located on the Leech Lake Reservation. Biological moni-
toring was conducted at 39 stream sites throughout the Watershed during this time period to assess the status 
of biological assemblages. Using data from these sampling efforts, most stream reaches were determined to 
support aquatic recreation and aquatic life.

There	were	three	reaches	that	scored	low	for	their	fish	or	macroinvertebrate	communities,	and	were	investigated	
in	the	Stressor	Identification	Report	and	determined	to	not	be	impaired.	There	was	one	reach	(Fisherman’s	
Brook)	that	did	not	meet	the	aquatic	life	standards	due	to	the	observance	of	a	poor	fish	community.	Fisherman’s	
Brook is entirely located within the Leech Lake Indian Reservation. Waters that are entirely within reservation 
boundaries	that	are	identified	to	be	impaired	are	not	placed	on	the	303d	impaired	waters	list	but	are	instead	
placed on a separate list that is sent to the EPA with the notation that the assessments are to be considered 
advisory in nature. Project communication with the LLBO suggested that continued water quality restoration 
partnership efforts, under the direction of the LLBO, was the preferred option for the LLBO in dealing with this 
impairment.

Conversely, the Schoolcraft River from Frontenac Creek to Lake Plantagenet (07010101-751) in northern Hub-
bard	County	was	designated	as	supporting	exceptional	aquatic	life	based	on	its	fish	and	macroinvertebrate	
communities.	These	conditions	reflect	what	might	be	expected	in	a	presettlement	condition.	In	general,	the	
streams of the Watershed have good water quality, with 28 of the 29 assessed reaches meeting all water quality 
standards. However, several stressors could degrade water quality, 
including climate, increased riparian development, and increased forest 
conversion rate.
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Land Use and Ownership

In a watershed dominated by wildlife-rich woodlands 
and abundant lakes and streams, life for many residents 
is linked to the area’s natural resources. From the Dako-
ta and Ojibwe tribes whose ways of life revolved around 
the	seasonal	harvest	of	fish,	large	mammals,	berries,	
and wild rice, to the Europeans who came to the area in 
search of fur, timber, and land, populations have relied 
on the Watershed’s natural resources for centuries. The 
interactions and movements of these early peoples 
eventually led to the unique land use and complex own-
ership patterns we see today.

The Watershed covers an area of 1,228,810 acres. 
Private owners are the single largest landowning group, 
holding 44.3% of the Watershed, followed by state 
(36.1%), federal (18%), tribal (0.8%), county (0.4%), and 
other (0.4%) owners. Land ownership overall in the 
state	of	Minnesota	is	as	follows:	76%	private,	11%	state,	
7% federal/other, and 6% county-managed state land 
(MN DNR, 2019). In comparison, the Mississippi River 
Headwaters Watershed has a much larger percentage of 
public land (50%) than the state as a whole (24%). This 
provides the opportunity for widespread protection and 
conservation efforts in the Watershed.

Map 1.6 Watershed land ownership type.

Table 1.2 Watershed acreage by ownership type.
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Public Lands

The combination of county, federal, state, and other public lands covers 624,695 acres and nearly 50% of the 
Watershed. Public lands are owned and managed by government entities, but are commonly open to the public 
for a variety of uses. Allowable uses are determined by the management intent of the land, but generally include 
hiking,	hunting,	fishing,	and	other	recreational	activities.

State Lands

The State of Minnesota manages 247,283 acres within the Watershed. Lands are managed by the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources to provide for the recreation, conservation, and economic needs of the public. 
There	are	five	types	of	state-managed	lands	in	the	Watershed:

Table 1.3 State-managed land uses.

Federal Lands

The Chippewa National Forest covers much of the 
central portion of the Watershed, stretching from 
Cass Lake to northeast of Deer River. Of the forest’s 
660,000+ acres, 224,373 are located in the Water-
shed,	and	cover	a	landscape	filled	with	streams,	
wetlands, dense coniferous forests, and some of 
the largest lakes in Minnesota. A portion or the land 
within the forest bounds was originally included in 
the Leech Lake Reservation, created in an 1855 trea-
ty between the Minnesota Band of Chippewa and 
the United States Government. Subsequent land 
cessions and the over-harvest of timber by non-tribal 
members led the U.S. government to establish the 
Minnesota National Forest in 1908 to protect the 
area. The name was changed in 1928 to honor the 
Anishinaabe (Chippewa) people, the area’s original 
inhabitants.	The	forest	was	the	first	of	its	kind	estab-
lished east of the Mississippi River.
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tices that relate to water, such as cer-
emonies and procurement of resources, 

observe responsibilities and relationships 
to the natural world and Anishinaabe ances-

tors (Cozzeto et al., 2013).

The importance of ensuring access to 
reserved	hunting,	fishing,	and	gath-
ering rights cannot be overstated. 
Procurement of natural resources not 
only provides physical sustenance, but 

also enhances the tribal lifeways of the 
people of the Leech Lake Band. Changes 

to harvest practices of natural resources 
such as snowshoe hares, walleye, white-tailed 

deer, and berries have occurred with changing land 
management practices and encroaching develop-
ment on critical habitats. Current and predicted cli-
mate change stresses to these critical habitats have 
only exacerbated concerns that Leech Lake Band 
members have about the sustainability of their way 
of life (Burnett, 2018).

Tribal Lands

Both the White Earth and Leech Lake 
Band of Ojibwe Reservations are partially 
located within the Watershed. While White 
Earth covers a very small corner on the west-
ern boundary, the Leech Lake Band Res-
ervation (crosshatched area in Map 1.7) 
covers 376,656 acres in the Watershed, 
most of which lie within the Chippewa 
National Forest. The Leech Lake Band 
retains jurisdiction to regulate and en-
force laws within the Reservation. They 
maintain their own Division of Resource 
Management, which includes Conserva-
tion, Environmental, Land, Forestry, Fish, 
Wildlife, and Plant Departments. These depart-
ments work together to manage the land accord-
ing to the economic, environmental, and cultural 
goals of Band members. Resources are managed to 
ensure their continued viability into the future, and 
to preserve traditional and cultural ways of life that 
utilize and celebrate these resources.

The Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe reveres water be-
cause water is life (Burnett, 2018). Traditional prac-

Map 1.7 Leech Lake Reservation, 
county, and Watershed boundaries.
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Map 1.7 Leech Lake Reservation, 
county, and Watershed boundaries.

Socioeconomics

The 2018 estimated population of the Watershed was 55,715, 
a 12.9% increase from the year 2000 (MN DNR, 2020c). The 
local economy is mixed, but has a solid base in outdoor rec-
reation. Of the six counties in the Watershed, only Clearwater 
does not have a demonstrable recreation-based economy 
(United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research 
Service [USDA ERS], 2017). These recreation-based coun-
ties have above-average percentages of employment in and 
income from entertainment, recreation, accommodations, eat-
ing and drinking establishments, and real estate, as well as an 
above-average percentage of seasonal housing units.

Popular recreational activities take full advantage of the out-
standing land and water resources in the Watershed, and local 
businesses	benefit	directly	and	indirectly	from	these	activities.	
Businesses such as lakeside resorts can be found across the 
Watershed, drawing in anglers and vacationing families, while 
local restaurants and shops provide additional entertainment 
and necessities. Local residents take part in recreation, but a 
large portion of this economy is based on drawing in tourists 
from outside the area. Itasca State Park alone receives around 
500,000 visitors annually (“Itasca State Park,” n.d.).

The heavily forested Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed 
is also home to a thriving timber harvest industry, which in-
cludes paper mills, wood product manufacturing, sawmills, 
and logging. In 2016, the forest-based economy in north-
central Minnesota provided around 3,000 jobs and generated 
$160 million in labor income and over $800 million in econom-
ic output (Haynes et al., 2017). The area supports three large 
wood product manufacturing plants and a number of forestry-
related businesses.

Table 1.4 2017 economic impact of Minnesota’s leisure & hospitality industry.
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Development and Public Infrastructure

Development in the Watershed overall has in-
creased slowly, while the more urban areas around 
Bemidji, Deer River, Grand Rapids, Cass Lake, and 
Shevlin experienced more rapid development over 
the past few decades. Increases in development 
raise concerns over groundwater quality stemming 
from private landowner uses, business uses, and 
larger nationwide infrastructure uses. Currently, 
there are 3,119 road miles across the Watershed 
(MN DNR, 2020c), 11 man-made dams, four of 
which lie directly on the Mississippi, and crude oil 
and natural gas pipelines that stretch across the 
Watershed for a combined total of approximately 
146.5 miles. There are ongoing pressures to expand 
and replace these existing infrastructures which 
often leave local cities, organizations, and the public 
struggling to understand and decide what is best for 
the community.

The Watershed also contains two Environmental 
Protection Agency-designated Superfund Sites and 
two Minnesota Department of Health-designated 
Special Well and Boring Construction Areas result-
ing from previous soil and groundwater contamina-
tion.

Map 1.8 Pipelines and public infrastructure.
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Land and Water Resource Inventory - Conclusion

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is a region that is characterized by diverse and high-functioning 
ecosystems that are worth protecting based on their recreational and aesthetic appeal to all of us. Residents and 
visitors alike love this landscape and all of the unique features and species therein. We also depend on these re-
sources in our daily lives, for it is from this landscape that we derive our local industries, economy, homes, drink-
ing water, and more. If we know what we have, we can make better personal and community decisions about 
how to use and protect our resources for a healthy, sustainable, inclusive future.

Map 1.9 Development increases since 2002.
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Planning Scope and Process

Local water planning is a process of selecting locally 
relevant strategies to improve the quality and quan-
tity of water resources. This process is informed by 
data, information, and goals from a variety of sourc-
es, including local knowledge, state-level plans and 
strategies, and citizen input. Strategies in local plans 
should be connected back to prioritized resources, 
and,	ideally,	should	provide	multiple	benefits	for	
each	input	to	address	a	variety	of	issues	identified	in	
the planning process.

The One Watershed, One Plan program was con-
ceptualized in 2011 when the Local Government 
Water Roundtable (composed of the Association of 
Minnesota Counties, Minnesota Association of Soil 
and Water Conservation Districts, and Minnesota 
Association of Watershed Districts) and the Board of 
Water and Soil Resources (BWSR) developed legisla-
tion to make changes allowing the local water plan-
ning process to be conducted on a watershed basis 
instead of along county boundaries.

Once a comprehensive plan is 
completed, it is intended to replace 
the existing County water plans or 
Soil and Water Conservation District 
comprehensive plans for the entire 
planning boundary. Currently, the 
development and approval of a 
county comprehensive water plan 
requires BWSR to make grants 
available to counties for local water 
management planning, implemen-
tation	of	priority	actions	identified	
in approved plans, and sealing of 
abandoned wells. Future funding 
for these activities is projected to 

become more closely tied to One Watershed, One 
Plan	in	order	to	leverage	the	intended	efficiencies	of	
watershed-based planning, further the recommen-
dations of the Local Government Water Roundtable, 
and incentivize watershed-based planning.
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Planning Mission

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Comprehensive Management Plan (Plan) will strive for a 
systematic, watershed-wide, science-based approach to watershed management, driven by participating 
local governments and the public.

The success of this Plan will be demonstrated through local governments’ and private citizens’ voluntary adop-
tion and participation, as well as how the Plan addresses potential barriers to implementation such as technical 
capability,	financial	capacity,	community	understanding,	and	trust.	These	implementation	barriers	are	partially	
overcome through diverse participation in the planning process by local entities, public groups, and communi-
ties.	The	planning	group	defined	participation	as	“a	collaborative	process	through	which	stakeholders	influence	
and share control over the development of initiatives and the decisions regarding resources which affect them.” 
This collaborative planning process takes an interdisciplinary approach where stakeholders can inform and 
educate each other through informal, face-to-face dialogue. Continuous stakeholder participation was used to 
identify needs based on values and facts, and decisions were made using general consensus from the group. In 
order to ensure representative participation, the planning process included two public kickoff meetings for gen-
eral public insight as well as the formation of three distinct groups for 
Plan development, which included the Policy Committee, Advisory 
Committee, and Steering Team.

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed (Watershed) planning began with a Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) between Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, and Itasca Counties and Soil and Water Conservation Dis-
tricts (SWCDs). Becker County and SWCD elected not to participate due to having less than 1% of the planning 
area within their boundaries. A representative from each of the MOA governmental units was appointed to serve 
on the Policy Committee, which is responsible for informing their respective boards and making recommenda-
tions on how the Plan should be organized and function.
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Policy Committee

• Consists of one Board member from 
each LGU (County & SWCD)

• This group reviews recommenda-
tions of the Advisory Committee

•	Makes	final	decisions	about	the	
content of the Plan and its submittal

Advisory Committee

• Includes staff representatives 
from each county and  SWCD, state 
agencies, and representatives from a 
broad spectrum of organizations or 
groups

• The purpose of this committee is to 
make recommendations to the Policy 
Committee

• The bulk of development will come 
from this group

Steering Team

• Consists of local staff from each 
LGU (County & SWCD)

• Responsible for logistical organiza-
tion

• The team or project manager may 
also distill feedback from the Advisory 
and Policy Committee

Two public kickoff meetings were held to get public input on the process and to create a conversation about the 
Watershed. Both meetings, one in Bemidji and the other in Grand Rapids, included presentations on existing 
resources	and	programs:

One Watershed, One Plan Program Overview
– Chad Severts, BWSR and Zach Gutknecht,
Beltrami SWCD

Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategies
– Phil Votruba, MPCA

Current Trends in Groundwater Resources and
Public Health – Chris Parthun, MDH

Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed
– Annette Drewes, MN DNR

Through participation, a central concept emerged around stewardship focusing on local actions in the context of 
this	Watershed’s	landscape	and	its	modification.	Stewardship	encompasses	actions	taken	by	individuals,	groups,	
or networks to manage natural resources and balance ecosystem services. Ecosystem services are the various 
benefits	provided	to	humans	as	a	result	of	healthy	ecosystems	and	environments.		These	services	can	be	catego-
rized	into	provisioning,	regulating,	and	cultural	benefits,	all	of	which	can	be	direct	or	indirect	as	well	as	small	or	
large.

Provisioning	services	are	commonly	thought	of	as	the	availability	of	vegetables,	fish,	or	livestock,	but	they	can	
include	any	type	of	material	benefit	including	drinking	water,	timber,	wood	fuel,	and	other	extractions.		Next,	reg-
ulating services recognize the value of natural processes in maintaining a healthy, functional, sustainable, and re-
silient	environment.		These	include	nature’s	ability	to	clean	air	and	filter	water,	bacterial	decomposition	of	wastes,	
bees’	flower	pollination,	and	the	role	of	trees	in	stabilizing	soil.		Lastly,	cultural	services	include	the	importance	of	
ecosystems as a symbol to the community.  In this Watershed, wild rice is one of the most notable and culturally 
valuable species derived from the landscape.   

Resilient ecosystem services rely on the ability of an ecosystem to maintain its normal patterns after being sub-
jected to change or damage.  Resiliency depends on biodiversity and ecological functions, which in turn are 
influenced	by	landscape	structure,	i.e.	types	of	ecosystems	present,	relative	proportions,	spatial	arrangement,	
and	modifications	made	to	maximize	some	services	while	potentially	reducing	others.	Managing	landscapes	for	
ecosystem services requires an understanding of how policy, management, and humans interact to bring about 
change.  As we implement this Plan, new issues may arise that impact local water, forest, and economic values. 
When this happens, we often fall back on old information and long-established habits and beliefs to understand 
what is happening and to decide what can be done about it. To disrupt that cycle and move toward more com-
prehensive	planning	and	decision-making,	this	Plan	aims	to	first	frame	issues,	then	examine	them	through	the	
lens	of	vision,	values,	and	voice	to	understand	the	factors	that	are	influencing	us	and	thereby	the	environment.

From this work group, a clear vision emerged:

Mississippi Headwaters 
communities answering the call 
to protect & improve: Our waters, 
forests, economy, and future.
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Landscape Resiliency

Building the land’s ability to adapt to and 
bounce back from adverse conditions com-
pels careful consideration of observed long-
term weather trends. Changes in tempera-
tures and precipitation have foundational 
impacts	to	infrastructure,	flood	protection,	
habitat protection, water supply, and overall 
water quality.

Mississippi River Headwaters observed data, 
shown in Figure 1.1, provides annual aver-
age values (solid blue line) alongside the 
30-year running average (solid red line) and 
the overall record average (dashed gray 
line).	The	figure	allows	us	to	compare	values	
across three 30-year time periods, starting in 
the 1930s and ending in 2020, and observe 
how recent observations compare to long-
term trends for the Watershed.
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Figure 1.1 Mississippi River Headwaters observed climate 
data.

*Source:	MN	DNR	Climate	Summary	for	Watersheds,	Mississippi	RIver	-	Head-
waters June 2019



Key Considerations and Observations: 

 • More frequent, heavier, or longer-duration 
rainfall events will increase soil erosion and runoff, 
thereby increasing deposition of sediment and con-
taminants in waterbodies.
 • More frequent extreme weather events will 
impact agriculture, resulting in unintended increases 
of fertilizer, pesticide, nutrient, and sediment runoff, 
all of which can be harmful to water resources and 
costly to the landowner/farmer.
 • Increased extreme weather events put ad-
ditional pressure on drainage infrastructure, poten-
tially leading to more erosion within older drainage 
systems.
 • Changes in the amount, frequency, and in-
tensity of precipitation impact stormwater manage-
ment, potentially exceeding the design capacity of 
stormwater treatment structures or impacting future 
structure design.
 • In 2020, biomass may not be widely viewed 
as a viable alternative energy source, but is being 
explored for accounting for carbon sequestration.
 • Across northern Minnesota and the Great 
Lakes	region,	fire	season	is	controlled	by	a	combi-
nation of day length, weather, and fuel conditions. 
Based on current trends, forests are likely to become 
more	vulnerable	to	growing	seasonal	wildfires,	creat-
ing health and safety concerns for landowners and 
firefighters.
 • Wild rice, the Northwoods’ cultural keystone 
species, is very sensitive to hydrologic conditions 
including	water	depth	and	temperature.	Specific	

threats	include	prolonged	droughts,	summer	flood-
ing, shortened periods of cold water temperatures, 
and predation or displacement by species favored 
by warmer water temperatures.

To address resiliency concerns, communities and 
partners can conduct annual monitoring and as-
sessments and implement key strategies such as:

Monitor:
	 •	Surface	water	flow	
 • Groundwater quality and quantity
 • Forest health and stand condition
 • Terrestrial invasive species
 • Rain gauge program

Implement: 
 • Use of ATLAS 14 or current technical note
    on precipitation frequency estimates for
    infrastructure design
 • Build soil health in urban and rural
    landscapes
 • Guide effective water management,
    treatment, and use through stormwater
    treatment train approach
 • Increase private forest planning,
    accounting for future species distribution
    and forest health practices
 • Use of integrated pest management
    strategies
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This Plan is a watershed-based local resource management plan which operates on a 10-year implementation 
and funding cycle. The intent of this section is to describe and document the process used to identify address-
able priorities and their associated measurable results. 

Issue Identification

Issues for the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed
were generated and prioritized with input from the general 
public, Advisory Committee, county comprehensive local 
water management plans, and local and state agencies. 
The process for identifying possible priorities included the 
steps in Figure 2.1. A summary of documents considered 
during issue development can be found in Appendix IV.

Existing documents reviewed in this process included:

• County Water Plans 
• Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Restoration 

and Protection Strategies
• Mississippi	Headwaters	Stressor	Identification	Report	
• Mississippi Headwaters Watershed Landscape Steward-

ship Plan
• Mississippi Headwaters Board Comprehensive Plan
• Total Maximum Daily Load Reports
• Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Groundwater 

Restoration and Protection Strategies Report
• Mississippi Headwaters Watershed Fluvial Geomorphology Report

Identifying Priorities

Figure 2.1 Mississippi River 
Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Planing inputs.
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Figure 2.1 Mississippi River 
Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Planing inputs.

Issue Categories

Plan	partners	identified	11	issues	for	the	Watershed,	but	only	the	
nine	issue	themes	identified	in	Table	2.1	will	be	the	focus	for	the	
targeted implementation schedule. The two issues that are not in-
cluded as an issue category for the targeted implementation sched-
ule are wetlands and emerging issues of concern. Emerging issues of 
concern are placed at the end of this section, which lays out a pro-
cess for continuous monitoring and evaluation to determine if and 
when emerging issues are likely to warrant action and inclusion in 
future plans. The Plan partners also determined that wetland protec-
tion and monitoring are still best achieved under the current imple-
mentation of the Wetland Conservation Act and easement programs 
such as Wild Rice Reinvest in Minnesota.

Table 2.1 Priority Issue Statements.
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Prioritizing Concerns and Issues for Action

Local water planning is a process of prioritizing issues and resources to 
select strategies and actions that work toward desired resource outcomes. 
It is important to consider local capacity to act as well as funds available 
for inputs, actions, and measurement activities. Often, a single action can 
have	benefits	for	multiple	resource	issues.	Early	on	in	the	planning	process,	
Watershed	stakeholders	identified	the	need	to	seek	out	and	prioritize	local	
actions	that	would	have	multiple	benefits	for	resource	issues	and	commu-
nity needs.

Because of the emphasis on including community-driven needs and values 
in the prioritization process, the Advisory Committee hosted two kickoff 
events, one in Bemidji and the other in Grand Rapids, in September of 
2019. The kickoff events featured guest speakers leading discussions on 
our current water resources and sought to gain additional input for the Plan 
by asking the general public to complete a prioritization survey. The survey 
was also available online for a short period of time following each event to 
give voice to those who could not attend the physical locations. Public in-
put from the kickoff events stressed the importance of maintaining drinking 
and lake water quality by addressing invasive species, wastewater systems, 
and local development.

The Advisory Committee met on September 19th, 2019 to review the 
public input and sort the priority issues into three groups based on which 
issues have a greater impact on local resources, increased cost effective-
ness,	and	include	multiple	benefits.	Primary	issues	are	the	issues	of	highest	
priority and are expected to have greater focus during implementation over 
the next 10 years. For each of the issues, Plan implementors will use the 
best actions and locations based on sound science and data to target high-
quality or threatened resources.

Existing 
Resource Data 
and Reports

Public Input

Issue Targeting

Issue 
Prioritization

Plan Issues

 

Figure 2.3 Issue priority categorization.

Figure 2.2 Issue identification process.
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Identifying Emerging Issues

Emerging issues are problems, risks, or opportunities 
that affect priority resources and could be addressed 
in future Plan implementation. Emerging issues have 
typically been novel and have not had a recogniz-
able impact to priority resources, or the issue effect 
has	not	been	identified	until	increased	intensifica-
tion, resulting in negative impacts 
to priority resources. Within the 
planning process, stakeholders 
identified	concerns	about	devel-
oping problems and the need to 
implement monitoring activities 
that would help the Watershed 
communities identify trends and 
pinpoint needed actions.

The primary emerging issue identi-
fied	in	the	planning	process	was	
irrigation. Currently, there are very 
limited irrigation systems in the 
Watershed, however the emer-
gence of new row crop operations 
in adjacent watersheds are cause 
for concern. The preferred areas 
for those irrigation systems have 
been located on sandy soils typical 
of our jack pine forests. Removal 
of forests for irrigation systems 
increases the use of groundwa-
ter and can lead to reduction in 
stream	base	flow,	affect	wetland	
hydrology, and place additional pressures on drinking 
water resources within the Watershed. The shallow 
aquifers and sandy soils in the western region of the 
Watershed are more susceptible to potential land use 
change impacts and an increase in nitrate levels. The 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources current-
ly regulates irrigation that draws more than 10,000 
gallons of water per day (1 million gallons per year). 
These users are required to obtain a water use ap-
propriation permit, report their annual water use, pay 
fees based on their rate of use and, in some cases, 
monitor groundwater levels.

Actions to Monitor and Address 
 • Annually monitor groundwater levels
 • Annually monitor groundwater and 
    ambient conditions
 • Development of a county geologic atlas in all
    counties to understand risks and vulnerabilities
 • Use the results of current geologic atlases to
    understand risks and vulnerabilities

The process of identifying additional emerging is-
sues for their subsequent inclusion into the Plan for 
monitoring actions should be guided by the follow-
ing	criteria:

Table 2.2 Criteria for identifying emerging issues.
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Setting Measurable 
Outcomes

Good watershed management, particularly the 
ability to demonstrate progress and success, relies on setting outcomes that can be measured. 
These	outcomes	focus	on	the	watershed	priority	area	for	each	of	these	nine	addressable	resource	issues:

In this section, each of the nine priority issues is organized as follows:

 • Desired Future Condition, or long-term goal, describes the attributes the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Compre-  
  hensive Plan strives to attain, regardless of timeframe. This sets the direction for planning and future management.
 • 10-Year Measurable Goals	are	the	quantifiable	changes	in	resource	condition	expected	after	the	10-year	Plan	is	implement-	 	
	 			ed.	Measurable	Goals	express	what	quantifiable	amount	of	progress	toward	the	Desired	Future	Condition	will	be	made	du-	 	
  ring the Plan implementation period.
 • Issue Rationale provides a broad introduction of the resource issue and establishes the importance of the topic.
 • Issue Context summarizes the status of the issue in the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed. This includes a brief 
	 	 inventory	of	resources,	review	of	specific	threats,	and	mitigating	actions	that	guide	goal	development	and	
  implementation actions.
 • Resource Prioritization describes the process used to identify high-priority watersheds for implementation actions. 
	 	 Priority	areas	are	identified	in	Watershed	maps.
 • Plan Implementation	outlines	the	actions	needed	to	achieve	identified	measurable	goals.	This	subsection	consists	of	a	
	 	 table	of	actions	to	achieve	measurable	goals	showing	how	individual	actions	have	multiple	benefits.	It	concludes	with	an	issue		
  action table, which lists each planned implementation action and the associated contributing entities, results, and costs.

The key word with watersheds 
is “connection.” The water 
within a watershed is always 
moving. Groundwater and sur-
face water are connected. Land 
is connected to neighboring 
properties. Together they may 
be connected to a stream which 
leads to a lake or larger river. 
Streams and rivers form exten-
sive drainage networks. What 
you do on your land has the 
potential to affect many other
places. Protecting one means 
protecting all.

A watershed describes an 
area of land that contains a 
common set of streams and 
rivers that all drain into a 
larger body of water.

White arrows on the map 
show the flow of water 
throughout this watershed. 
Each of the landowners are 
affected in some way by 
what their neighbors are
doing with their land.

Figure 3.1 Watershed model.

Lake Stewardship  Urban Stewardship                                Water Course Stewardship
Forest Stewardship  Environmentally Sensitive Lands Stewardship                 Drinking Water Stewardship
Agriculture Stewardship Subsurface Sewage Treatment System Management     Invasive Species
     

..........

..........
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Lake Stewardship

Issue 1.

Desired Future Condition

Improve 6.5 miles of lakeshore habitat and reduce lake 
phosphorus inputs from localized development.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Improve two miles of lakeshore habitat on Tier 1 and 
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) lakes, and one 
mile on Tier 2 lakes.

Reduce phosphorus by 5% of the total load reduction 
needed for each of the Tier 1 lakes.

Lake Stewardship Rationale

Lakes are among the Mississippi River Headwaters Wa-
tershed’s most treasured resources. For generations, 
residents and visitors alike have come to the Headwaters 
area	to	swim,	fish,	boat,	listen	to	the	loons,	and	connect	
with nature. Fortunately, most of the lakes here have good 
water quality, and many are designated as areas of high 
biological	significance	by	the	researchers	at	Minnesota	
Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR) because they 
have	high-quality	and	diverse	aquatic	plant,	fish,	amphib-
ian, and bird populations. These are the creatures and 
waters that people travel from afar to see and to photo-
graph when they want to experience the source of the 
Mississippi River.

The water in a watershed is all connected; every lake sits 
at the heart of its own watershed, or lakeshed, resulting in 
lakes receiving runoff from the lands around it. That water 
							may	flow	from	a	lawn	into	a	lake,	off	a	road	or	drive-
     way into a culvert and then into the lake, or soak 
  into the soils beneath our feet and enter  
  our lakes through groundwater connec- 
  tions. What we do on the land will be   
	 	 reflected	in	the	quality	of	our	lakes.

Figure 3.2 Lakeshore stewardship represented in the 
watershed model. 
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All	lakes	benefit	or	suffer	from	the	cumulative	actions	
and activities within their lakeshed. Unfortunately, in 
some cases we have already inadvertently altered the 
lakeshore by constructing impervious surfaces and 
replacing native vegetation with turf grasses, shifting 
the natural balance of plant and animal communi-
ties important to maintaining high water quality and 
quantity. If we address these changes foot-by-foot 
along our shorelines, our shorelands will stabilize, 
nutrient input to the lake will be reduced, and water 
quality will be protected.

The lakeshore development dynamic is deeply 
weighted by social perspective, which can only be 
unraveled through a lake community approach. The 
aim of this section is to give individuals and local 
communities the knowledge and support needed 
to address water and habitat quality challenges as 
well as to design and maintain a healthy and resilient 
lakeshore.
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Lake Stewardship Context

Aside from the desire to maintain a clean and healthy environment for people and other life within the Watershed, 
there are additional, human-driven reasons to care for our shoreland and waters. One that arises often is that lake-
shore property values are closely tied to water quality metrics such as clarity, temperature, phosphorus level, and 
diversity	of	fish	species.

Millions of dollars of lakeshore property values in Minnesota could be lost or gained by a simple one-meter change 
in water clarity. Eight lakes in the Watershed show improving transparency trends; they include Andrusia, Long, 
North Twin, and Swenson in Beltrami County, and Bass, Deer, Dixon, and Siseebakwet in Itasca County. The health 
of	fish	populations	is	directly	tied	to	the	quality	and	quantity	of	suitable	habitat.	Loss	of	fish	habitat,	like	fallen	trees		
and other aquatic plants along the shallow parts of a lake, often coincides with development of lakeshores.

Lakes within the Watershed range from high-value waterbodies to lakes showing impairments or at risk of becoming 
impaired.		Waterbodies	containing	cold-water	fish	species	like	trout,	cisco,	and	muskellunge,	or	support	wild	rice,	a	
culturally and economically valuable resource, are in good shape so far and considered of high value.  Lakes closer 
to	urban	centers,	such	as	Lake	Irving	and	Little	Turtle,	are	identified	as	impaired	due	to	excess	amounts	of	phospho-
rus.  Lakes with higher density development, including Lake Bemidji, Gull Lake, Lake Plantagenet, and Grace Lake, 
are considered at risk of becoming impaired. 

Additionally, 15 of the 122 assessed lakes in the Watershed fail to meet state standards for E. coli or eutrophication. 
Eight of the 15 lakes did not meet the standards due to natural background causes such as wetland loading, and 
another	five	failed	to	meet	standards	primarily	due	to	being	a	shallow	lake,	leaving	only	two	of	the	assessed	lakes,	
Lake Irving and Little Turtle Lake, unable to meet state standards due to unnatural conditions. In addition, of all the 
lakes	assessed	in	the	Minnesota	Pollution	Control	Agency’s	(MPCA)	Stressor	Identification	Report,	only	Grace	Lake	
had	a	fish	Index	of	Biotic	Integrity	(IBI)	score	close	to	the	impairment	threshold.
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Phosphorus is a nutrient found in manure, leaves, soil, and fertilizer. 
Under natural conditions phosphorus is typically scarce in water but 
has been increased with changing atmospheric deposition. Human 
activities, have resulted in excessive phosphorus loading into our 
lakes. When phosphorus mixes with water it triggers exponential 
growth of harmful algae blooms.

There are 13 point sources of pollution within the Watershed including two domestic wastewater National Pollut-
ant Discharge Elimination System/State Disposal System (NPDES/SDS) permits, three domestic wastewater SDS 
permits, one industrial wastewater site, one industrial non-contact cooling water site, and six nonmetallic mining 
industrial stormwater sources. None of these point sources require pollutant reductions beyond their current permit 
conditions or limits.

Long-term water quality monitoring is important to identify whether a lake’s health is declining, improving, or stable. 
There are currently 53 volunteers in the Watershed enrolled in the Citizen Lake Monitoring Program who collect 
valuable data that contributes to the information used in this Plan.  However, additional data collection efforts will be 
needed as the area population and demand on resources grow and change over time.

Figure 3.3 The impact of phosphorus on water quality.
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Resource Prioritization

The lake prioritization strategy took into 
consideration development around each 
lake	in	the	Watershed,	the	benefit-cost	ratio	
for practice installation, and lakes of special 
concern.
 
E911 Points Since 2002 within 
Shoreland Zone
An increase in the number of homes 
around the lake results in a higher likeli-
hood of impact from local development 
that might not be captured in other land 
cover	data	sets.	We	identified	homes	by	
using E911 points within the shoreland 
zone, 1,000 feet from the lake, that were 
established after 2002. At-risk areas include 
impervious zones on the shoreline where 
increased pressures on the water table and 
additional nutrients affect the lake.

Lake Benefit-Cost Analysis
This analysis was developed by the MN 
DNR to identify high-quality, high-value 
lakes and those most likely to provide the 
best return on investment. The analysis 
looked at which lakes are most likely to 
substantially decline in quality with increas-
ing nutrient pollution loads taking into 
account phosphorus sensitivity, lake size, 
and watershed disturbance. This dataset 
created	three	categories:	high	(0	to	75th	
percentile), higher (75th to 90th percentile), 
and highest (90th percentile). The Water-
shed has 27 lakes in the highest category, 
44 lakes in the higher category, and 68 in 
the high category.

Lakes of Special Concern
Lakes of special concern were given ad-
ditional preference based on which lakes 
have a decreasing water quality trend, are 
close to impairment, are impaired, or have 
high local importance as determined by the 
Advisory Committee.
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Map 3.1 E911 points within the 
shoreland zone.

Map 3.2 Lake benefit: 
cost assessment.

Map 3.3 Lakes of
special concern.
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Map 3.4 
Priority lakes.

Resource Prioritization Continued

By	using	E911	points	in	tandem	with	the	lake	benefit:	cost	assessment,	we	can	reasonably	determine	which	lakes	
have the highest development and which lakes are at the greatest risk of being degraded or becoming further de-
graded,	qualified	by	lakes	that	are	locally	important	or	have	a	water	quality	issue.	A	final	map	was	created	represent-
ing the Plan priority of focusing on lakes that are locally important and will likely have the greatest return on invest-
ment.		The	priority	score	separated	lakes	into	two	tiers:	1	and	2,	where	Tier	1	lakes	are	a	standard	deviation	from	the	
mean	and	Tier	2	lakes	are	the	remaining	lakes,	based	on	a	simple	multiplicative	function:

Priority Score = (# of Homes in Shoreland) x (Lake Benefit: Cost Assessment Score) x (Lakes of 
Special Concern Score)

Table	3.1	indicates	the	lake	phosphorus	targets	based	on	data	from	the	Lakes	of	Phosphorus	Sensitive	Significance	
from the MN DNR. Every lake within the Watershed has a target total phosphorus (TP), load target, predicted load, 
load reduction needed, and percent of load reduction needed, however the table only shows the Tier 1 lakes from 
our prioritization process.  The 5% phosphorus reduction goal is 5% of the needed load reduction to reach the load 
target.  The load target indicates the estimated total phosphorus load to meet the total phosphorus (TP) target con-
centration for the lake. 
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	
with actions needed to achieve these goals prioritized to spe-
cific	lakes	throughout	the	Watershed.		Along	priority	lakes,	
further targeting by Plan partners will be based on impervious 
surfaces and shoreland, shoreline, and aquatic zone assess-
ments completed as part of MN DNR’s Score the Shore. 

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve 
the goals set in any plan. Lake stewardship implementation 
will focus on improving lakeshore habitat and reducing phos-
phorus loading on prioritized lakes within the Watershed.  
Lakeshore owners are an important part of the lake steward-
ship implementation plan, and local staff will work with willing 
landowners	to	address	actions	that	will	benefit	prioritized	
lakes.  Table 3.2 below shows which actions affect which 
goals. This illustrates which actions contribute to achieving 
multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	
that action.

Actions and programs for implementation in the prioritized 
areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.3.  This table is 
intended to be a high-level overview used to support the 
development of shorter-term work plans, shared services, 
and budgets for the planning partners. It is grouped into four 
categories including Implementation actions, contributing en-
tities, results, and costs, which work together to identify and 
define	the	actors	and	actions	needed	to	reach	the	Plan	goals	
within the 10-year time frame. 

Table 3.2 Lakeshore actions to achieve measurable goals.
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Table 3.3 Lake stewardship action table.
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Desired Future Condition

Through collaborative management, protect and maintain 75% of the 
Mississippi River Headwaters forest cover in priority lake watersheds.

10 Year Measurable Goals

Improve forest management on 41,026 acres through forest steward-
ship plans.

• Integrate a watershed forest model and database. 
• Increase protected forestlands by 30,500 acres across priority 

lake watersheds.
 - Retain contiguous blocks of private forestlands by maintain-

ing patches greater than 101 acres on 419 private parcels.
 - Minimize forest fragmentation by targeting private forests 

adjacent to public lands that are smaller than 101 acres.

Forest Stewardship

Issue 2.
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Figure 3.4  Forested watershed model.

Table 3.4 Priority lake protection goals.

Lake
Lake Watershed 

Acres
Current Percent 

Protected
Acres needed to 

Reach 75% Protected

10 Year
Measurable Acres 

Goal

10 Year Measurable 
Goal Percent Protected

Lake Plantagenet 109,631 69% 6,125 6,125 75%

Lake Bemidji 387,311 58% 66,885 8,789 60%
Turtle Lake 26,286 43% 6,606 4,407 60%
Gull Lake 6,976 58% 990 112 60%
Cass Lake 693,065 63% 85,275 22,899 66%
Deer Lake 16,754 60% 2,489 2,489 75%

Pokegama Lake 1,228,889 71% 48,205 30,500 74%



Forest Stewardship Rationale

The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is valued by community members and travelers for its 
outstanding natural resources and plentiful clean water. Many who choose to make this Watershed their 
home do so because of the forests and wildlife they contain along with the water landscapes where we 
swim,	fish,	boat,	and	often,	just	watch	the	water	change	and	move.	Our	forests	support	a	robust	logging	
industry, a major economic driver in northern Minnesota. Keeping the forests intact has kept the Water-
shed’s world-class water resources in pristine condition and helps support a thriving, sustainable economy 
if responsibly managed.

Forests are key to the Watershed and its abil-
ity to maintain high water quality, even while 
other land conversion pressures exist. Not 
only do forests act as sponges by holding a 
significant	amount	of	water	within	the	cel-
lular structures of leaves and wood, but the 
complex matrix of roots, organic matter, and 
fungi	in	the	soil	slows	water	down	and	filters	
it as it moves from soil surface to groundwa-
ter.	Disturbed	forests,	defined	as	forest	land	
cover that has been converted to another 
land cover such as residential or agriculture,  
diminish the ability of the Watershed to main-
tain high water quality.

Although this Watershed is largely forested and has high-quality resources, growing changes to the 
landscape are presenting challenges to ensuring long-term ecosystem health and local economic vital-
ity. The forest stewardship issue is intended to protect local forests using a lake-based habitat framework 
developed by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR). This framework is based on 
the principle that once disturbances (land cover conversion) in a watershed are greater than 25%, the total 
phosphorus	delivery	to	lakes	increases	significantly	over	natural	concentrations.	The	framework	gives	us	
the	ability	to	create	measurable	benefits	from	protection	activities.

In general, forests that are under county, state, or federal ownership have a low disturbance risk, whereas 
private forests have a high disturbance risk of being converted for development or agricultural uses. 
Benefits	from	forests	include	clean	air,	healthy	waters,	scenic	beauty,	hunting,	fishing,	bird-watching,	and	
forest	commercial	products.	Forest	landowners	can	keep	resources	healthy	as	well	as	enhance	benefits	for	
themselves through active involvement in caring for the health of their woods. This section provides local 
government units and service providers with a protection framework, enabling increased use of tools, as-
sistance, and resources needed to achieve Watershed-wide protection goals and improve forest ecology, 
resiliency, production, and recreational opportunities.
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Land use affects water quality

Forested lands retain water

Forests and well-vegetated lands 
serve as a natural sponge, filtering and 
retaining stormwater. A healthy variety 
of plants and their deep root systems 
retain soil, soak up water, and filter 
contaminants. Woodlands protect 
both groundwater and surface 
water. Native cover allows 
proper infiltration of stormwater 
into underground aquifers.

Developed lands shed water

 When forests and naturally vegetated 
areas are converted to other uses such as 
buildings, roads, and agriculture, there are 
corresponding increases in rain and snow-        
 melt runoff. Increased runoff 
       carries more sediment and contami- 
    nants like chemicals and excess nutrients 
to surface water. Infiltration and ground-
water recharge is reduced. Increased flows 
can destabilize streams and decrease water 
quality.

Forest Stewardship Context

Working towards sustainable forest management continues to be the primary goal of all forest interests in Min-
nesota. The Minnesota 2020 State Forest Action Plan recognizes the growing awareness of all the different forest 
ownerships and the need to work together collaboratively on collective management approaches and monitor-
ing needs. Keeping working forests functioning and protecting forested resources is critical as forest fragmenta-
tion, invasive species, timber management dynamics, threats to water quality, and other forest threats are be-
coming more a part of the forest management community conversation. 

The Watershed is largely forested, including 389,000 acres of private forestlands.  This abundance of forests 
contributes to high-quality resources, however there are growing changes to the landscape that could affect 
long-term ecosystem health and local economic vitality. Grand Rapids and Bemidji, as growing regional centers 
on	opposite	ends	of	the	Watershed,	exert	significant	pressure	on	the	resources	of	the	region	with	a	projected	
population growth of 3.5% by 2025. With growth comes the potential for loss of private forestlands and an 
increase in landscape disturbance on adjacent lands. Additional risk lies in the potential development of School 
Trust Lands. While most of these are currently managed as sustainable forestlands, 26,220 of the 151,272 acres 
have	a	best	use	classification	for	real	estate,	which	poses	a	potential	development	threat	to	lands	currently	con-
sidered protected.

Forests are a major economic driver in the Watershed. Forest-related industries utilize a mix of coniferous and 
deciduous species and depend on a steady, reliable source of timber production. Locally, the forest industry ac-
counts for roughly $160 million in labor income, $800 million in regional economic activity, and more than 3,000 
jobs.	Local	forest	management	is	contributing	to	the	benefits	of	long-lived	forests	by	recognizing	habitat	val-
ues,	water	quality	benefits,	and	carbon	sequestration.	With	good	communication	and	outreach,	forest	industry	
professionals and conservationists can work together to ensure the Watershed’s forests remain well-managed for 
wildlife habitat and water quality while improving their capacity for carbon sequestration and storage.

Figure 3.5 Impacts of land use on water quality.
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Approximately 50% of the land area in the Watershed is held in public ownership, much of which 
is forested.  Maintaining current private forestlands is a critical component in protecting our 
high-quality lake resources.

Lakes in the Mississippi River Headwaters 
Watershed	benefit	from	having	extensive	
public lands in their watersheds. Map 3.6 il-
lustrates the protection per minor watershed 
throughout the Watershed.  Of the 122 minor 
watersheds, 53 (dark green) have at least 75% 
protected lands.  Public lands generally have 
abundant forest land cover and are not at risk for 
conversion to other “disturbed” land use types. 
Private lands, in contrast, do have varying de-
grees of disturbance and disturbance potential. 
Protection of private forests in conjunction with 
public lands is the focus for priority lake water-
sheds to achieve a 75% protection status.  Once 
a lake watershed reaches 75% protected, the pri-
ority lake is assumed to be reasonably protected 
from watershed impacts.   

Water quality is dependent on the  
percentage of use on the land 
or “disturbance.”
Disturbance in this Watershed is clustered in 
and around the City of Bemidji on the west-
ern side of the Watershed.  Map 3.5 shows 
all 122 minor watersheds, 18 of which have 
land uses considered to be disturbed 
greater than 25%.  

Watershed disturbance and water quality.

Water	quality	analysis	from	1,200	fishing	lakes	across	Minnesota	has	
shown a correlation between land use and lake phosphorus concentra-
tion.	A	lake’s	total	phosphorus	concentration	increases	significantly	over	
the natural concentration when a lake watershed land use disturbances 
are greater than roughly 25%.  Disturbed land includes urban develop-
ment, agriculture, and mining, and may contribute up to 15 times more 
phosphorus to surface water than undisturbed lands.  

The forest protection concept

Map 3.5 Percentage of 
disturbed land cover.

Figure 3.6  The relationship between 
land disturbance and water quality.
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Resource Prioritization

Our common understanding is that excess 
phosphorus loading is a threat to many 
Minnesota lakes. Fortunately, there are only 
a few such examples of degraded water 
quality within this Watershed. High water 
quality in the Watershed is primarily due to 
largely intact forest land cover. In order to 
maintain current water quality and hit the 
overarching objective of this Plan, it will be 
inherently crucial to protect the most valu-
able and most at-risk forest resources.

Priority Lakes

The forest protection framework is based 
on protecting 75% of the lake watersheds.  
Map 3.7 places value on the lakes priori-
tized as Tier 1 lakes from the lake steward-
ship issue. The lake watershed of each Tier 
1 lake is prioritized based on how many 
downstream Tier 1 lakes it affects.  The 
value will be placed on lake watersheds 
that affect more downstream Tier 1 lakes. 

Land Conversion Risk

Risk levels were determined by identify-
ing areas that have undergone forestland 
conversion or have soils well suited for 
agriculture. These characteristics were 
determined using the 2016 National Land 
Cover Dataset (NLCD). Watersheds with 
the highest forestland conversion rates 
from 2001 to 2016 in conjunction with soils 
suitable for agriculture were placed at high-
est risk. Priority watersheds ranked by risk 
are represented in Map 3.8.

Priority Minor Watersheds 

The	final	map,	Map	3.9,	is	a	combination	
of the values and risks maps. These maps 
were combined to determine the highest 
priority areas to target forest stewardship 
actions.

Priority Lake Watershed Rank = 
(Value Rank) + (Risk Rank)

Priority is at the intersection of value and 
risk. The forest protection concept aims 
to reduce the potential for nutrient load-

ing, so higher value is placed on lakes 
most sensitive to phosphorus loading, 

where multiple lake watersheds overlap, 
and where forests have been changed to 

another land cover.
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Lake watersheds can be
within other lake watersheds

Lake Plantagenet 
Watershed

Lake Bemidji Watershed

Mississippi River Headwaters 
Watershed

Figure 3.7 Lake Plantagenet watershed breakout.



Map 3.7 Value: Priority lakes and 
number of downstream priority 
lakes per lake watershed.

Map 3.8 Risk: Forest land cover 
change and private forests 
suitable for agriculture 
conversion.

Map 3.9 Forest stewardship prior-
ity areas.
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Table 3.5 Forestry actions to achieve measurable goals. 

Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals,	focusing	
on areas we have prioritized based on local values.  Within each of the priority areas, Plan partners will further 
target parcels based on proximity to riparian areas, adjacency to public lands, and habitat qualities. 

Actions and programs for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.6. This 
table is intended to be a high-level overview used to support the development of shorter-term work plans, 
shared services, and budgets for the Plan partners. It is grouped into four categories including Implementation 
actions,	contributing	entities,	results,	and	costs,	which	work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	ac-
tions needed to reach the Plan goals within the 10-year time frame. 

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple 
actions to reach one goal. Table 3.5 below shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions 
contribute	to	achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.
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The Minnesota Forest Resources Council 
(MFRC) provides useful guidance for forest 
vegetation management based on native 
plant communities across the 10-county re-
gion that includes this Watershed. The Coun-
cil’s guidelines provide detailed direction for 
forest management activities on a site level. 
These guidelines provide excellent founda-
tions for service providers to advise private 
landowners on ways to sustainably manage 
their woodlands. The Ecological Classification 
System/Native Plant Community (ECS/NPC)-
is based on a system of forest management 
dedicated to the health of long-living conifers 
while supporting an array of upland and low-
land deciduous species. Managing for native 
plant communities and healthier forests ben-
efits the hydrologic functions of watersheds. 
In addition, the mix of forest industries cre-
ates opportunities to support the sustainable 
management of all forest cover types in the 
Watershed.

Private forest management is the primary 
and preferred tool to protect forests in most 
of the lake watersheds, although some best 
management practices such as reducing nutri-
ent and sediment runoff with riparian buffers 
will be needed to address issues in some 
minor watersheds and lakes.
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Table 3.6 Forest stewardship action table.
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5.
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5.
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding
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Agriculture Stewardship

Issue 3.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Optimize fertilizer and manure rates based on soil tests and farm plan-
ning on 331 farms in priority lake watersheds.

In priority lake watersheds, increase agriculture stewardship practices 
on 16,486 acres.
 
Increase pasture management and access control on 30 farms in priority 
lake watersheds.

Desired Future Condition

Enhance agricultural land man-
agement capability by focusing 
on increasing water-holding ca-
pacity and reducing load thresh-
olds for phosphorus, nitrogen, 
and sediment for each agricultur-
al area of the priority catchments.

Figure 3.8 Agriculture represented in the watershed model.
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Agriculture Stewardship Rationale

Farming	operations	help	societies	grow	and	flourish,	and	represent	the	connection	between	communities
and their food. Those who work the land through agricultural practices care deeply for the resources they 
have taken care of throughout generations. Farming is one of the cornerstones of modern civilization and 
is often a tool for connecting communities to their agricultural providers.  Agricultural stewardship for 
the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed will rely on improving soil health and providing additional 
services to landowners for multiple value management options.  Farming, especially row crop cultivation, 
is clustered around the City of Bemidji and westward between Beltrami and Clearwater Counties.  Farms 
outside of these areas are mostly hay/pasture lands, and are generally not considered a systemic concern 
across the Watershed.  

Recent	advances	in	technology	have	highlighted	more	efficient	and	sustainable	farming	practices	that	can	
both increase yields and improve soil health simultaneously. New information on soil conservation and 
increased productivity is provided by researchers almost daily. Recent media coverage of cover crops, 
no-till farming, and precision agriculture dem-
onstrates	the	sustainable-profitable	market	
of agriculture, but something seems to be 
preventing these practices from taking hold. 
Current agricultural practices that highlight 
sustainability and conservation can be chal-
lenging to implement due to a problem that 
is	twofold:	soil	health	practices	require	long-
term and unfamiliar management techniques 
which can lead to high initial monetary and 
physical inputs with results that are often not 
seen until many years later. In this situation, 
the	landowner	takes	significant	risks	while	try-
ing out a new practice or technology which is 
proven by data, but not proven as trustworthy 
to the individual landowner or the local com-
munity.

The	combination	of	high	inputs	and	little	short-term	return	has	led	to	difficulty	in	establishing	soil	health	
benefits	in	a	timely	and	convincing	way.	Many	farmers	rely	on	yearly	yield	and	biomass	–	i.e.	output	from	
production – as the primary indicators of business success and sustainability. Yield and biomass are the 
most	tangible	and	easily	quantifiable	measures	of	success	in	the	agricultural	community,	but	using	them	
as the only factors of success can create a false sense of security for long-term gains. A piece of land’s soil 
health could, in fact, be poor, but yield is maintained through additional inputs such as fertilizer, pesti-
cides, and herbicides or by changing to a higher-yielding crop variety, leading to background costs that 
can become long-term themselves if nothing is done to counter their causes. By increasing the com-
munication surrounding soil and water health with local producers and agricultural service providers in a 
way	that	demonstrates	the	field	economics	both	short-	and	long-term	we	can	build	up	trust	in	soil	health	
principles. The success of water and soil health improvement will rely on bringing economies of larger 
scales to a landowner’s scale through multiple stakeholders and incremental management shifts that differ 
in each farming community.
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Agriculture Stewardship Context

Agricultural land use within the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is moderate, accounting for approximately 
10% of the Watershed. There are 586 farms in the Watershed, 52% of which are full-time producers who derive 
their main source of income from the productivity of their lands. Approximately 45% of the operations are less than 
180 acres in size, 50% are between 180 and 1,000 acres, and the remaining farms are greater than 1,000 acres. The 
lands within the Watershed, as with those in much of north central Minnesota, are not extensively used for row crop 
agricultural production. The primary areas utilized for agriculture are in the northwestern part of the Watershed in 
the area around the towns of Solway and Shevlin as well as an area just southeast of Bemidji. Animal agriculture and 
feedlots are likewise concentrated in the western half of the Watershed near Solway, Shevlin, and Bemidji. The total 
known livestock and poultry animal count is 33,384.

Known agriculture-related stressors include nutrients, sediment, and pesticides, all of which are impacted by soil 
quality. The total agricultural land area throughout the Watershed is small compared to other areas of the state and 
is not suspected to be a systemic issue, but it is reasonable to consider impacts from agriculture based on how these 
lands are clustered, how nutrient and sediment loading impacts localized areas, and potential expansion of agricul-
tural land use. Based on the National Land Cover Database, row crops have doubled in acres since 2001, and now 
total 30,375 acres. However, hay/pasture lands decreased 18,574 acres to 53,269 over the same period.

The HSPF-modeled agriculture (cropland and pasture) total nutrient estimated loading and sediment loss from the 
Watershed is 44,463 lbs. of phosphorus or 22% of all loading, 573,807 lbs. of nitrogen or 12% of all loading, and 
6,434	tons	of	sediment	per	year	or	27%	of	all	loading,	as	shown	in	Maps	3.10	-	3.12.	Phosphorus	in	fields	is	predom-
inantly attached to soil particles, and measures that reduce soil erosion will also reduce phosphorus loading. Be-
cause phosphorus doesn’t leach as readily as nitrogen, it tends to be persistent and can build up in soil. Where soil 
phosphorus	concentrations	are	very	high,	soluble	phosphorus	can	leach	from	fields	and	be	transported	with	surface	
runoff or in drain tile water.

The Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) completed seven pesticide and/or nutrient water quality sample 
collection events from two river/stream locations within the Upper Mississippi River Watershed from 1992 to 2011. 
The MDA also completed 16 pesticide water quality sample collection events from 12 lakes from 2007 to 2017. Pes-
ticide detections were very limited, including a single detection of metolachlor in the Mississippi River in 1993, two 
detections of dimethenamid ESA in Elk Lake (15-0010-00-100/101) in 2009, a single detection of desethylatrazine in 
Lost Lake (29-0303-00-201) in 2012, and a single detection of hydroxyatrazine in Lost Lake (29-0303-00-201) in 2012. 
All detections were equal to or below 70 mg/L (parts per trillion), and very low compared to the lowest applicable 
water quality reference value. 
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Map 3.10 Total phosphorus 
source load per watershed 
area.

Map 3.11 Total nitrogen source load per 
watershed area.

Map 3.12 Sediment source 
load per watershed area.
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Water quality is dependent on the  percentage of use on 
the land or “disturbance.”

Lands that have been converted from a natural forested or prairie 
condition to other land uses such as cropland, pastureland, and 
developed areas have resulted in water resources that typically 
need some restoration.

Watershed land cover was analyzed for over 1,200 fish-
ing lakes in Minnesota. As the percentage of disturbed 
lands increases, there is a corresponding increase of 
runoff loads including nutrients like phosphorus.

The phosphorus concentration in lakes goes up dramatically when 
more than 25% of the watershed is disturbed. Maps 3.13 - 3.15 
show the priority lake watersheds.

The goal is to manage lake water-
sheds that are over the 25% dis-
turbance threshold and maintain 
those that are below.

Lakes	in	northern	Minnesota	benefit	
from having extensive public lands in 
their watersheds. However, disturbances 
within the Watershed are increasing, 
putting added pressure on our water 
resources.

Figure 3.9  The impact of land 
disturbance on water quality.

Map 3.13 Agricultural land cover in Lake Bemidji, Lake 
Irving, Lake Plantagenet watersheds.
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Table 3.7 Priority lake watersheds for 
agriculture stewardship. 



Map 3.14 Agricultural land cover in Gull 
Lake, Little Turtle Lake, Turtle River 
Lake, Big Lake, and Grace Lake water-
sheds.

Map 3.15  Agricultural land cover in 
Lake Pokegama watershed.
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Resource Prioritization

In	this	Watershed	there	are	two	lakes	with	a	Total	Maximum	Daily	Load	(TMDL):	Lake	Irving	and	Little	Turtle	Lake,	
both of which have recommended load reductions. Other lakes close to becoming impaired are Lake Plantagenet, 
Grace Lake, and Lake Bemidji. Another three, Big Lake, Turtle River Lake, and Gull Lake, have declining water qual-
ity. Within the priority lakes there is only one lake watershed that is over the 25% threshold, Grace Lake, which lies 
within both Beltrami and Hubbard Counties. The acreage practice goal was set based on how many acres it would 
take to maintain the expected load under the 25% threshold. The other lakes in the Watershed are mostly well be-
low the threshold and should be maintained to provide continued water resource protection.

The map below indicates the lake resources of focus for this issue as well as locations of current pasture/hay and row 
crop	land	cover.	Each	priority	lake	has	one	of	the	following	designations:	impaired,	nearly	impaired,	declining,	or	
high local value.

Map 3.16 Value: Impaired, nearly impaired, declining, or 
high-value water resources and lake watershed overlap.
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals	and	prioritizes	
lake watersheds based on priority lakes.  Within the priority watersheds, further targeting by Plan partners will consist 
of agricultural land’s proximity to waterways, soil type, and slope. Actions and programs for implementation in the 
prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.9. This table is intended to be a high-level overview used to 
support the development of shorter-term work plans, shared services, and budgets for the planning partners. It is 
grouped into four categories including implementation actions, contributing entities, results, and costs, which work 
together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	actions	needed	to	reach	the	Plan	goals	within	the	10-year	time	frame.	

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple ac-
tions to reach one goal. Table 3.8 shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions contribute to 
achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.

Table 3.8 Agriculture actions to achieve measurable goals.
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Table 3.9 Agriculture stewardship action table.
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5.
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding



Table 3.9 Agriculture stewardship action table.
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5.
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding
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Urban Stewardship

Issue 4.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Develop	a	stormwater	retrofit	analysis	to	identify	stormwater	
projects for implementation.
  
Municipalities develop local low-impact designs and layouts that 
reduce generated runoff and pollutants by preserving natural ar-
eas, disconnecting and distributing runoff, and reducing overall 
impervious cover.

Develop winter maintenance plans and provide tools for chlo-
ride	management	certifications	for	private	contractors,	cities,	
townships, and counties.

Desired Future Condition

Municipalities	retain	the	first	1.1	inch	
of runoff from impervious surfaces and 
adopt a low-impact development ordi-
nance to reduce phosphorus loading 
by 1,870 pounds per year and sedi-
ment loading by 819 tons per year.

Figure 3.10 Urban stewardship represented in the watershed model.
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Urban Stewardship Rationale

Most of us know the smell that follows a spring rain as you sit tucked away on the porch and enjoy the 
sounds of drips pattering on the lawn and roof above you. This smell is so recognizable that we have 
given it its own word, “petrichor,” which is caused by a mix of plant oil and bacterial by-product. Every 
time it rains, thousands of gallons of water plunge to the ground and must go somewhere – and not all of 
it soaks into the soil below our feet. In a natural area left to its own devices, there is generally much less 
runoff, or at the very least the rate at which a raindrop reaches a lake or river is delayed. With the addition 
of	parking	lots,	homes,	and	other	impervious	surfaces,	a	raindrop	is	denied	the	ability	to	infiltrate	to	the	
groundwater and tends to pick up speed and power as it travels over the land. For example, in a two-year 
rain event, 1.48 inches over two hours would result in a 2,000 square foot home adding 1,371 gallons of 
water	to	our	local	surface	water	resources	rather	than	infiltrate	and	evapotranspire.	

In cities, where extra water 
from impervious surfaces 
could	flood	our	neighbor-
hoods, we have installed 
storm sewers to address 
the volume issue. However, 
storm sewers commonly lack 
the	ability	to	filter	sediment	
and pollution from stormwa-
ter. Given rain’s potential to 
generate additional speed 
and power as it falls from 
the sky and runs off of solid 
surfaces, it is capable of ac-
cumulating massive amounts 
of sediment, nutrients, and 
pollutants, carrying them 
from our surfaces and into 
our lakes and streams.

Thankfully, rain is never going to go away. Neither is human infrastructure, and damages from increased 
runoff, whether from outdated stormwater systems, increased rainfall events, or more impervious surfaces, 
cause billions of dollars  in destruction in the U.S. every year. To counteract and mitigate the pollution and 
erosion potential of rain, communities and scientists can work together to slow water down where pos-
sible	by	using	permeable	surfaces	in	new	construction	and	repairs	and	creating	filters	within	our	storm-
water management systems. This Plan will give local engineers, city planners, and residents the tools and 
strategies needed for curbing the negative effects of stormwater.
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Urban Stewardship Context

Urban	development	and	increases	in	population	density	alter	the	hydrology	(water	flow	rate	and	volume)	of	water-
sheds and streams by disrupting the natural water cycle. Changes in hydrology directly lead to increased concen-
trations of total phosphorus (TP) in stormwater. Concentrations vary with land use, ranging from about 0.19mg/L in 
open-space areas to about 0.32 mg/L for residential areas. TP exports from urban land uses are typically 1-3 lb./ac/
yr. Sediment concentrations are similarly impacted by urban land use, ranging from about 35 lb./ac to 221 lb./ac. 
Physical changes to urban streams impact their habitat value.

According to 2010 census data, the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is sparsely populated relative to the 
state as a whole, however there is increasing development around Bemidji and Grand Rapids, and population is 
expected	to	grow	3.5%	by	2025.	The	current	land	cover	and	impervious	surfaces	are	classified	by	the	2016	National	
Land Cover Database (NLCD), which creates four categories of “developed” land. In this Watershed, there are four 
cities, Bemidji, Cass Lake, Deer River, and Cohasset, which make up most of the impervious surfaces. According to 
the NLCD 2016 dataset for medium development (50-79% impervious cover) or high development (80-100% imper-
vious cover), the four cities account for over 80% of high development and 60% of medium development impervi-
ous cover. These cities contain 11,066 acres of impervious surfaces, or 25% of the Watershed’s 42,572 acres of the 
total impervious surfaces.

While most of the Watershed has low levels of development, there are localized risks to water resources in urban 
areas.  Within the Watershed, the City of Bemidji is the only entity large enough to require a Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System (MS4) general permit. The MS4 permitting is designed to reduce the amount of sediment and 
other pollutants entering state waters from stormwater systems. Additionally, the city of Bemidji has implemented 
a stormwater utility fee based on a property’s contribution to the City stormwater runoff that is used for stormwater 
projects.  Additionally, the cities of Cass Lake, Deer River, and Cohasset also have varying stormwater ordinances 
that go above and beyond the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency stormwater permitting.   

Too much phosphorus is harm-
ful to water quality because it 
results in rapid growth of harmful 
algae blooms. There are a num-
ber of methods that can be used 
to reduce phosphorus loading 
into lakes and streams including 
erosion	control,	filtration,	and	
sedimentation. These practices are 
effective for particulate phospho-
rus, but less effective for dissolved 
phosphorus. The most effective 
stormwater management utilizes a 
treatment train, or series of treat-
ments, and focuses on dissolved 
phosphorus in areas where contri-
butions	are	significant.	Figure	3.11	
shows	the	relationship	between	runoff,	infiltration,	and	evaporation	for	watersheds	with	varying	degrees	of	impervi-
ous cover. When managing stormwater, it is also important to know how practices affect other resources such as 
groundwater.		The	western	portion	of	the	Watershed	has	high	infiltration	rates	due	to	high	sand	content	in	the	soils,	
and	additional	care	should	be	taken	if	infiltration	projects	are	proposed.		

Expected loading of total phosphorus and sediment from impervious surfaces within the watersheds that contain the 
priority cities was calculated with the Hydrologic Simulation Program - Fortran (HSPF) scenario application manager. 
Estimates from this modeling are displayed in Table 3.10.  Each of the cities is adjacent to a lake or river, however 
of these water resources only Lake Irving, within the city limits of Bemidji, has a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) 
showing 742.44 pounds of phosphorus per year coming from city, construction, and industrial stormwater.

Table 3.10 Estimated impervious loading from priority cities.
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Table 3.10 Estimated impervious loading from priority cities.

The chart to the right shows the relationship 
of runoff, infiltration, and evaporation for 
watersheds with varying degrees of im-
pervious cover. Expected loading of total 
phosphorus and sediment from impervious 
surfaces was calculated with HSPF scenario 
application manager for each of the priority 
cities shown in the Table 3.10.

Figure 3.11 Runoff variability by percentage of impervious surface.

Resource Prioritization

The majority of urban development in the Watershed occurs in just four concentrated areas in the cities of Bemidji, 
Cass Lake, Deer River, and Cohassest. Each of these cities have developed along the shore of the Mississippi River, a 
lake	within	the	flowage	of	the	Mississippi	River,	or	both.

These four priority cities constitute 80% of the high-intensity development land area and 60% of the moderate-in-
tensity development in the Watershed. High-intensity developed lands include areas where people reside or work in 
large numbers and where the impervious surfaces account for 80-100% of the total ground cover. Common exam-
ples of high-intensity development structures include apartment complexes, row houses, and commercial/industrial 
areas. Moderate-intensity development includes areas with a mixture of vegetation and impervious surfaces in the 
range of 50-79% of the total ground cover. These are most commonly single-family housing units. The Map 3.17 is a 
hotspot	analysis	of	the	impervious	surfaces	for	the	Watershed.	This	analysis	indicates	statistically	significant	clustering	
of	data	points,	and	shows	the	majority	of	the	significant	hotspots	are	within	or	adjacent	to	the	priority	cities.

Moderate- and high-intensity development often spreads outward from a city center over time. We know that the 
cities of Bemidji and Grand Rapids have grown at a rate of approximately 20% and 5%, respectively, since 2010. The 
cities of Bemidji and Grand Rapids continue to be popular locations for people who wish to live in an urban setting 
that	is	close	to	the	wilderness.	Designing	urban	areas	that	limit	runoff	and	protect	our	lakes	and	rivers	will	benefit	
both our communities and our natural resources.

Map 3.17 Clustering of impervious areas 
in the Watershed.
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Urban Conservation Practices

Integrated stormwater management considers all of the factors that somehow affect precipitation as it moves 
from land surface to an eventual receiving water.  It involves accounting for all of these factors (e.g. rate, vol-
ume, quality, and groundwater impact) in a logical process for minimal harm to a resource.  In 2014 the Missis-
sippi Headwaters Board (MHB) conducted an overview of existing spatial data and local knowledge to create 
priority management areas.  Within the priority management areas, Watershed data was used to identify loca-
tions and potential types of structural best management practices (BMP).  This analysis led to a large stormwa-
ter project within the City of Bemidji and other areas outside the Watershed.  Moving forward in this Plan, one 
of	the	first	steps	for	implementing	the	urban	stewardship	actions	will	be	to	develop	an	in-depth	stormwater	
retrofit	analysis.		The	stormwater	retrofit	analysis	will	incorporate	integrated	stormwater	management	for	areas	
not	included	in	the	MHB	analysis	and	consider	additional	alternative	modifications.	

The	first	step	in	integrated	stormwater	management	is	determining	the	scope	of	the	project	and	the	likely	
solution that will be needed.  Solutions could be as simple as on-site practices such as rain gardens, rain 
barrels, and/or landscaping, which are projects most landowners could do. When high amounts of impervious 
surfaces are involved (parking lots, business developments, etc.), high-level structural practices designed by 
professional engineers are typically needed.  Minnesota has a Stormwater Manual which includes practices 
including	infiltration,	evapotranspiration,	storage,	conveyance,	and	landscaping.	Below	are	descriptions	of	the	
general concepts.

Infiltration
The most commonly used method to 
reduce extra water captures stormwater 
close to where it falls and lets it soak into 
the soil. Practices include removing a com-
mon drainage point from impervious sur-
faces, building rain gardens, leaving vege-
tated swales or trenches, using perforated 
sub-surface pipes, creating a vegetated 
drainage corridor, and/or installing low-im-
pact development. Low-impact develop-
ment incorporates design elements such 
as reduced street and sidewalk widths, less 
curb and gutter drainage, and bioreten-
tion ponds (rain gardens).  The most com-
mon	infiltration	practice	is	a	rain	garden,	
or simply a landscaped area planted with 
native plants and other water-loving native 
vegetation to soak up stormwater.  Rain 
gardens are strategically placed to collect 
excess runoff from impervious surfaces like 
driveways, walkways, and roofs.  The pho-
tos to the right show an example of a rain 
garden designed to accept the stormwater 
from the roof of the Watermark Art Center 
in Bemidji.  These practices result in a di-
rect	reduction	in	runoff	volume.	Infiltration	
is best used on sites where the soil and the 
shallow groundwater system are adequate 
for accepting the water.
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Evapotranspiration
The process of water moving through vegetation at the cellular level (taken up by the plant and later released) 
is referred to as evapotranspiration or simply ET. This process typically results whenever water is held in stor-
age and allowed to be taken up by roots and released through leaves (transpiration). In areas such as Bemidji 
that have high sand content in 
their soils, water travels rela-
tively quickly.  The increase of 
impervious surfaces in combi-
nation with sandy soils means 
the water resources quickly 
receive high amounts of 
stormwater, which can lead to 
increased nutrient/contaminate 
delivery as well as increased 
erosion.  In these cases it is im-
portant to slow the movement 
of water for a short period of 
time. Directing water into veg-
etated areas such as wetlands, 
depressions, swales, or any 
similar land feature will result 
in evaporation of that water. 
Native plants have extensive 
root systems that can hold 
and remove more water from 
the soil column.  Figure 3.12 
illustrates the root systems of 
non-natives and natives, where 
native plants have root systems 
that extend 2-4 times deeper 
than typical non-natives.  

Storage
Early on in stormwater management, ponds 
were a typical practice used as an end-of-
pipe BMP for large impervious surface proj-
ects. The image to the left is a stormwater 
pond in the City of Bemidji near the Paul and 
Babe waterfront statues.  This pond captures 
a portion of the stormwater from downtown 
Bemidji.  Ponds are one of the best and most 
cost-effective treatment practices, providing 
runoff	detention	storage	for	flood	control	and	
water quality improvements. More recently, 
storage concepts are being used at smaller 
scales that are directly connected to build-
ings or impervious areas. At an individual 
level, a rain barrel or a small ornamental 
pond could be used, whereas large develop-
ments use cisterns, sub-grade storage de-
vices, or larger ponds that can hold enough 
water to contain much of the volume coming 
from impervious surfaces.  

*Source West Metro Water Alliance

Figure 3.12 Root depths of native and non-native plants. 



Conveyance
Moving water off roads and pavement through storm drains typically can degrade water quality.  Many storm-
water drains are routed to the nearest lake or river and do not have additional treatment.  Rushing water to a 
drain pipe, then into a receiving water should be considered a last resort due to downstream impacts. Using 
pervious	approaches	such	as	vegetated	drainage	swales	and	native	plant	filter	strips,	in	combination	with	
check	dams,	are	one	way	to	give	water	a	chance	to	soak	into	the	ground	or	be	filtered	before	it	reaches	a	
location where damage takes place. As with the practices above, volume reduction is an outcome of slowing 
stormwater to a pervious surface even while it is moving.

Landscaping
Low-impact design emphasizes structuring the 
land surface to handle water moving from imper-
vious surfaces. The image to the right is an exam-
ple of stormwater landscaping in Grand Rapids, 
where	overland	stormwater	flow	is	slowed	down	
prior to reaching storm drains. Routing water 
to low-lying areas where it can soak in, placing 
planter boxes or grated inlets for watering trees, 
and contouring slopes to reduce runoff veloc-
ity are all variations on this landscaping theme. 
Tying low-impact drainage features together via 
corridors or designed natural treatment trains can 
further enhance overall site volume reduction by 
creating a string of runoff reduction possibilities. 
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals.		For	this	
urban	stewardship	issue,	four	cities	within	the	Watershed	were	identified	as	priority	areas.		Additional	analysis	
and review will be needed to determine appropriate BMP locations within each priority city. Actions and pro-
grams for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.12.  This table is intend-
ed to be a high-level overview used to support the development of shorter-term work plans, shared services, 
and budgets for the planning partners. It is grouped into four categories including implementation actions, con-
tributing	entities,	results,	and	costs,	which	work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	actions	needed	to	
reach the Plan goals within the 10-year time frame.

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple 
actions to reach one goal. Table 3.11 shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions con-
tribute	to	achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.

Table 3.11 Urban stewardship actions to achieve multiple goals.



Table 3.12 Urban stewardship action table.

*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Fund Source column connects the cost and fund source, as described in Section 5.
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding
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Desired Future Condition

Increased protection of ecological or culturally impor-
tant habitat around wild rice lakes and within the Missis-
sippi Corridor.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Within high-priority environmentally sensitive 
watersheds:	
• Protect 4,000 acres of habitat.
• Update wild rice inventory.
• Explore options to protect local School Trust 

Lands. 
• Restore 20 acres of habitat. 

Environmentally Sensitive Lands

Issue 5.
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Figure 3.13 Environmentally sensitive lands in the 
watershed model. 



Environmentally Sensitive Lands Rationale

Environmentally sensitive resources are lands and waters that have ecologically or culturally important habi-
tats which are easily threatened by human impacts and land use changes. Threatened ecologically or culturally 
important habitats are those vulnerable to changes to the local native plants, wildlife, or aquatic communi-
ties which result in an altered, often impaired habitat. In this issue we will be focusing on the Mississippi River 
Headwaters terrestrial and aquatic habitat quality.  A prime example of a culturally and ecologically important 
resource in the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed is wild rice.  Wild rice is a persistent annual grass that 
typically	grows	in	shallow	to	moderate	water	depths	(1-3	feet)	and	is	affected	by	water	flow,	turbidity,	water	qual-
ity,	and	water	level	fluctuations.		Wild	rice	is	sensitive	to	changes	from	its	preferred	condition,	and	is	negatively	
affected by water management and changing patterns of land development and resource use. 

The Watershed has a high number of rare or declining species that are dependent on aquatic resources or fea-
tures.  Long-term conservation and protection efforts will be necessary to protect these sensitive resources we so 
highly value.  Critical to these efforts will be accurate resource assessments and prescribed, targeted protection 
actions.  The aim of this topic is to provide partners with such awareness and tools to better identify and protect 
the most sensitive landscapes in the Watershed.

Environmentally Sensitive Lands Context

Environmentally sensitive lands can be found throughout the Watershed. This Watershed has several areas of 
high to outstanding biodiversity that contain many of the unique plant and animal species listed on the Natural 
Heritage Database. There are several rare native plant communities in the Watershed, most of which are within 
Itasca and Lake Bemidji State Parks, near Pike Bay of Cass Lake, and in the subwatersheds north and east of 
Itasca State Park.  Lakes throughout the Watershed provide habitat for regionally important animal and plant 
species. There are currently 79 priority wild rice lakes in the Watershed, 52% of which receive a high-ranking des-
ignation.  The Watershed also has 36 priority wild rice stream miles, all of which are in Beltrami County. Addition-
ally,	there	are	eight	listed	cisco	refuge	lakes	within	the	Watershed.	Cisco,	a	cold	water	fish,	is	a	great	indicator	
species to understand the potential effects of nutrient loading and increasing temperatures. 

Fifty-seven percent of the Watershed has been given a priority ranking by the Wildlife Action Plan. The Min-
nesota Wildlife Action Plan 2015-2025 is a strategic plan that addresses the primary causes of species popula-
tion	declines:	habitat	loss,	degradation	and	fragmentation,	non-habitat	issues	(low	reproduction,	poor	dispersal	
ability,	disease)	and	climate	change	impacts.	In	Minnesota,	346	species	meet	the	definition	of	species	in	greatest	
conservation	need.	These	species	include	mammals,	birds,	reptiles,	amphibians,	fishes,	insects,	and	mollusks,	
and represent about 16% of the more than 2,100 known native animals in Minnesota.
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Environmentally Sensitive Lands 
Context Continued

Environmentally sensitive lands are 
best	identified	through	the	Water-
shed Health Assessment Framework, 
which was used to evaluate biologic 
systems. Systems were given a score 
based on an index of zero to 100 for 
categories including terrestrial habi-
tat quality and stream species quality 
for mussels, aquatic invertebrates, 
and	fish.		Terrestrial	habitat	quality	
scores were highest in the east-cen-
ter portion of the Watershed, largely 
in Itasca County. The lowest scores 
were found in the western portions 
in Beltrami and Clearwater Counties. 
As for stream species quality, the 
highest mussel scores occurred in the 
central portion of the Watershed and 
areas west of Lake Bemidji, aquatic 
invertebrate scores were highest 
west and south of Lake Bemidji, and 
fish	scores	were	highest	in	the	area	
west of Lake Pokegama. 

We have already seen evidence 
that human activities have contributed to changes in some 
of our most popular lakes. The Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) Report for Little Turtle Lake and Lake Irving deter-
mined phosphorus loading reductions of 33% and 57% are 
neededfrom their respective watersheds. Various future 
watershed management scenarios developed in the TMDL 
process estimated potential phosphorus reductions to be ap-
proximately 3%-34% from the widespread implementation of 

agricultural and riparian 
buffers.  Meanwhile, sea-
sonal housing across the 
lake country of the upper 
Midwest jumped 500% 
from 1980 to 2000. As 
lands bordering deeper 
lakes become more fully 
developed, prospective 
lakeshore buyers are 
increasingly considering 
lakes that are shallower, 
often well-vegetated, 
and more likely to sup-
port wild rice habitat.

Important threats that 
impact local stands of 
natural wild rice include 
changes in local hydrol-
ogy due to dams and 
channelization, water-
based recreation and 
shoreland development, 
and other industrial 
activities. Although the 

impacts are to local stands, the cumulative 
effect of these threats can have widespread 
implications.
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Phosphorus is a nutrient found in manure, leaves, soil, and fertilizer. 
Under natural conditions phosphorus is typically scarce in water but 
has been increased with changing atmospheric deposition. Human 
activities have resulted in excessive phosphorus loading into our 
lakes. When phosphorus mixes with water it triggers exponential 
growth of harmful algae blooms.

Resource Prioritization

• Mississippi River Corridor - Conservation efforts 
have been made to protect and preserve habitat in 
high-quality shoreland areas.

• Wild Rice Waterbodies – Throughout the Water-
shed, wild rice waterbodies have been prioritized 
for protection by local governments, Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR), and 
the Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR).

• Wildlife Action Network – Prioritizes areas based 
on a rich set of species occurrence data and biodi-
versity rankings from several decades of intensive 
survey efforts by Minnesota Biological Survey staff, 
surveys and public reports collected by the MN 
DNR	Nongame	Wildlife	Program,	Scientific	and	
Natural Areas, and Parks and Trails staff, and sam-
pling efforts by the Minnesota Pollution Control 
Agency (MPCA).

Figure 3.14 The impact of phosphorus on water quality.
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Expanding development in 
lake watersheds has increas-
ing negative impacts to water 
quality.

Development potential evaluates 
E911 point densities, road densities, 
and county zoning to determine 
which parcels have a higher poten-
tial to be developed than others. 
We used this model to average the 
parcel scores for each minor water-
shed.

Over-developed lands 
shed water.

Healthy watersheds sustain dynam-
ic, resilient ecosystems teeming with 
aquatic and terrestrial life. The prior-
ity water resources for this issue are 
the Mississippi River and other wild 
rice waterbodies. These resources 
are more vulnerable to degradation 
due to natural background condi-
tions and local development.

When woodlands are converted to 
other uses, rain and snowmelt runoff 
increases. Increased runoff carries 
more sediment and contaminants 
like chemicals and excess nutrients 
to	surface	water.	Infiltration	and	
groundwater recharge is reduced. 
Increased	flows	can	destabilize	
streams, load lakes with phospho-
rus, and decrease water quality, 
impacting the health of sensitive 
species suhc as wild rice. Map 3.19 
shows valuable wild rice priority 
waterbodies.

Priority is at the intersection of 
value and risk.

Priority watersheds are based on 
the presence of wild rice waterbod-
ies and/or watershed development 
potential. Actions will focus on these 
areas as shown in Map 3.20.

Risk + Value = Priority Map 3.18  Risk: Watershed 
development potential.

Map 3.19 Value: Protecting 
the Mississippi River and 
wild rice waterbodies.

Map 3.20 Environmentally 
sensitive priority watersheds.
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals.	Actions	
and programs for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.14. This table 
is intended to be a high-level overview used to support the development of shorter-term work plans, shared 
services, and budgets for the planning partners. It is grouped into four categories including Implementation ac-
tions,	contributing	entities,	results,	and	costs,	which	work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	actions	
needed to reach the Plan goals within the 10-year time frame.

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple 
actions to reach one goal. Table 3.13 to shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions 
contribute	to	achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.

Table 3.13  Environmentally sensitive lands actions to achieve measurable goals.
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To foster the conditions we 
value, we must think about 
long-term conservation and 
protections for valuable 
resources. A principal way 
to maintain our high resource 
quality is through accurate 
resource assessments and 
protection actions. The 
Watershed has a large 
number of rare or declining 
species that are dependent 
on aquatic resources or fea-
tures. 



Table 3.14 Environmentally sensitive lands action table. 

*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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Subsurface Sewage Treatment 
System Management

Issue 6.

Desired Future Condition

Reduce private wastewater impacts to 
drinking water and priority surface waters 
by achieving 100% compliance.

103

10-Year Measurable Goals

Work with County Environmental Services Department directors 
identifying opportunities for modernizing local databases for 
program delivery.

Through voluntary assessments, inspect sewage treatment sys-
tems on Tier 1 lakes and high-potential areas for well pollution.

	 Expand	opportunities	for	financial	assistance	programs	
        for subsurface sewage treatment system upgrades.

Figure 3.15 Subsurface sewage treatment 
systems represented in the watershed model. 



Septic System Management Rationale

Many	human	activities	influence	the	quality	of	our	ground	and	surface	water	resources,	including	what	we	do	
with our personal wastewater and how we maintain the systems that deal with that waste. One might think that 
the major risks lie with larger city treatment systems that are outdated or aging, but private or individual septic 
systems are numerous within the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed and have the potential for broad and 
significant	impacts	on	our	ground	and	surface	waters.	This	not	only	reduces	the	quality	of	our	communities’	
drinking water, but also limits our ability to enjoy swimming and recreating in our lakes and streams safely. Inad-
equate treatment of wastewater allows bacteria, viruses, and other disease-causing pathogens to enter drinking 
water resources and can make surface waters unsafe for recreation.

Septic	system	failures	can	be	a	common	negative	influence	on	local	
water quality and ecosystem health. This is because septic systems 
are widespread with many variations in age, placement, size, and 
landscape concerns, each presenting different possible challenges 
and scenarios to overcome in order to keep the systems operating 
correctly long-term. To complicate matters, local regulations often 
do not control the regular maintenance of systems, which affects 
efficiency	and	lifespan.	Septic	system	maintenance	is	often	neglect-
ed until larger septic issues arise, leading to a potential pollution 
source and increased expenses to the landowner who is required to 
install a new system or to repair the current system.

Even systems that appear to be working well or that are in compli-
ance with local design and installation codes may allow nutrients or 
bacteria to reach the ground or surface water. The best methods to 
address wastewater-related contamination are simple and inexpen-
sive regular maintenance tasks that improve day-to-day function as 
well as extend the life of the system. In the case of system failure, 
county	offices	and	programs	are	in	place	to	provide	assistance	and	
reduce some of the associated landowner costs. The aim of this 
section is to provide maintenance opportunities for landowners and 
guidance to local units of government in charge of septic system 
management programs.
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Septic System Management Context

Subsurface sewage treatment systems (SSTS) are the most common wastewater treatment method in the Missis-
sippi River Headwaters Watershed. Septic systems in Minnesota are governed by a combination of state regu-
lations, local government ordinances, and food/beverage/lodging establishment requirements. The technical 
criteria and inspection requirements for SSTS are governed by Minn. Rules Chapter 7080. Accurate local data 
is	difficult	to	obtain,	but	the	estimated	amount	of	wastewater	treated	by	SSTS	annually	in	the	Watershed	is	just	
over 1 billion gallons across 14,801 systems. Across Minnesota there are 575,726 existing systems. Just 14,923 
systems, or 2.6% of existing systems, were evaluated for compliance in 2018. In Minnesota, over one third (34%) 
of septic systems are less than 17 years old, and overall trends since 2002 suggest general improvements in sub-
surface wastewater treatment. The number of estimated compliant systems in the state has increased over the 
past ten years, from 334,500 systems in 2007 to roughly 463,500 systems in 2018.

Septic	system	failures	stem	from	a	number	of	causes.	Too	much	water	flowing	into	a	septic	tank	will	cause	the	
tank to back up and lead to ineffective wastewater treatment, while compacting or obstructing the soil over the 
treatment	area	can	cause	malfunctioning	of	the	drainfield.	System	failures	can	also	result	from	improper	main-
tenance, design, or installation. Fortunately, information derived from counties within the Watershed indicate a 
relatively small number of failing SSTS, with 0-2 failing per 1,000 acres. The Watershed has two lakes, Lake Irving 
and Little Turtle Lake, with a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) report. The septic system loading to Lake Irving 
and Little Turtle Lake is 63.95 and 27.47 pounds per year, respectively, based on the TMDL.

Systems located near lakes and streams pose a potential elevated threat to water resources. In the Watershed,
there are an estimated 9,068 systems around lakes and streams, however some areas are linking to community 
systems.  For instance, residents around Lake Irving are mostly connected to the City of Bemidji wastewater 
treatment plant. There are also an estimated 2,022 septic systems in areas with a high well pollution sensitivity 
ranking, making them particularly vulnerable to groundwater contamination.

Household wastewater contains disease-causing bacteria and viruses as well as high levels of nitrogen and phos-
phorus. If a septic system is well-maintained and working properly, it will remove most of these pollutants, how-
ever	failing	and	noncompliant	septic	systems	pose	a	serious	threat	to	ground	and	surface	water.	Insufficiently	
treated sewage from septic systems can cause groundwater contamination, which can spread disease in humans 
and animals. Improperly treated sewage also poses the risk of contaminating nearby surface waters, threatening 
swimmers with various diseases.
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Resource Prioritization 

Wastewater priority areas were determined by the potential impact on lakes and groundwater resources. 
Groundwater areas were prioritized based on areas that have the highest pollution-sensitive wells and well 
density. The pollution-sensitive areas are based on local glacial geology where sensitive areas are due to coarser-
grained outwash deposits. Within the groundwater areas that are the most sensitive, we also determined the 
well	density	to	focus	on	areas	for	potential	targeting.	Targeted	lake	resources	are	Tier	1	lakes	identified	in	the	
lake stewardship issue. Priority considerations include the total number of systems per lake as well as local septic 
system compliance data.

Map 3.21 Density of wells in high pollution-sensitive areas.

Map 3.22 Estimated number of SSTS in the shoreland zone.
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals.	Actions	
and programs for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.16. This table 
is intended to be a high-level overview used to support the development of shorter-term work plans, shared 
services, and budgets for the planning partners. It is grouped into four categories including Implementation ac-
tions,	contributing	entities,	results,	and	costs,	which	work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	actions	
needed to reach the Plan goals within the 10-year 
time frame.

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple 
actions to reach one goal. Table 3.15 shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions con-
tribute	to	achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.

Table 3.15  Subsurface sewage treatment systems actions to achieve measurable goals.
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Table 3.16 Subsurface sewage treatment systems action table.

*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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Water Course Stewardship

Desired Future Condition

Improved infrastructure management for climate adapt-
ablility,	habitat,	and	water	quality	benefits.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Increase aquatic connectivity through forest road 
closure recommendations in the Chippewa National 
Forest.

Coordinate dam management or replacement.  

Coordinate culvert inventories with local road au-
thorities and replace as needed.

Maintain the Mississippi River Headwaters Water-
shed mean annual discharge of 2,579 - 2,777 acre/
feet per day.

Figure 3.16 Water courses represented in the 
watershed model.

Issue 7.
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Water Course Stewardship Rationale

The Mississippi River State Water Trail begins its 2,552-mile journey in Itasca State Park, at the head of the Missis-
sippi River Headwaters Watershed. State water trails feature some of the best paddling anywhere in Minnesota. In 
the	Mississippi	Headwaters,	the	water	trail	signifies	Minnesota’s	northwoods,	with	ample	wildlife	including	resident	
trumpeter swans and iconic white and red pines. This area holds natural evidence of glaciers where rock and sand 
formed	the	hills	and	melting	ice	flattened	our	plains.

As the water trail connects us to the natural world, it is also the connector within the natural world. There are many 
water trails or natural connectors within the Watershed including rivers, streams, and ditches. These everyday water 
trails are the arteries and capillaries of the Watershed, serving as its lifeblood, sustaining a natural equilibrium since 
the last glacier. As the area develops, there are needs for roads, bridges, culverts, and dams to give people access 
to homes, work, and recreation, all of which are the underpinnings necessary for a growing human population. Rec-
ognizing	the	necessity	of	this	infrastructure,	we	can	begin	to	understand	our	impact	of	changing	flow	to	our	water-
ways and be intentional about choices in the Watershed.

Structures	on	waterways	reduce	hydrologic	connectivity	of	the	system,	and	specific	infrastructure	management	prac-
tices can cause direct pollution loading to streams and other waterways. Impoundments above dams slow stream 
flow,	cause	deposition	of	sediment,	and	reduce	peak	flows.	Dams	change	both	the	discharge	and	sediment	supply	
of streams, causing channel incision and bed coarsening downstream. Downstream areas are often sediment-de-
prived, resulting in degradation due to eroding streambeds and streambanks. Like dams, culverts and bridges limit 
connectivity in a number of ways. They may constrict the channel resulting in impounded water, create pools and 
changes	in	depth	that	are	impassable	to	some	fish	species,	and	disconnect	the	stream	from	the	floodplain.	Roads	
also	have	the	capacity	to	disconnect	or	connect	hydrologic	flows	not	historically	found.	They	can	also	impact	the	hy-
drology of larger swamps and wetlands through which they pass, creating water quantity disparities between sides. 
Roads and their management can have other major impacts, mostly from concentrating and increasing local peak 
flows	as	well	as	pollution	from	runoff	itself	such	as	chlorides	used	during	winter	de-icing	and	as	dust	suppressants.

For the past several decades, there has been considerable research and an increasing awareness in Minnesota about 
the detrimental effects of infrastructure on waterways. Particular concern is placed on stream intersections where the 
structure in place is incompatible with the stream and its landscape. Understanding the relationships between infra-
structure and waterways will make it easier to identify the root cause of water course issues and direct the appropri-
ate course of action.
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Water Course Stewardship Context

The connectivity of waterways is vital to the health of habitats and species in those systems. This water connectivity 
is disrupted through manmade structures, which alter habitats and prevent species from traveling within their envi-
ronment. While it is relatively undeveloped, this Watershed does have approximately 3,200 road miles, 1,400 road 
culverts, and 29 dams, all of which impact our streams and rivers.

The majority of the Watershed is characterized by low gradient streams with little anthropogenic disturbance. Within 
the Watershed there are 161.8 miles of altered streams and 756.4 miles of natural streams. Overall, biological com-
munities assessed by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) in 2017 found that streams throughout the 
Watershed are very good, with only one stream segment, from Fisherman’s Brook Headwaters to Ball Club Lake, 
failing to meet aquatic life standards. Throughout the Watershed, macroinvertebrate communities were found to be 
generally healthy. Over 12,000 individual organisms representing 218 unique taxa have been collected. The School-
craft	River	from	Frontenac	Creek	to	Lake	Plantagenet	has	very	good	fish	and	macroinvertebrate	communities,	and	
has	been	classified	as	an	exceptional	aquatic	life	use.

The 2017 MPCA assessment of aquatic biological communities also found streams in the Watershed provide habitat 
for	rare	and	threatened	species.	The	longear	sunfish	is	listed	as	a	species	of	greatest	conservation	need	in	Minne-
sota, and was captured at one monitoring station on Turtle River, while the pugnose shiner was also found at one 
location in the Watershed. The pugnose shiner, listed as a species of special concern, is highly intolerant of turbidity, 
eutrophication, and vegetation removal.

In 2018 the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR) assessed the structure of 16 streams for hydro-
logic	stability.	Three	were	determined	to	be	unstable	and	five	were	moderately	unstable.	The	flows	of	these	wa-
terways	have	been	altered,	and	now	the	streams	must	find	equilibrium.	As	a	stream	searches	for	equilibrium,	it	will	
erode banks at an increased rate, accelerating the amount of sediment in the stream.

From	its	origin	at	Lake	Itasca	to	Grand	Rapids,	Minnesota,	the	Mississippi	River	is	a	highly	regulated	system,	with	five	
major	dams	to	lake	outlets	in	the	river	system.	The	flow	control	structures	appear	to	be	affecting	expected	seasonal	
flows,	resulting	in	unnatuarlly	high	water	in	the	winter	and	low	water	levels	in	the	spring,	diminishing	the	effect	of	
increased	precipitation	rates	downstream.	Analysis	of	stream	flow	at	Grand	Rapids	is	not	showing	dramatic	increases	
in	peaks	and	flashiness	of	the	system.

A persistent and widespread risk to water and habitat quality is chloride runoff from roads. The Watershed has more 
township roads than any other road type, totaling 1,897.4 miles, or 59% of all roads. Maintenance of unpaved roads 
involves using dust suppressants, which have been shown to degrade water quality. The fraction of chloride that is 
washed off a roadway surface after dust suppressant application can vary within a range of 20-70%.

Water course connectivity is also impacted by poorly designed or failing culverts. From an ecological standpoint, 
the best culvert is one that most resembles the stream segments it connects, assuming the stream is reasonably 
healthy and stable. Identifying relevant stream characteristics from a local unaltered stream and building on these 
metrics	is	critical	to	design	success.	Two	streams	in	the	Watershed,	Bear	Creek	and	Hennepin	Creek,	have	identified	
problematic culverts at the crossing adjacent to monitored sites. In both cases, the biological monitoring was done 
downstream	of	these	culverts.	The	culverts	at	both	sites	are	barriers	to	fish	migration,	and	if	fish	sampling	were	done	
on	the	upstream	side	of	the	road	crossing,	the	fish	community	may	be	found	to	be	impaired.

Resource Prioritization

Dams, roads, and culverts all pose unique risks to water course connectivity and biological health. Map 3.23 depicts 
all stream crossings (culverts and bridges), dams, township roads, state forest roads, and U.S. Forest Service roads 
in the Watershed. This map was compared to water courses based on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) 
National Hydrography Dataset stream linework to determine the number of points per watershed (HUC 12).
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Map 3.23 Factors affecting aquatic connectivity 
and sustainability.

Map	3.24	depicts	the	classification	of	stream	crossings	per	township,	where	the	darker	the	green,	the	higher	the	
number of stream crossings within that township, resulting in an increased priority due to likelihood of stream im-
pact.	In	addition,	Bear	Creek	and	Hennepin	Creek	have	been	identified	as	high	priorities	through	the	MN	DNR	2018	
stream structure analysis due to culvert size and placement.

Bear Creek is located just east of County Road 2 near LaSalle Recreational Area in Hubbard County. The major 
concern on this site is the culvert, which was improperly sized and placed for proper channel stability and ecological 
function. At the time of assessment, the water surface slope from above and below the road crossing was 0.0006, 
and	the	slope	through	the	culvert	was	0.023.	Upstream	of	the	crossing,	fine	sediment	was	accumulating	in	the	chan-
nel; downstream, the culvert was perched. The vertical drop from the culvert to the stream bottom was about 0.5 
ft.,	and	a	scour	pool	had	developed	downstream	due	to	the	power	of	the	flow	during	high-flow	events.	The	stream-
banks also showed signs of erosion.

The	Hennepin	Creek	crossing	is	located	downstream	of	Wildfire	Road,	north	of	Becida	in	Hubbard	County.	The	
major concerns on this site are improperly sized culverts for channel stability and ecological function. The two cor-
rugated culverts at this site were each four feet wide, offering a total of eight feet in width. The channel, measured at 
the	riffle	cross	sections,	was	18	and	25	feet	wide.

Map 3.24 Number of stream crossings
per township.
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	
actions needed to achieve these goals. Actions and programs 
for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed 
are listed in Table 3.18. This table is intended to be a high-level 
overview used to support the development of shorter-term work 
plans, shared services, and budgets for the planning partners. It 
is grouped into four categories including Implementation actions, 
contributing entities, results, and costs, which work together to 
identify	and	define	the	actors	and	actions	needed	to	reach	the	
Plan goals within the 10-year time frame.

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the 
goals set in any plan. It typically takes multiple actions to reach 
one goal. Table 3.17 shows which actions affect which goals. This 
illustrates which actions contribute to achieving multiple goals, 
thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.

Table 3.17 Water course stewardship actions to achieve measurable goals.



Table 3.18 
Water course 
stewardship 
action table.

*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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Drinking Water Stewardship

Issue 8.

Desired Future Condition

Protect the quality and quantity of drinking water resources from increasing land use pressures and mitigate the 
negative impacts of previous industrial and human activities.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Improvement of protection practices and programs through inventories, databases, and the 
creation of groundwater information resources.

Work with the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) to inform the public of potential 
health risks and sealing of wells within the Special Well and Boring Construction Areas.

Locate	and	seal	10	unused	or	flood-prone	private	wells	per	year	to	prevent	groundwater
contamination.

Monitor and provide technical assistance to 10% of the existing private wells in the
Mississippi	River	Headwaters	Watershed,	focusing	on	areas	that	are	prone	to	flooding	or	
have high nitrate (above 5.0 mg/L) or arsenic concentrations (above 5.0 µg/L).
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Drinking Water Rationale

Drinking water for Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed residents comes exclusively from groundwater. Ground-
water can be an often forgotten resource because we don’t see it on a regular basis, but when drinking water be-
comes contaminated there are major issues for the community. Several such instances around the Watershed include 
Special Well and Boring Construction Areas, two Superfund Sites, and water use restrictions. While groundwater 
contamination is nearly always the result of human activity, the expectation for this Watershed is that a high number 
of wells have tested high in arsenic due to underlying natural conditions. Arsenic occurs naturally as a trace compo-
nent in many rocks and sediments. When a well is installed, it causes groundwater to move and can dissolve arsenic 
from minerals into the water.

Virtually any activity in which chemicals are released into the environment, intentionally or accidentally, has the po-
tential to pollute the groundwater. Just as groundwater generally moves slowly, so do the contaminants it contains. 
Due	to	this	slow	movement,	contaminants	tend	to	remain	concentrated	in	the	form	of	a	plume	that	flows	along	the	
same path as the groundwater. Contamination often remains undetected for long periods of time, making cleanup 
of	a	contaminated	water	supply	difficult	at	best.

Since the early 1980s when major federal and state cleanup programs were created, the Minnesota Pollution Control 
Agency (MPCA) has been aggressively searching for and helping to clean up contaminated properties. Within the 
Watershed there are 1,461 closed, permitted, or active cleanup sites. Site information can be found on the MPCA 
website made available through the “What’s in My Neighborhood” online mapping tool. Properties and businesses 
being listed on the website does not necessarily imply a threat. Some may be formerly contaminated sites, while 
others might simply indicate that permits were issued for issues such as air emissions. The tool is there to help us 
understand our community and environment better.

There are multiple areas within the Watershed that have active management including the St. Regis Paper Company 
Superfund	Site,	Kummer	Landfill	Superfund	Site,	Northern	Township,	Eckles	Township,	and	the	Bemidji	Regional	
Airport. All of these sites have a history of contamination by chemicals with a proven impact on human health. The 
majority of the actions for these sites will be taken by the affected owner and state or federal agencies. The purpose 
of this section is to recognize these issues and ensure Plan actions do not have negative reinforcement to these or 
similar sites as well as to keep citizens informed.

Preventative	techniques	are	the	most	efficient	and	cost-effective	way	to	address	groundwater	health	and	sustain-
ability. Land management practices that increase the distance of a contamination source to a groundwater source, or 
dissociation, gives natural processes such as oxidation, biological degradation, and absorption more time in contact 
with soil layers to reduce the impacts of contamination before it reaches the groundwater.

It is important to consider groundwater and surface water as a single resource because they are interconnected, 
making	issues	related	to	water	supply,	water	quality,	and	degradation	of	aquatic	environments	difficult	to	separate.	
Contaminated groundwater aquifers that discharge into streams can result in long-term contamination of surface 
water.  Scenarios can also occur in reverse, when surface water contaminates aquifers. Surface water is commonly 
hydraulically	connected	to	groundwater,	but	interactions	are	difficult	to	observe	and	measure.

Drinking Water Context

All drinking water in the Watershed comes from groundwater. Groundwater accounts for most of the appropriated 
water use within the Watershed, and domestic water supply accounts for the largest groundwater use at just over 
68%, followed by industrial processing at just over 10%. Residents living outside of urban areas rely on private wells 
for drinking water. There are 4,452 private drinking water wells in the Watershed with known locations up to 541 feet 
deep, with an average depth of 98 feet. Figure 3.17 is a diagram of a typical residential well.

Approximately 32% of Watershed residents get their drinking water from a community public water supply system. 
These	systems	depend	on	surficial	sand	aquifers	in	the	Bemidji	area	and	buried	aquifers	for	the	cities	of	Cass	Lake,	
Deer	River,	Cohasset,	and	Grand	Rapids.		Permitted	groundwater	use	reports	suggest	that	overall	use	is	flat	with	a	



slight decline since 1995. Drinking Water Supply Management Areas (DWSMAs), the areas surrounding public drink-
ing water supplies, cover over 7,000 acres in the Watershed. Nineteen of the 20 community public and non-commu-
nity water suppliers are engaged in the wellhead protection planning process or are implementing their plans. One 
of the approved municipal wellhead protection plans exhibits a high vulnerability section of their DWSMA and is 
considered vulnerable to contamination from the land surface. All others exhibit moderate or low vulnerability.

One widespread groundwater quality concern in the Watershed is nitrate contamination, which is more prevalent in 
areas near agricultural activity and in aquifers beneath sandy soils. Of tested wells in the Watershed, less than one 
percent had nitrate levels at or above the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) standard of 10mg/L. All of the wells that 
exceeded	standards	are	shallower	than	normal.	Of	the	five	Minnesota	Department	of	Agriculture	(MDA)	ambient	
monitoring wells, only one has been tested for nitrate, returning a result of 0.77mg/L. The MPCA, meanwhile, has 
19 ambient groundwater monitoring wells. While nitrate detection occurred 70.6% of the time, there was just one 
exceedance of the SDWA standard in a well in Bemidji in 2010.

There are a number of threats to drinking water quality re-
sulting from both natural and anthropogenic sources. Natu-
ral	sources	include	flood	events	and	arsenic	contamination,	
while manmade threats include agricultural activities, sew-
age treatment systems, contaminated soils, and industrial 
activities. Flood events can threaten the safety and avail-
ability of drinking water by washing pathogens and chemi-
cal contamination into source aquifers. Wells at risk within 
the	100-year	flood	zone	are	all	located	in	Itasca	County.	
Flooding events are naturally caused, but are exacerbated 
by impervious surface development and increasingly heavy 
rain events. Arsenic is another natural threat to ground-
water. It is a naturally occurring element in rocks and soils, 
and can increase risks of cancer and other health problems 
when ingested in drinking water. Over four percent of the 
730 tested wells in the Watershed had levels exceeding the 
SDWA	standard	of	10μg/L.	The	Environmental	Protection	
Agency	(EPA)	has	set	a	goal	of	0μg/L	for	arsenic	in	drinking	
water as there is no known safe level.

Agricultural activities pose a threat to groundwater through 
nitrate contamination from row crop and animal feedlot 
runoff. While agricultural activity in the Watershed is low, it 
can create localized issues for groundwater, particularly in 
the western portion of the Watershed and areas with high 
pollution sensitivity. There are 57 active animal feedlots in 
the Watershed, with the highest concentration in Beltrami 
County. None of the counties in the Watershed have del-
egated authority from the MPCA to administer the feedlot 
rule, and rely on the MPCA for its administration. While pes-
ticide runoff can be a source of contamination in agricultural areas, the MDA has not detected excessive levels in any 
of	their	five	wells	in	the	Watershed.	

Groundwater contamination from industrial activities is generally localized but can have long-lasting impacts. There 
are 194 active tank sites that could leak chemicals into the environment and 15 leak sites that may cause localized 
groundwater pollution if not properly managed. The risk to groundwater is again greatest in areas of high pollution 
sensitivity.

The Watershed contains two Superfund Sites, so designated by the EPA due to the need for long-term cleanup of 
hazardous contamination of soils and water.  St. Regis Paper Company was a wood treatment facility that operated 
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Figure 3.17 Diagram of a well system.
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from the 1950s to the 1980s. The company used chemicals including creosote and pentachlorophenol in produc-
tion, which subsequently contaminated the soil and groundwater near the site. The use of pentachlorophenol, a syn-
thetic substance, has declined sharply due to its high human toxicity and slow biodegradation. Several EPA-ordered 
cleanup actions have been undertaken over the decades including contaminated soil removal and groundwater 
treatment.	Soil	testing	near	the	former	mill	site	in	2013	and	2014	largely	confirmed	continued	contamination	and	
prompted the development of a new cleanup plan, which is being negotiated at the time of this writing. The other 
Superfund	Site	is	a	42-acre	former	landfill	site	known	as	Kummer	Landfill,	located	just	north	of	Bemidji.	From	1971	
to	1984,	a	solid	waste	landfill	accepted	municipal	wastes	on-site.	The	landfill	was	closed	in	1985,	and	it	was	found	
that	facility	operations	had	contaminated	groundwater	with	volatile	organic	compounds.	The	landfill	and	downgradi-
ent	plume	area	were	capped	with	a	layer	of	clay	as	a	mechanism	to	stop	infiltration	and	subsequent	mobility	of	the	
contaminants.		Currently	the	MPCA	regularly	maintains	the	landfill	and	monitors	for	landfill	gasses	and	contaminated	
groundwater.	MPCA	has	also	installed	a	solar-powered	gas	flare	on	the	landfill.	Currently,	arsenic,	vinyl	chloride,	and	
1,4-dioxane exceed risk-based levels in groundwater at the site. The MDH maintains restrictions on the drilling and 
pumping of groundwater in the area and ensures a safe water supply for the City of Bemidji.

Other noteworthy contamination sites, known as Special Well and Boring Construction Areas or well advisories, pro-
vide for controls on the drilling or alteration of wells in an area where groundwater poses a threat to public health. 
There	are	two	well	advisories	in	the	Watershed,	both	in	Beltrami	County	near	the	City	of	Bemidji.	The	first,	in	North-
ern	Township,	is	the	site	of	the	above-mentioned	former	Kummer	Sanitary	Landfill	and	downgradient	contaminant	
plume.	The	site’s	surficial	aquifer	had	been	contaminated	with	leachate	from	the	now-closed	landfill,	and	there	is	
concern that new wells or the deepening of existing wells may result in contamination of deeper, normally protected 
aquifers. A second well advisory exists in nearby Eckles Township, where previous agricultural practices have im-
pacted groundwater quality. Nitrate concentrations as high as 27mg/L have been found in nearby wells as a result. 
The well advisory went into effect in 2006, requiring construction, repair, and sealing of regulated wells and borings 
to meet the conditions and requirements set by MDH.

Resource Prioritization

Drinking water wells that have monitoring data stored with MDH established the local data for the arsenic and ni-
trate priority township maps. These maps show concentrations for arsenic and nitrate at three different levels cat-
egorized as low, medium, and high concern. Townships that have wells with concentrations in the high category or 
above 5 µg/L for arsenic or 5 mg/L for nitrates will be priority areas for implementation actions.

Map 3.25 Well arsenic levels
and priority townships.
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Map 3.26 Well nitrate levels 
and priority townships.

Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	
each issue along with actions needed to 
achieve these goals. Actions and programs 
for implementation in the prioritized areas 
of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.20. 
This table is intended to be a high-level 
overview used to support the develop-
ment of shorter-term work plans, shared 
services, and budgets for the planning 
partners. It is grouped into four categories 
including Implementation actions, con-
tributing entities, results, and costs, which 
work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	
actors and actions needed to reach the 
Plan goals within the 10-year time frame.

In many cases there is not one single ac-
tion that can achieve the goals set in any 
plan. It typically takes multiple actions to 
reach one goal. Table 3.19 shows which 
actions affect which goals. This illustrates 
which actions contribute to achieving 
multiple goals, thus resulting in multiple 
benefits	from	that	action.
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Table 3.19 Drinking water stewardship actions to achieve measurable goals.



Table 3.20 Drinking 
water stewardship 
action table.
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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Invasive Species Management

Desired Future Condition

Minimize the impacts of invasive species on waterbodies
and lands where they are already present and implement 
strategies to prevent future infestations from occurring.

10-Year Measurable Goals

Enhanced coordination of local aquatic invasive
species (AIS) plan implementation by organizing 
a multi-county collaborative program that in-
cludes	training,	staffing,	and	financial	resources.

Facilitate integrated pest management based 
on impact to the resource and to the invasive 
species.

Restore 25 acres of native plant communities
through an ecosystem approach.

Issue 9.
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Figure 3.18 Invasive species affect both aquatic and ter-
restral areas in the watershed model.



Invasive Species Rationale

Most people are aware of invasive species speaks to the fact that invasive species programs have been very suc-
cessful in their outreach due to the involvement of numerous community groups and lake associations. Community 
participation is integral to the development and implementation of conservation and protection activities. If people 
care, people act; when people act as whole communities, communities thrive and succeed.

Invasive species are introduced, nonindigenous plants and animals that cause economic, environmental, or human 
harm. Preventing the introduction of new species and new infestations is the most effective strategy in all invasive 
management and is crucial to avoiding their establishment, spread, and potential consequences. Current local inva-
sive species management is split into aquatic and terrestrial species.

Each county or SWCD in the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed operates an aquatic invasive species manage-
ment	program	and	has	developed	a	specific	management	plan	for	their	jurisdiction.	Each	of	the	management	plans	
encompasses strategies on public awareness and education, prevention (watercraft inspection and decontamina-
tion), early detection/rapid response/containment, and mitigation and management. Locally, all the counties in the 
Watershed	have	programs	and	funding	in	place	for	managing	aquatic	invasive	species,	including:

 • AIS boat decontamination
 • Employing watercraft inspectors at public accesses
 • Educational fact sheets and videos
 • Mississippi Headwaters Board AIS Awareness Campaign
 • County AIS Management Plans
	 •	Current	map	of	infested	waters:	https://www.eddmaps.org/midwest/tools/infestedwaters/

Terrestrial species have not been a major focus of the general public, but are a large part of forestry health, roadside 
management, and pasture management. These species affect ecosystems through direct competition for resources, 
alteration	of	fire	or	hydrologic	conditions,	and	disruption	of	natural	succession,	pollination,	herd	health,	and	human	
health.

Addressing any large-scale habitat stressor like invasive species takes the work of many agencies, organizations, 
and people, including cities, townships, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR), U.S. Department 
of	Agriculture	(USDA),	counties,	Leech	Lake	Band	of	Ojibwe	(LLBO),	U.S.	Forest	Service	(USFS),	and	local	nonprofit	
groups. By consolidating local planning efforts and forming a joint effort built on the existing planning frameworks, 
we will be better equipped to manage current infestations and prevent future ones. With consolidated local plan-
ning we will be better able to prioritize prevention, detection, rapid response, containment, quarantine, and man-
agement actions. Whether or not to invest in responses to individual nonnative species will depend upon an assort-
ment of factors such as risk of potential harm, geographical distribution, jurisdictional authority, and the ability to 
control a species if established.
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Invasive Species Context

Invasive species are commonly divided into terrestrial and aquatic categories. While terrestrial invasive species are a 
growing concern in the other parts of the state, management of aquatic invasive species has played a much larger 
role in the Watershed. There are many pathways of introduction and spread of invasive species. Most species intro-
ductions are the result of unintentional human actions, however some introductions such as European buckthorn 
(Rhamnus cathartica) and purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) were intentional and caused unexpected harm.

There are 84 observed unique terrestrial invasive species totaling 7,391 sites and 
9,971 acres in the Watershed, the most common of which are common tansy 
(30%), spotted knapweed (22%), and nonnative thistle (15%). The majority of ter-
restrial infestation sites have scattered plants (51%), followed by scattered dense 
patches (28%), dominant cover (18%), single plants (2%), and dense monoculture 
(less than 1%). There are many invasive pathways for terrestrial species including 
firewood,	straw,	gravel,	soils,	and	seed	mixes.

Aquatic invasive species have been a source of public concern for decades. There 
are currently 42 waterbodies in the Watershed listed as having one or more of the 
following	species:	zebra	mussel	(Dreissena	polymorpha),	faucet	snail	(Bithynia	ten-
taculata), and starry stonewort (Nitellopsis obtusa). Aquatic invasive species have 
been observed at 1,585 sites and include 13 unique species, the most dominant 
of which are reed canary grass (68%) followed by purple loosestrife (27%). Inva-
sive pathways for aquatic species can include trailered watercraft and equipment, 
ballast water, docks and lifts, aquatic plants imported for water gardens and other 
uses, and natural waterways if an invasive species has already been introduced.

Other aquatic invasive species of concern include curly leaf pondweed (Potamo-
geton crispus) due to lakes infested in Itasca County but not within the Watershed, 
and	starry	stonewort,	which	has	been	found	in	five	lakes	throughout	the	Water-
shed. Prior to being found in Big Turtle Lake, starry stonewort’s only other known 
location in Minnesota was Stearns County.

There are no management tools for many invasive species once they are introduced, and while control approaches
are	common	among	species,	there	are	not	sufficient	resources,	capacity,	knowledge,	or	need	to	treat	all	invasive	
species/situations in a similar manner. Counties along with the MN DNR operate invasive species inspection pro-
grams on a number of lakes throughout the Watershed, and there were over 21,800 inspections for aquatic invasive 
species in 2019. Additionally, aquatic invasive species decontamination 
stations are available throughout the Watershed including in Bemidji, 
Deer River, and Cohasset.
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Resource Prioritization

Each county in the Watershed receives 
funding and is implementing local plans 
to combat the spread of aquatic invasive 
species. The designated local govern-
ment unit works closely with other local, 
state, and federal governments as well 
as	nonprofit	and	private	organizations	to	
develop and implement AIS programs. 
Individual counties make decisions on 
how funds are to be used. Education, 
prevention, and early detection on recre-
ational lakes are some of the key strate-
gies in keeping resources protected from 
AIS.

There is currently no equivalent program 
for terrestrial invasive species. Therefore, 
the goal of this Plan will be to develop 
and sustain strong partnerships between 
landowners, government units, and other 
interested partners to manage invasive 
species across geographic boundaries.

Map 3.27 Known locations of terrestrial invasive 
species per township.

Common 
Buckthorn

Buckthorn is a tall understory 
shrub or small tree. It grows 
up to 20 feet. tall and has a 
spreading, loosely branched 
crown emerging from mul-
tiple stems at the plant’s base.

Buckthorn forms dense thickets in forests, yards, parks, and 
roadsides, displacing native shrubs and trees in the mid-lay of 
the forest where many species of birds nest.

Emerald Ash Borer

Emerald ash borer is a invasive forest insect that infests all ash 
trees native to North America.  The emerald ash borer larvae 
feed on ash trees and as 
the feeding larvae tunnels 
accumulate, trees begin to 
show signs and symptoms of 
infestation.

Once trees start to show 
symptoms, they generally 
die within one to three years. 
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Faucet Snail

The faucet snail is an intermedi-
ate host for three intestinal trema-
todes,	or	flukes,	that	cause	mor-
tality in ducks and coots. When 
waterfowl consume the infested 
snails, the adult trematodes 
attack the internal organs and 
cause lesions and hemorrhaging. 
The trematodes contributed to 
the deaths of about 9,000 scaup 
and coots in 2007 and 2008 on 
Lake Winnibigoshish.

Zebra Mussel

Zebra mussels clog drinking
water intakes and foul up boat 
hulls, motors, docks, and equip-
ment left in lakes. Their sharp 
shells litter beaches causing injury 
to swimmers. They harm native 
fish	by	consuming	native	food	
sources. They also kill native 
mussels,	crayfish,	and	snails.

Starry Stonewort 

Starry stonewort forms large, 
dense mats of vegetation that 
grow from the lake bottom to just 
below the surface of the water. 
The dense growth often out-
competes native aquatic plants 
and could potentially have im-
pacts	on	fish	and	other	animals.	
Starry stonewort’s ecological 
impacts are not yet fully grasped.

Map 3.28 Listed infested waters.
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Table 3.22 Invasive species management action table.

*The Program column relates each action to an implementation program, as described in Section 4.
**The Funding Source column connects the cost and funding source, as described in Section 5. 
***WBIF - Watershed-Based Implementation Funding 
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Plan Implementation

This	Plan	identifies	measurable	goals	for	each	issue	along	with	actions	needed	to	achieve	these	goals.	Actions	
and programs for implementation in the prioritized areas of the Watershed are listed in Table 3.22. This table 
is intended to be a high-level overview used to support the development of shorter-term work plans, shared 
services, and budgets for the planning partners. It is grouped into four categories including Implementation 
actions,	contributing	entities,	results,	and	costs,	which	work	together	to	identify	and	define	the	actors	and	ac-
tions needed to reach the Plan goals within the 10-year time frame. 

In many cases there is not one single action that can achieve the goals set in any plan. It typically takes multi-
ple actions to reach one goal. Table 3.21 shows which actions affect which goals. This illustrates which actions 
contribute	to	achieving	multiple	goals,	thus	resulting	in	multiple	benefits	from	that	action.



Table 3.21 Invasive species management actions to achieve measurable goals.
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For this Plan, four different Implementation Regions (Map 3.29) were created based on geographic similarities 
of land use, current level of protection, and actions from primary and secondary issues.  The Implementation 
Regions	present	a	profile	of	actions	from	the	primary	and	secondary	issues	to	provide	high-level	implementa-
tion themes. 

Table 3.23 summarizes the goals of each issue and gives an example of implementation actions to achieve 
those goals.  These issues were grouped into three categories based on public input and Advisory Committee 
recommendations, giving greater focus to primary and secondary issues over the next 10 years. Each of the 
issues has varying implementation throughout the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed.  Maps 3.30 – 3.33 
show the targeted locations for primary and secondary issues. 

Targeted	action	locations	are	specific	for	each	issue.		Most	action	locations	are	based	on	existing	knowledge	
or	have	been	identified	in	local	or	state	reports	and	plans.		Forest	stewardship	and	agriculture	stewardship	
have been targeted through additional value-based analysis.  Forest stewardship locations are selected based 
on an additive combination of proximity to lakes, adjacency to public lands, and habitat quality.  Agriculture 
stewardship locations were selected based on an additive combination of proximity to water resources, soil 
type, and slope. 

Implementing actions from each Plan issue will create a combined effect on targeted resources.  For example, 
actions from the lake stewardship and agriculture stewardship issues will have a combined phosphorus re-
duction for those resources. Tables 3.24 - 3.27 list the targeted resource and the number of Plan issues and 
actions affecting that resource. 

Map 3.29 Mississippi River Headwaters 
Implementation Regions.
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Section 3 - Priority Issues Implementation Summary



Table 3.23 Summary of Plan actions and how they relate to goals in the Watershed.
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Headwaters Implementation Region

The Headwaters Implementation Region contains the Mississippi River Headwaters starting at Lake Itasca in 
Itasca State Park and ending at the outlet of Lake Bemidji.  The Headwaters Implementation Region has the 
highest percentage of disturbed land use in the Watershed, resulting in a number of actions across primary 
and secondary priority issues.  This area has several resources including Lake Bemidji and Lake Plantagenet 
(shown in dark blue) that are targeted for actions concerning lake stewardship, forest stewardship, and sub-
surface sewage treatment system management.  Two additional lakes, Manomin and Bootleg, are a focus for 
habitat	protection	actions.	The	other	lakes	shown	in	light	blue	are	not	specifically	targeted,	but	do	benefit	
from Plan actions.  Targeted streams include Bear Creek in Clearwater County and Hennepin Creek in Hub-
bard County that have known culvert issues.  Parts of the Mississippi River have also been targeted as part of 
the Mississippi Corridor Program.  In addition to targeted streams, Map 3.30 shows other streams in dark blue 
that	are	not	specifically	targeted,	but	do	benefit	from	Plan	actions.		The	City	of	Bemidji,	the	largest	urban	area	
in the Watershed, impacts Lake Irving and Lake Bemidji at the outlet of this Implementation Region.  

Table 3.24 Headwaters Implementation Summary.
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Map 3.30 Headwaters Targeted Locations for Implementation.
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Cass Lake Implementation Region

The Cass Lake Implementation Region starts at the outlet of Lake Bemi-
dji and ends at the outlet of Cass Lake.  This Implementation Region 
has 50% of its acreage within the boundary of the Chippewa National 
Forest.  This area targets Cass Lake, Big Lake, Turtle Lake, and Gull Lake 
for actions concerning lake stewardship, forest stewardship, and sub-
surface sewage treatment system management.  Three additional lakes, 
Peterson, Three Island, and School, are a focus for habitat protection ac-
tions.		The	other	lakes	shown	in	light	blue	are	not	specifically	targeted,	
but	do	benefit	from	Plan	actions.		Targeted	streams	include	North	Turtle	
River and Gull River to review opportunities for forest road closures.  
Parts of the Mississippi River have also been targeted as part of the Mis-
sissippi Corridor Program at the outlet of Lake Bemidji and near Wolf 
Lake.  In addition to targeted streams, Map 3.31 shows other streams in 
dark	blue	that	are	not	specifically	targeted,	but	do	benefit	from	Plan	ac-
tions.  The City of Cass Lake’s stormwater drains to Cass Lake and Pike 
Bay at the outlet of this Implementation Region.  
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Table 3.25 Cass Lake Implementation Summary.
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Map 3.31 Cass Lake Targeted Locations for Implementation.



Winnibigoshish Implementation Region

The Winnibigoshish Implementation Region is mostly within the Chippewa National Forest.  Implementation 
in this Region is focused on protecting habitat along the lakeshores of Winnibigoshish, reviewing forest road 
impacts	to	Third	River,	Moose	Creek,	and	Farley	Creek,	and	fixing	a	known	culvert	issue	in	Fisherman’s	Brook.
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Table 3.26 Winnibigoshish Implementation Summary.
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Map 3.32 Winnibigoshish Targeted Locations for Implementation.



Pokegama Lake Implementation Region

The Pokegama Lake Implementation Region starts at the outlet of Ball Club Lake and ends at the Pokegama 
Dam.  This Implementation Region has 33% of its acreage within the boundary of the Chippewa National For-
est.  This area targets Deer Lake and Pokegama Lake for actions concerning lake stewardship, forest steward-
ship, and subsurface sewage treatment system management.  The other lakes shown in light blue are not 
specifically	targeted,	but	do	benefit	from	Plan	actions.		This	Region’s	two	targeted	cities	include	Deer	River	
and Cohasset.
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Table 3.27 Pokegama Lake Implementation Summary.
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Map 3.33 Pokegama Lake Targeted Locations for Implementation.
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Section 4 - Plan Implementation Programs

Natural resource conservation and program management have 
generally been done based on political boundaries, with many 
organizations, agencies, and communities trying to solve single-
issue problems at different scales and different times. Figure 4.1 (A) 
demonstrates the frequent outcome of this kind of uncoordinated
structure, which has some success with measurable outcomes but 
also a lot of road blocks and confusion created by agencies try-
ing to engage in the same area of work without a shared vision 
for success. Another common model is the stay-in-your-own-lane 
approach, where every partner has a separate role and a separate 
goal. Within this framework, everyone minds their own business
and everyone does okay, but the larger watershed picture does not 
benefit	from	the	strengths	of	the	individual	efforts.	This	is	depicted	
in Figure 4.1 (B), a non-collaborative model.

A third way is to use improved resource targeting and cross-
organization collaborative teams to ensure that the right practices 
are	placed	in	the	right	locations	by	an	efficient	and	broadly	knowl-
edgeable	team	for	maximum	benefit.	Focused	results	such	as	in	
Figure 4.1 (C) can only happen if all partners buy into the same
goals, framework, and vision. Sections 4 and 5 of this Plan provide 
the guidance for a support framework to allow for coordination and 
collaboration across the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed to 
achieve the Plan vision and accomplish anticipated outcomes. This 
section is intended to describe implementation programs to sup-
port the actions, Plan outcomes, and long-term outcomes.
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Figure 4.1 Collaborative approaches.



Plan Programs 

Cost-Share and Incentives - Local voluntary cost-
share or grant programs necessary to achieve Plan 
outcomes.

Capital Improvements - Describes opportunities 
for collaboration on physical structures that have an 
extended project life.

Operation and Maintenance - Describes who is re-
sponsible for inspection, operation, and maintenance 
of projects installed though the Watershed collabora-
tive.

Regulation and Enforcement - Describes existing 
regulations, controls, and authorities relevant to water 
management and any areas of duplication, informa-
tion gaps, or opportunities that are listed with that 
regulation.

Data Collection and Monitoring - Describes cur-
rent data collection and monitoring activities as well 
as	additional	data	collection	activities	needed	to	fill	
gaps	that	have	been	identified	during	the	planning	
process.

Public Participation and Engagement - Outlines our 
approach for public participation and engagement 
for implementing the Plan, including actions for this 
program.

Cost-Share and Incentive Programs

Incentive programs are the support mechanisms to implement restora-
tion, improvement, or protection-based projects and activities such as 
land best management practices (BMPs), land management, or ease-
ments. The implementation of this Plan relies on existing programs 
and protocols for a vast array of project types. The existing programs 
should use this Plan as a guide for projects and activities for consistent 
application	of	the	prioritized	actions,	increased	multiple	benefits	to	
resources, and realization of the Plan vision. Incentives from this Plan 
may also extend to current programs and assist in their implementa-
tion.	Any	type	of	incentive	(financial	incentive,	technical	assistance,	tax	
exemption, conservation easement, etc.) generally uses grant dollars to 
support those projects and activities. 

Over the planning period, projects and activities completed through 
various programs will be evaluated for funding by the criteria shown in 
Table 4.1.
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Low-Interest Loans 

Low-interest loans may be made available for live-
stock waste management system updates, agri-
cultural BMPs, septic system replacements, small 
community wastewater treatment systems, or other 
projects that meet the eligibility criteria.

Conservation Easements

Conservation easements are voluntary, legal agree-
ments between a landowner and governmental or 
nonprofit	organization	in	which	land	use	and	de-
velopment are limited on a property to conserve 
specific	resource	values.	Easements	are	individually	
tailored land agreements with organizations such as 
the Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR), Soil 
and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs), Minne-
sota Department of Natural Resources (MN DNR), 
Minnesota Land Trust, and the Nature Conservancy.

Table 4.1 Project evaluation criteria.
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Table 4.2 Existing programs per issue.
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Capital Improvements

Capital improvement projects are larger in scope, 
more expensive, and have a longer lifespan than 
typical projects (more than 10 years). They charac-
teristically have greater administrative and technical 
requirements, and sharing services between groups 
often	helps	maintain	effective	and	efficient	proj-
ect installation. There are opportunities across the 
Watershed for several groups to work cooperatively 
on capital improvements in stormwater, drainage 
management, easements, dams, and equipment 
purchases. The cooperative nature of capital im-
provement projects results in incremental decisions 
made by a range of individuals, most likely through 
more than two organizations. Currently, the Water-
shed does not have prioritized capital improvement 
projects, but through planning actions we will be 
able to develop a list of potential projects. In gen-
eral, capital improvements in the Mississippi River 
Headwaters Watershed are grouped into stormwa-
ter, stream restoration, drainage management, dam 
replacement, and equipment purchases.

Operations and Maintenance

The preparation and execution of operation and 
maintenance plans is critical to ongoing performance 
of installed practices. Often, minor regular mainte-
nance is required to keep an installed system func-
tioning properly and to avoid a more costly problem 
such as repair or reinstallation. Operation and main-
tenance plans must be prepared by the granting 
organization and discussed with the project owner 
before construction. They designate how installa-
tion is to operate and describe the responsibilities of 

maintaining the practice.

Qualified	staff	should	prepare	operation	and	mainte-
nance	plans	specific	to	the	site	and	the	project	being	
constructed.	Plans	should:

 • Detail the activities that are likely to be required 
  for operation and maintenance of the project;

 • Identify operation and maintenance needed as 
  well as watersheds contributing to the project;

 • Specify how and when to accomplish all activities;

 • Identify the inspection schedule required; and

 • Specify contact information should questions or
    issues arise.

The operation and maintenance plan should also de-
scribe the inspection schedule and include guidance 
ensuring lifespan vitality for each project or practice. 
Inspections	should	involve	the	following:

 • Verify that all components of the practice, 
  including upland protection and contributing 
  watershed treatment, remain in place and are in 
  good repair;

 • Identify necessary repairs in accordance with the
    operation and maintenance plan; and

 • Identify further assessment or action needed if
    necessary repairs are beyond the scope of the
    operation and maintenance plan.

Site inspections are generally completed one year af-
ter project installation, then at 33 percent and 66 per-
cent intervals over the life of the project, and at the 
next-to-last year of the effective life of the project. 
However, the frequency of actual inspections should 
be	specific	to	the	site,	project	installed,	and	findings	
on	previous	inspections.	The	findings	of	site	inspec-
tions should be documented to the Plan Coordinator.
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Regulation and Enforcement

Federal, state, and local units of government (in-
cluding counties, cities, and townships) play a vari-
ety of roles and are responsible for regulating land 
use controls and implementing various regulatory 
programs. Understanding the different authorities 
and their roles is key to implementing effective pro-
tection strategies. The following is a list of exist-
ing regulations, controls, and authorities relevant 
to water management specific to this Watershed. 
These existing land use authorities manage and plan 
for the long-term protection of water resources, and 
should collaborate semi-annually to build on identi-
fied	duplications,	information	gaps,	and	opportuni-
ties. Collaboration on current duplications, informa-
tion gaps, or opportunities and identifying new ones 
allows for the adjustment of local controls, improv-
ing	comprehension,	efficacy,	and	effectiveness.

Wetlands

Wetlands have regulatory controls regarding the 
discharge	of	dredged	or	fill	materials	into	waters	
of the United States, including wetlands. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency share responsibilities for 
implementation, per Section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act. Minnesota also has the Wetland Conservation 
Act that intends to result in “no net loss” of wet-
lands through various mitigation, replacement, and 
permitting activities administered through BWSR 
and local governments.

 • Section 404(g) of the Clean Water Act allows for
    states and tribes to apply to the Environmental
    Protection Agency to administer their own state/  
      tribal regulatory program(s) to meet Section 404 
    requirements, thereby eliminating the need for 
    separate federally issued permits for projects 
    affecting those waters covered by state 
    assumptions. Minnesota has a comprehensive 
  state water/wetland regulatory program, but has 
  not pursued assumption. Often activities 
  affecting wetlands require local, state, and/or 
  federal permits.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Clean	Water	Act	Section	
  404, Wetland Conservation Act (MN Rules 
  8420), County Ordinances

Erosion

Minnesota’s Soil Erosion Law set a public policy 
regarding excessive soil loss in 1984, which was ad-
opted by counties. The policy states a person “may 
not cause, conduct, contract for, or authorize an 
activity that causes excessive soil loss.” In 2015 the 
State of Minnesota passed the Buffer and Soil Loss 
legislation commonly referred to as the Minnesota 
Buffer Law, which requires a 50-foot average con-
tinuous buffer of perennial vegetation with a 30-foot 
minimum width around all public waters and a 16.5-
foot minimum width continuous buffer of perennial 
vegetation along all public drainage systems.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota’s	Soil	Erosion
  Law (MN Statute 103F.401-.455 and 103e), 
  Buffer and Soil Loss (MN Statute 103F.48), 
  County Buffer Ordinances
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Shoreland Management

The Minnesota Legislature has delegated responsi-
bility to LGUs to regulate the subdivision, use, and 
development of shorelands along public waters to 
preserve and enhance the quality of surface waters, 
conserve the economic and natural environmental 
values of shorelands, and provide for the wise use  
of waters and related land resources. 

 • Lakes bisected by political boundaries have 
  different sets of ordinances to regulate actions, 
  which can lead to confusion in the community 
  about how these lake properties are regulated. 

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Shoreland	Management		 	
  Program (MN Rules 6120.2500-3900), County 
  Shoreland Ordinance, Township Ordinance, 
  Mississippi Headwaters Board Regulatory Man-  
  agement

Floodplain Management

The State of Minnesota and Itasca County have 
floodplain	zoning	regulations	which	are	intended	
to	guide	development	in	the	floodplain	consistent	
with	the	magnitude	of	the	flood	threat	to	minimize	
loss of life and property, disruption of commerce 
and governmental services, extraordinary public 
expenditure for public protection and relief, and in-

terruption of transportation and communication, all 
of which adversely affect public health, safety, and 
general welfare.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	MN	Statute	103F	and	
  Chapter 394/462, and County Ordinance

Individual Subsurface Sewage Treatment Systems

Counties administer Minnesota rules on individual 
subsurface sewage treatment systems (SSTS). Coun-
ty programs provide technical assistance, education, 
plan review, and inspections to protect water quality, 
prevent and control water-borne diseases, and pre-
vent or eliminate nuisance conditions for dwellings 
or other establishments generating volumes less 
than 10,000 gallons per day. The MPCA oversees 
county programs and also does enforcement on 
licensed inspectors, designers, and maintainers. 

 • SSTS age, type, and compliance status is largely 
  unknown throughout the Watershed.  Permits 
  are issued for construction of new SSTS and 
  compliance inspections are required when 
  certain conditions are met, such as transfer of 
  properties or building permit applications.  
  Some information can be obtained through 
  these methods, but individual septic info is not 
  easily mapped or tracked on a larger scale.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota	Statutes	115.55	
  and 115.56, Minnesota Rules Chapters 7080, 
  7081, 7082, 7083, County, County SSTS 
  Ordinance, Township Ordinance, and 
  City Ordinance 

Drainage

Minnesota drainage law is substantially prescriptive 
and does not include associated rules. State courts 
have found that drainage authorities must follow 
drainage	law	carefully	to	fulfill	their	role	and	main-
tain	responsibilities	to	the	benefited	area.	Counties	
serve as drainage authorities unless that county 
transfers authority to a watershed district. Drainage 
law enables drainage projects across multiple own-
erships and governmental boundaries to make land 
more productive for agriculture, protect roadways, 
protect public health from stagnant waters, and to 
promote commerce.   

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota	Statute	103e
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Public Waters

The Minnesota DNR administers the Public Water 
Work Permit Program, which regulates activities 
below the ordinary high water level in public waters 
and wetlands.  Many activities are required to be 
permitted before work commences. These activities 
may	include	excavating,	dredging,	filling,	installing	
structures, and implementation of shore protection 
measures. 

 • Section 404(g) of the Clean Water Act allows for 
  states and tribes to apply to the Environmental 
  Protection Agency to administer their own 
  state/tribal regulatory program(s) to meet 
  Section 404 requirements, thereby eliminating 
  the need for separate federally issued permits 
  for projects affecting those waters covered by 
  state assumptions.  Minnesota has a 
  comprehensive state water/wetland regulatory 
  program, but has not pursued assumption. For 
  activities affecting public waters, both state and 
  federal permits may be required. 

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Clean	Water	Act	
  Section 404

Stormwater 

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) 
regulates construction, municipal, and industrial 
stormwater through administration of the federal 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Systems 
with oversight from the U.S. Environmental Protec-
tion Agency.  The City of Bemidji is also considered 
an MS4 city, meaning it has a municipal separate 
storm sewer system and has developed a stormwa-
ter pollution prevention program and adopted best 
practices. 

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	NPDES,	City	
  Ordinance, MS4
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Groundwater Use

Groundwater can be threatened both by overuse 
and contamination from pollutants coming from 
land	uses	or	site-specific	contaminants.		To	regulate	
overuse and contamination, state agencies have 
created	various	permitting	processes	for	specific	
actions.  

 • Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) focuses  
  on well construction, assessing health risks, and   
  protecting drinking water supplies; 

 • DNR monitors groundwater availability and 
  ecological impacts; 

 • Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA)   
  monitors for pesticides and fertilizer contamina-  
  tion; and 

 • MPCA works with groundwater that is or could 
  be affected by chemical releases and/or 
  industrial pollutants. 

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota	Statute	103G	
  for appropriation; 103H, 1989 Groundwater Act, 
  Minnesota Rules Chapter 4720.5100-4720.5590. 

Figure 4.2 Minnesota state agency roles in groundwater 
regulation.
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Feedlots

The MPCA administers the feedlot regulations in 
Minnesota.  Counties can be delegated by the 
MPCA to administer the program for feedlots that 
are not required to have a state or federal permit.

 • Currently none of the counties have elected to 
  administer state feedlot programs.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota	Rules	
  Chapter 7020

Invasive Species

Minnesota has state laws intended to minimize the 
introduction and spread of invasive species of wild 
animals and aquatic plants in the state.  The MN 
DNR has regulatory authority over aquatic plants 
and animals as well as terrestrial vertebrates.  The 
MDA has regulatory authority over terrestrial plants 
and plant pests.

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Minnesota	Statute	84D,	
  Minnesota Statute 18.75-18.97 and 160.23 and 
  Minnesota Rules Chapter 6216

County-Wide Zoning

Itasca and Cass Counties are the only counties in the 
Watershed that have county-wide zoning.  Zoning 
involves setting up standards for future physical de-
velopment of a community and enacting ordinances 
that regulate the use and development of privately 
owned land so that those standards are followed.  
Beltrami, Clearwater, and Hubbard Counties only 
manage land use through various ordinances, i.e. 
shoreland ordinance. 

	 	 Relevant	regulations:	Itasca	County	Zoning	
  Ordinance and Cass County Zoning Ordinance
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Comprehensive Plans

County comprehensive plans are intended to 
provide citizens and prospective citizens of the 
county with a broad vision of its future.  Based on 
the county’s vision, the plan establishes a policy 
framework for land use changes, public investments, 
infrastructure improvements, and intergovernmen-
tal cooperation.  Each county has a comprehensive 
plan adopted at various times.
 • Beltrami County Comprehensive Plan 
  (Adopted June, 2002)
 • Clearwater County Framework Plan 
  (Adopted February, 2000)
 • Cass County Comprehensive and 
  Transportation Plan (Adopted July, 2018)
 • Hubbard County Land Use Plan 
  (Adopted June, 2005)
 • Itasca County Comprehensive Land Use Plan   
  (Adopted June, 2013)

Data Collection and Monitoring

‘Good’ or ‘bad’ water quality is not a simple de-
termination since there are many types of water 
uses including aquatic life, drinking, recreation, 
agricultural use, and industrial use.  A watershed’s 
landscape	and	climate	influences	how	water	quality	
measurements should be interpreted.  Our sur-
face waters in this Watershed are part of Northern 
Lakes and Forests Ecoregion. Waterbodies in our 
ecoregion have characteristically low phosphorus 

and algae concentrations due to the abundance 
of forests, and sandy, relatively infertile soil.  The 
ecoregion gives us a way to compare waterbodies 
and derive an average range of what to expect in 
our waters.  As for groundwater, the Watershed has 
varied pollution sensitivity based on local glacial 
sediment.  Glacial outwash deposits contain mostly 
sand and gravel allowing water to pass through at a 
higher rate, while denser till impedes the movement 
of water.  Areas that have sand and gravel are 
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especially vulnerable to pollution and land use 
activities such as row crop agriculture, stormwater, 
septic	systems,	and	tanks/landfills	should	be	care-
fully monitored and managed.   

In general terms, monitoring is the periodic or con-
tinuous collection of measurable parameters using 
consistent methods.  The types of monitoring and 
the reasons for collecting data vary tremendously.  
Water	quality	monitoring	is	commonly	defined	as	
the sampling and analysis of water (lake, stream, 
river, and groundwater) and conditions of the wa-
terbody.  Water quality monitoring can evaluate the 
physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of 
a waterbody in relation to human health, ecological 
conditions, and designated water uses.  Monitor-
ing can also involve other measures beside direct 
water sampling, such as development of databases, 
surveys, and mapping.  

The	Upper	Mississippi	River	was	the	first	of	the	large	
rivers in the state to have intensive monitoring done 

on the main-stem river.  The intensive monitoring 
led to the development and creation of multiple 
reports for the Mississippi River Headwaters Water-
shed	including	the	Stressor	Identification	Report,	
Monitoring and Assessment Report, and the Wa-
tershed Restoration and Protection Strategies.  In 
addition to these reports, the MN DNR developed 
the Fluvial Geomorphology Report in May of 2018, 
MDA created the Pesticides in Minnesota Lakes 
Report in December of 2019, the MPCA developed 
the Groundwater Report in January of 2017, and the 
Groundwater Restoration and Protection Strategies 
by the MDH is in concurrent development with this 
Plan.  These reports are the underlying technical and 
scientific	support	structure	to	this	Plan.	

Water quality data will continue to be collected 
through a wide variety of programs carried out by 
multiple government and local organizations.  The 
ongoing effort to build on existing data sets is criti-
cal to respond to current trends and conditions of 
surface water, groundwater, and habitat.

Table 4.3 Summary of current monitoring programs by agency.
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Surface Water Monitoring

 • MPCA Intensive Watershed Monitoring Pro-  
  gram will collect chemical and biological data   
  once every 10 years.  (See Watershed Approach   
	 	 to	Restoring	and	Protecting	Water	Quality.)	This	
  work is scheduled for its second iteration in this 
  Watershed in 2024.  

 • MPCA Watershed Pollutant Load Monitoring   
  Network intensively collects pollutant samples 
	 	 and	flow	data	to	calculate	sediment	and	nutrient	
  loads on either an annual or seasonal (no-ice) 
  basis. In this Watershed, there are two sub-
  watershed pollutant load monitoring sites.  
  These sites include the Mississippi River at 
  CSAH-11 S001-897 and the Mississippi River at 
  Ottertail Dam on CSAH-12, 4 miles east of 
  Bemidji S002-034. 

 • The MPCA Citizen Surface Water     
  Monitoring Program is a network of volunteers   
  who make monthly lake and river transparency   
  readings.  Several dozen data collection 
  locations exist within this Watershed.  This data   
  provides a continuous record of transparency   

  and/or turbidity throughout much of the 
  Watershed and is used to update local lake 
  reports, which give status reports to lake 
  associations and other lake groups on activities   
  to improve water quality. 

 • Surface water data provides a snapshot 
  condition for water quality assessment, 
  planning, implementation, and reporting Plan 
  progress to the One Watershed, One Plan 
  Advisory Committee and Policy Committee.  

Groundwater Monitoring

 • MDH monitors wells and drinking water supplies 
  for public health and possible contaminants 
  including bacteria, nitrates, and arsenic. 

 • DNR and counties monitor groundwater 
  availability and ecological impacts through the 
  Cooperative Groundwater Monitoring Network. 

 • MDA monitors groundwater for agricultural 
	 	 pesticide	and	fertilizer	contamination	at	five	
  sites throughout the Watershed. 

 • MPCA monitors groundwater for industrial 
  contamination.

 • Groundwater data provides indicators for 
  nitrogen, chlorides, and bacteria and allows 
  for the evaluation of programs and their 
  progress toward groundwater goals. 

Habitat

 • The MPCA Intensive Watershed Monitoring 
  Program includes testing for biological 
	 	 parameters	including	fish	and	macro-
  invertebrate habitat.  

 • The MN DNR uses the Score Your Shore tool to 
  assess habitat conditions of developed lake lots.

 • MN DNR collects data on forest health 
	 	 to	provide	information	about	significant	insect	
  and disease damage.

 • The data collected for habitat can be used as 
  self-assessments for habitat action in the Plan 
  and could change current actions or create 
  new ones.
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Plan Monitoring and Data Collection

There is a wealth of existing information and ongoing data collection from various agencies and citizens in the 
Mississippi	River	Headwaters.		Water	quality	issues	will	inevitably	emerge	that	lack	sufficient	data,	research,	or	
evidence and need additional information to implement projects and practices that make the largest impact. 
The	identified	Plan	actions	are	aimed	at	addressing	existing	and	developing	water	quality	data	gaps.

Table 4.4 Actions to address gaps in watershed data.
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Data Gaps

 • Stormwater – There is very little actual 
  sampling of stormwater for the purpose of 
  determining stormwater wasteload allocations.  
  Generally, stormwater wasteload allocations are 
  determined through the use of models such as 
  WinSLAMM and P8.  However, stormwater 
  monitoring data can be used to determine im-  
  pervious catchment hotspots or otherwise 
  characterize the quality of stormwater in a 
  catchment.  When these data become available, 
  they will be used to calibrate or otherwise adjust 
  stormwater wasteload allocation determined 
  via modeling.  

 • Well Testing – The Minnesota Well Code 
  ensures that private wells are properly located 
  and constructed.  However, once a well is put in-  
  to service, private well users are responsible for 
  properly maintaining their well, testing it regu-
  larly, and treating the water when necessary.  
  Increasing private well testing will provide the 
  ability to determine nitrogen BMP effectiveness 
  and serve as an early warning system designed 
  to detect contamination and determine its level 
  of severity.

Public Participation and Engagement

This Plan will be implemented through volunteer participation on the part of land users who are often asked to 
change	behavior	and	spend	their	own	time	or	money	to	fix	a	problem	they	may	not	understand,	appreciate,	or	
agree even exists.  Before the protection programs, education, technical assistance, and cost-share programs 
can be effective, land users must be willing to engage in a dialogue, and getting to this point requires a sus-
tained dedication to building trust and positive relationships. 

 • Surface Water Monitoring – There are several 
  lakes in the Watershed that are impaired, close 
  to impairment, or are declining.  Additional 
  inlet/outlet water quality data should be 
  collected, helping to determine the full scope 
  of the issue for that lake. 

 • Long-Term Stream Gauges - Because the 
  majority of the Watershed is regulated by dams, 
	 	 the	true	nature	of	river	flow	dynamics	with	
  variations in precipitation cannot be examined.  
  Long-term gauges on natural systems can 
  provide valuable information on watershed 
  dynamics for natural resource planning in stream 
  health and water quality.  Monitoring changes in 
  connectivity, run-off, and other factors is also im-
  portant for planning future development and 
  infrastructure.  Potential locations for gauges 
  throughout the Watershed are limited to areas 
  located upstream of Lake Bemidji on the 
  Mississippi River, or on a few of the tributaries 
  in the Watershed without dams.  Such tributaries  
  include the Schoolcraft River, Deer River, and 
  Turtle River.

Table 4.5 Public engagement principles.
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Public participation and engagement will consist of continuing the Advisory Committee, made up of the local 
stakeholders in the Watershed, throughout the implementation of the Plan.  The stakeholders that make up the 
Advisory Committee are wide-ranging, from foresters to lakeshore owners to agricultural producers, all of which 
have	the	ability	to	influence	the	direction	of	the	Plan.		These	partners	will	also	identify	and	build	relationships	
with local communities and networks.  Only through relationships with those who make land use decisions can 
resource professionals understand barriers to water resource improvement, whether at an individual or com-
munity level, and begin to chart a path to overcome them.  Opportunities to increase public engagement in 
resource management will be explored throughout the life of the Plan by building stewardship programs and 
interacting	with	communities	and	organizations	such	as:	lake	associations,	Itasca	Waters,	Waterside,	WIRED,	
Master	Gardeners,	Master	Naturalists,	Birds	Bees	&	Butterflies	Bemidji,	Audubon	Society,	co-ops,	and	Master	
Woodland Owners.

Outreach Programs and Actions

It takes an average of four to six interactions with a message for someone to take an action. These interactions 
can be a conversation, communication materials, online media, or other activities such as workshops. Outreach 
activities	and	materials	will	be	targeted	to	a	specific	audience,	sub-goal,	and	geography	based	on	the	Plan	pri-
orities.

Stewardship Network Programs

The proposed approach helps water resource professionals broaden their focus, diversify interventions, and 
expand local networks. Implementing a stewardship program shifts the focal point from changing an individual 
land user’s behavior to building community and developing partnerships and programs that support long-term 
conservation. These programs aim to create a broad network, establishing relationships to drive information 
flow,	build	trust,	and	power	cooperation	and	collaboration.	Informal	relationships	and	social	networks	spur	com-
munication and information exchange, leading to implementing the actions described in this Plan.

Table 4.6 Public participation and engagement actions.
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The Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Comprehensive Plan will be implemented through a Memorandum 
of Agreement (MOA) between Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, and Itasca Counties and their respective 
Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs). This section details how these local partners intend to work 
cooperatively to implement Plan actions as well as how funding will move between partners and how the admin-
istrative duties will be handled.

Decision-Making and Staffing

Implementation of the Plan will require increased collaboration and coordination between Plan partners to de-
termine staff workload and fund distribution. Success of the Plan will depend on generating active participation 
and partnerships throughout implementation.

The decision-making authorities for this Plan will remain with each local government unit (LGU) as outlined in 
the formal Agreement. In addition, the planning groups including the Policy Committee, Advisory Committee, 
and Steering Team from the Plan development process will be maintained throughout the lifespan of the Plan. A 
Fiscal Agent and Plan Coordinator will be appointed to facilitate implementation by using existing county struc-
tures. The following describes the Plan implementation structure and anticipated roles and functions.

 Policy Committee

The members of the Policy Committee represent each of the 10 local government unit partners. Each one of 
these members will serve as a liaison from and to their respective governing boards, keeping their boards regu-
larly informed and guiding the implementation direction. The Policy Committee will meet annually or as needed 
to review and recommend approval of yearly budgets, work plans, amendments, and individual project appli-
cations not included in the approved budget. Policy Committee members will also receive an annual report to 
present to their respective governing boards.
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 Advisory Committee

The Advisory Committee will continue to provide 
technical support on Plan implementation and 
provide recommendations to the Policy Committee, 
including the review of Plan outcomes, priorities, 
actions, and funding opportunities.  The Advisory 
Committee will continue to consist of the local 
Steering Team, stakeholders, Leech Lake Band of 
Ojibwe (LLBO), Board of Water and Soil Resources 
(BWSR), Minnesota Department of Natural Resourc-
es (MN DNR), Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
(MPCA), Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), 
Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA), and  
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).

 Steering Team

The Steering Team consists of local county and 
SWCD staff for the purpose of logistical and day-to-
day decision-making in the implementation process.  
The Steering Team develops the draft annual work 
plan	and	budget,	identifies	local	funding	needs,	
evaluates emerging issues, and implements the 
targeted implementation schedule.

 Fiscal Agent

A	Fiscal	Agent	will	be	appointed	to	prepare	financial	
reports,	review	and	pay	financial	requests,	prepare	
budgets, enter into grant agreements, maintain the 
cost-share policy, and take meeting minutes.

  Plan Coordinator

A Plan Coordinator will be designated and is re-
sponsible for handling the administrative work 
including:	day-to-day	contact,	project	reporting,	

completing the grant reporting requirements to 
BWSR, facilitating the Policy Committee, Advisory 
Committee, and Steering Team, and maintaining 
the Comprehensive Plan website. 
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Figure 5.1 Mississippi River 
Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Plan 
governance structure.



Identification and Coordination of 
Shared Services

Water	resource	staffing	at	the	local	level	is	typically	
small, and few of the local conservation organiza-
tions can afford staff to implement all the different 
actions in this Plan.  Rather, working together and 
pooling resources and accessing different types of 
expertise can make the best use of the available re-
sources, reduce redundancy, and leverage differing 
organizational strengths.  Areas of potential coordi-
nation	of	services	include:

 • Grant applications and funding
 • Water quality monitoring staff and equipment
 • Editorial space in the regularly distributed 
  county newsletters
 • Jointly hosted public workshops on topics 
  ranging from rain gardens to forest practices 
  and maintenance of cover crops
 • Facilities and meeting rooms
 • Staff expertise
 • Funding of projects or programs
 • Construction of best management practices   
  (BMPs) 

Collaboration with Other Units of 
Government and Tribal Entities

The Mississippi River Headwaters Steering Team will 
continue to coordinate and cooperate with local, 
state, tribal, and federal governmental units.  Per-
sonnel from various government agencies are often 
relied on as experts, and have been instrumental in 
Plan development as part of the Advisory Commit-
tee.  These partners will continue their advisory roles 
throughout the implementation process.

Continued cooperation with units of government 
such as NRCS, municipalities, township boards, 
joint powers boards, and other water management 
authorities are a practical necessity to establish 
on-the-ground projects and practices.  Examples 
of collaborative programs in the Watershed include 
Environmental	Quality	Incentives	Program	(NRCS),	
Conservation Reserve Program (FSA), Reinvest in 
Minnesota (BWSR), Minnesota Agricultural Water 
Quality	Certification	(MDA),	Private	Forest	Manage-
ment (MN DNR), Wellhead Protection (MDH), and 
the Mississippi Corridor Protection Program (MHB).
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Funding

The extent to which Plan partners can implement the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Comprehensive 
Plan is based on a sustained level of funding. The difference between current and needed revenue is expected 
to	be	filled	primarily	with	funds	from	Clean	Water,	Land,	and	Legacy	Amendment	and	Sustainable	Forest	Incen-
tive Act funding, but additional funds may be sought as opportunities arise.

The Mississippi River Headwaters Steering Team will pursue funding opportunities cllaboratively in addition to 
watershed implementation funding to sustain implementation activities described in the action tables. To imple-
ment	the	Plan,	our	anticipated	funding	sources	are:

 • Watershed-Based Implementation Funding • Local Funding
 • State Funding     • Federal Funding
 • Collaborative Grants    • Tribal Partnerships
 • Other Sources

Watershed-Based Implementation Funding

Watershed-based funding is an alternative to the traditional project-by-project competitive grant processes 
often used to fund water quality improvement projects and programs. This funding allows collaborating local 
governments to pursue timely solutions based on the Watershed priority needs. 

Local Funding

Funding derived from either the local property tax base or in-kind service of any personnel funded from the local 
tax base is local revenue.  Local funding excludes general operating funds obtained from BWSR, fees for service 
and grants, or partnership agreements with the federal government or other conservation organizations.  Local 
funds will be used for locally focused programs where opportunities for state and federal funding are lacking 
because of misalignment of a program’s purpose with state or federal objectives.  These funds will also be used 
for	matching	grants	where	statutory	authority	already	exists.		Some	examples	include:	

 Counties
 • Water planning authority for special projects - 
  Counties have the authority to levy funds for 
  priority projects and assist Soil and Water 
  Conservation Districts with program 
  implementation.  Minnesota Statute 103B.355
 • Road authorities - Counties can provide limited 
  local funding to assist with the local share of 
	 	 road	retention,	connectivity,	and	other	flood	
  water retention projects. 

 Drainage Authorities
 • Drainage system costs - The funding of all 
  costs related to construction, maintenance, and 
  improvement of drainage systems is 
  apportioned to property owners within the 
	 	 drainage	system	based	on	the	benefits	received	
  from the improved drainage.  Minnesota 
  Statute 103E.601

 • External sources of funding - A drainage 
  authority can accept and use funds from sources 
	 	 other	than	assessment	from	benefited	land-
	 	 owners	for	the	purposes	of	flood	control,	
  wetland restoration, or water quality 
  improvements.  Minnesota Statute 103E.011, 
  Subd. 5

 Cities
 • Stormwater utility fee - Municipalities are 
  authorized to collect stormwater utility fees 
  to build, repair, operate, and maintain 
  stormwater management systems.  Stormwater 
  utility fees must be set using reasonable 
  calculations based on runoff volume or pollution 
	 	 quantities,	property	classification,	or	an	
  equitable basis.  Minnesota Statute 444.075 
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State Funding

Minnesota state agencies responsible for protect-
ing and restoring water resources have developed 
an agreed-upon set of high-level state priorities that 
align their programs and activities to reduce non-
point source pollution.  The resulting Nonpoint Pri-
ority Funding Plan outlines a criteria-based process 
to prioritize Clean Water Fund investments.  These 
high-level	state	priority	criteria	include:

 1. Restoring those waters that are closest to 
   meeting state water quality standards.

 2.  Protecting those high-quality unimpaired 
   waters at the greatest risk of becoming 
   impaired.

 3.  Restoring and protecting water resources 
   for public use and public health, including 
   drinking water.

State funding includes funds derived from the state 
tax base for cost-share and regulatory purposes.  
State funds exclude general operating funds ob-
tained from BWSR, counties, fees for service and 
grants, or partnership agreements with the federal 
government or other conservation organizations. 

Federal Funding

Federal funding includes all funds derived from the 
federal tax base.  This includes programs such as 
the	Environmental	Quality	Incentives	Program	ad-
ministered by NRCS and collaboration with federal 
partners such as the U.S. Forest Service to pool 
resources for large projects similar to the Knutson 
Dam Project.  Federal funding does not include 
general operating funds obtained from BWSR, 
counties, fees for service and grants, or partnership 
agreements with state government or other conser-
vation organizations.

Federal agencies can be engaged following the 
approval of this Plan and prior to implementation to 
create an avenue to access federal resources for im-
plementation.  Opportunities may exist to leverage 
state dollars through federal cost-share programs.  
Where the purpose of an implementation program 
aligns with the objectives of various federal agen-
cies, federal dollars will be used to help fund the 
implementation programs described by this Plan. 
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Collaborative Grants

The Plan Coordinator will apply for collaborative 
grants on behalf of the partners for the implementa-
tion of the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Plan, which may be competitive 
or non-competitive.  The assumption is that future 
base support for implementation will be provided 
as one or more non-competitive implementation 
watershed-based funding allocations.  Where the 
purpose of this Plan aligns with the objectives of 
various	federal,	state,	local,	non-profit,	or	private	
programs, these dollars will be used to help fund 
the implementation programs described by 
this Plan. 

Tribal Partnerships

Under circumstances that Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe 
and Plan priorities align there is the potential for col-
laboration with partners on Mississippi Headwaters 
Watershed protection and restoration projects. Any 
Tribal funding sources for such projects will be identi-
fied	under	a	Memorandum	of	Agreement	between	
the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe and Plan partners 
prior to project implementation.

Other Sources

Contributions	from	foundations,	nonprofit	organiza-
tions, and private entities (including landowners and 
corporate entities) will be sought for Plan imple-
mentation activities.  Local foundations may fund 
education, civic engagement, and other local priority 
efforts.  Several conservation organizations are active 
in the Watershed, such as The Nature Conservancy, 
Giziibii Resource Conservation & Development 
(Giziibii), Northwest Minnesota Foundation, Ruffed 
Grouse Society, Ducks Unlimited, Trout Unlimited, 
MN Deer Hunters Association, Muskies Inc., sports-
man’s clubs, National Wild Turkey Federation, lake 
associations, Minnesota Waters, Freshwater Society, 
and local co-ops.  These organizations acquire fund-
ing of their own and may have project dollars and 
technical assistance that can be leveraged.  Major 
cooperators and funding sources are private land-
owners who typically contribute 25% of project costs, 
and many donate land, services, or equipment for 
projects or programs.



Plan Program Expenses 

The estimated costs for Plan implementation including staff, projects, programs, data collection, and outreach 
amount to just over 50 million dollars over the next 10 years. The largest expenditures in this Plan are due to ac-
tions implementing the Sustainable Forest Incentive Act (SFIA) and conservation easements. These state-funded 
programs are 65% and 12% of the budget, respectively. The focus areas of this Plan are incentive programs (71%) 
followed by conservation easements (6%), resulting in 77% of the Plan budget directed toward projects and prac-
tice implementation. 

Plan program costs, including staff time, are broken down in Table 5.1. This table indicates current local funding, 
estimated watershed-based implementation funding, estimated non-watershed-based implementation funding 
(state funding, federal funding, tribal partnerships, and other sources), and the total implementation schedule cost. 

The yearly base funding level is an estimate of current expenditures that includes actions from Plan partners’ grant 
programs as previously described under Local Funding. The current level of investment by each Plan partner is 
expected to remain the same during the 10-year implementation period. This expenditure also includes all state 
programs and conservation delivery grants including the Natural Resources Block Grant and SWCD Local Capac-
ity Building Grants delivered by the local units of government. Watershed-based implementation funding is the 
anticipated non-competitive funding needed to implement incentive, data collection, and public participation 
Plan actions and fund staff time for each year. Yearly non-watershed-based implementation funding expenses are 
staff time and implementation actions that are funded by state or federal governments, collaborative grants, tribal 
partnerships, and other sources. State, federal, and other funding sources available at the time of Plan develop-
ment are listed in Table 5.3. The estimated annual cost to implement the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed 
Comprehensive Plan is an average of all 10 years of Plan implementation. However, the actual amount needed to 
implement the Plan will vary annually.  To implement the programs, we estimated the staff time for each action per 
issue.  Figure 5.2 gives an indication of staff time distribution between issues.

Table 5.1 Program costs and funding sources.
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Figure 5.2 Estimated distribution of staff time between all issues.  
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Figure 5.3 Total cost distribution between all issues. 

Table 5.2 Funding source per issue.
Plan Implementation Expenses

Program funds to implement actions are heav-
ily weighted toward forest stewardship actions, 
which make up 77.8% of the expected expenses 
as	shown	in	Figure	5.3.		This	figure	shows	the	
proportion of estimated total costs by issue.  
While forest stewardship and environmentally 
sensitive lands make up a clear majority of Plan 
costs, their fund source distribution is dispropor-
tionately weighted toward other funding sourc-
es, as shown in Table 5.2.  This table shows the 
proportion of watershed-based implementation 
funds and other funds needed to implement 
actions	identified	in	that	issue.		For	example,	
forest stewardship and environmentally sensi-
tive lands have very high percentages in other 
fund sources, which is due to high initial input 
costs from activities like SFIA or conservation 
easements that are funded through other state 
programs.  Used together, Figure 5.3 and Table 
5.2 provide a general understanding of the allo-
cation of total program funding and watershed-
based implementation funding by issue.



Organization Program/Fund Name Type of Assistance Form of Assistance Cost-Share Land Protection
Data Collection and 

Monitoring
Public Participation 

and Engagement
BWSR Clean Water Fund Financial Grant X X X X
BWSR Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM) Financial Easement X
BWSR Natural Resources Block Grant Financial Grant X X
BWSR SWCD Local Capacity Service Grants Financial Grant X X X X
BWSR Erosion Control & Mgmt Program Financial Grant X
DNR Conservation Partners Legacy Financial Grant X
DNR Aquatic Invasive Species Control Financial/Technical Grant X
DNR Forest Stewardship Program Technical Cost Share X
DNR Aquatic Management Area, Wildlife 

Management Area
Financial Fee Title Acquisition

X

DNR/Revenue Sustainable Forest Incentive Act Financial Incentive Payment X
MPCA Clean Water Partnership Financial Grant X
MPCA State-Revolving Fund Financial Grant X
MPCA Surface Water Assessment Grant Financial Grant X
MDH Source Water Protection Grant Financial Grant X
MDA Nitrate Testing Technical Monitoring X
MDA Agricultural BMP Loan Program Financial Loan X
LSOHC Outdoor Heritage Funds Financial Grant X
LCCMR Environmental Trust Fund Financial Grant X X X X
Legislature Bonding Financial Bond X X
FSA Conservation Reserve Program Financial Cost Share X
FSA Grassland Reserve Program Financial Cost Share X
NRCS Conservation Innovation Grant Financial Grant X
NRCS EQIP Financial Cost Share X
USGS Stream Gaging Network Technical Monitoring X
USACE Planning Assistance Technical Planning X
EPA State Revolving Fund Financial Loan X X
Northwest 
Minnesota 
Foundation

Financial Grant
X X

Giziibii Financial Grant X X X X
Ducks Unlimited Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
Trout Unlimited Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
Muskies, Inc Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
The Nature 
Conservancy

Financial Easement
X

Minnesota Land 
Trust

Financial Easement
X
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Table 5.3 Federal, state, and other funding sources.
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Organization Program/Fund Name Type of Assistance Form of Assistance Cost-Share Land Protection
Data Collection and 

Monitoring
Public Participation 

and Engagement
BWSR Clean Water Fund Financial Grant X X X X
BWSR Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM) Financial Easement X
BWSR Natural Resources Block Grant Financial Grant X X
BWSR SWCD Local Capacity Service Grants Financial Grant X X X X
BWSR Erosion Control & Mgmt Program Financial Grant X
DNR Conservation Partners Legacy Financial Grant X
DNR Aquatic Invasive Species Control Financial/Technical Grant X
DNR Forest Stewardship Program Technical Cost Share X
DNR Aquatic Management Area, Wildlife 

Management Area
Financial Fee Title Acquisition

X

DNR/Revenue Sustainable Forest Incentive Act Financial Incentive Payment X
MPCA Clean Water Partnership Financial Grant X
MPCA State-Revolving Fund Financial Grant X
MPCA Surface Water Assessment Grant Financial Grant X
MDH Source Water Protection Grant Financial Grant X
MDA Nitrate Testing Technical Monitoring X
MDA Agricultural BMP Loan Program Financial Loan X
LSOHC Outdoor Heritage Funds Financial Grant X
LCCMR Environmental Trust Fund Financial Grant X X X X
Legislature Bonding Financial Bond X X
FSA Conservation Reserve Program Financial Cost Share X
FSA Grassland Reserve Program Financial Cost Share X
NRCS Conservation Innovation Grant Financial Grant X
NRCS EQIP Financial Cost Share X
USGS Stream Gaging Network Technical Monitoring X
USACE Planning Assistance Technical Planning X
EPA State Revolving Fund Financial Loan X X
Northwest 
Minnesota 
Foundation

Financial Grant
X X

Giziibii Financial Grant X X X X
Ducks Unlimited Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
Trout Unlimited Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
Muskies, Inc Financial/Technical Easement/Cost Share X X
The Nature 
Conservancy

Financial Easement
X

Minnesota Land 
Trust

Financial Easement
X
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Work Planning

Plan partners expect a collaborative implementa-
tion process for completing actions within the Plan.  
Therefore, an annual work plan is envisioned to 
align staff workload to the priority issues, determine 
availability of funds, and describe the roles and re-
sponsibilities for each partner within that year. 

 • Funding Request
  The funding request will be presented to the 
  Policy Committee on a biennial basis, who will    
  ultimately recommend approval to each of   
  the LGU boards.  The funding request will be   
  developed based on the priority projects 
  outlined in the targeted implementation 
  schedule and any adjustments made through
  self-assessments and/or amendments. The 
  Fiscal Agent will submit the request on behalf of 
  the planning partnership.

 • Local Work Plan Process
  The Steering Team will develop an annual work 
  plan reviewed by the Policy Committee, based   
  on recommendations from the Advisory 
  Committee and the targeted implementation   
  schedule. The intent of the annual work plan 
  will be to maintain collaborative progress 
  toward completing the targeted 
  implementation schedule. 
  
 Assessment, Evaluation, and Reporting

 • Accomplishment Assessment
  Every year, each LGU implementing a Plan 
	 	 program	will	submit	specific	attributes	for	each	
	 	 project	including	type	of	project,	location,	final	
  cost, performance measures, and multiple 
	 	 benefits	to	the	Plan	Coordinator.		The	Plan	
  Coordinator will compile the actions and 
  provide a summary of Plan implementation 
  progress for the Policy and Advisory 
  Committees to guide future work planning.

 • Partnership Assessment
  Every two years, the Steering Team will 
  review the Mississippi River Headwaters 
  Watershed Comprehensive Plan goals and 
  progress toward implementation, including 
	 	 fulfillment	of	committee	purposes	and	roles,	
	 	 efficiencies	in	service	delivery,	collaboration	with	
  other units of government, and success in 
  securing funding.  During this review process, 
  feedback will be solicited from the LGU boards, 

  Policy Committee, Advisory Committee, and 
  partners such as state agencies and non-
  governmental organizations.  This feedback will 
  be presented to the Policy Committee to help 
  set the recommendations for the coming 
  biennium’s priorities.  In addition, the feedback 
  will be documented and incorporated into the 
	 	 five-year	evaluation.

 • Five-Year Evaluation
  Starting in 2021, this Plan will be in effect for 
  10 years.  Over the course of the Plan’s life,   
  progress toward reaching goals and 
  completing the implementation schedule may 
  vary. New issues may emerge as the Plan 
  progresses, and new monitoring data, models, 
  or research may become available.  Therefore, 
	 	 in	2026-2027,	a	five-year	evaluation	will	be	
  undertaken, as per the BWSR order 
  approving it.  This evaluation will determine if 
	 	 the	current	course	of	actions	are	sufficient	to	
  reach the goals of the Plan, or if a change in 
  the course of actions are necessary.  At the 10-
	 	 year	mark,	and	every	five	years	after,	the	Plan	
  will be re-evaluated and will incorporate any 
  necessary changes. 

 • Reporting
  The LGUs have several annual reporting 
  requirements.  Reporting relating to grants and 
  programs developed collaboratively and 
  administered under this Plan will be reported 
  to BWSR by the Plan Coordinator.  In addition 
  to annual reporting, the Steering Team will 
  develop a State of the Watershed through the 
  annual evaluation process as a means to provide 
  accountability and demonstrate Plan outcomes.  
  The Plan Coordinator is responsible for 
  submitting all required reports and completing 
  annual reporting requirements for the 
  Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed Com-
  prehensive Plan as required by state law and 
  policy. The Steering Team will assist in 
  developing the required reports, and roles and 
	 	 responsibilities	will	be	defined	by	the	contract	
  between the Fiscal Agent and the LGU. 
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Plan Amendments

The	activities	described	in	this	Plan	are	not	prescriptive	and	are	meant	to	allow	flexibility	in	implementation.		An	
amendment will not be required for addition, substitution, or deletion of any of the actions, initiatives, and proj-
ects if those changes will still remain consistent with Plan outcomes.  However, over the 10-year implementation 
period,	revisions	may	be	needed	if	significant	changes	emerge	in	the	priorities,	goals,	policies,	administrative	
procedures, or implementation programs.  Plan revisions outside the Plan update can be accomplished through 
an amendment process. 

Plan amendments may be proposed by any agency, person, city, or county, but only the Policy Committee can 
initiate the amendment process for ultimate Plan partner approval and adoption.  The Policy Committee will 
determine who is responsible for the amendment process costs when an amendment is proposed. The Plan will 
remain in full effect as the amendment is approved by BWSR. All proposed amendments must contain a state-
ment of the problem and need, the rationale for the amendment, and an estimate of the cost to implement the 
amendment. All recommended amendments should be reviewed by the Advisory Committee piror to submittal 
to the Policy Committee.

Technical information, particularly water quality data, will require frequent updating as new information pres-
ents	itself.		Site-specific	data	is	typically	generated	by	state,	federal,	tribal,	and	local	agencies	and	departments.		
Technical updates are considered part of the normal course of operations consistent with the intent of the Plan 
and should not trigger an amendment.  However, when the technical information results in a policy that is a sig-
nificant	change	of	direction	from	the	Plan	or	the	implementation	of	projects	and	programs,	an	amendment	may	
be required.
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Formal Agreements

The	Mississippi	River	Headwaters	Watershed	Comprehensive	Plan	is	a	coalition	of	five	counties	and	SWCDs	in	
north central Minnesota, including Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, and Itasca. The coalition previously en-
tered into a formal agreement through a Memorandum of Agreement for planning the Comprehensive Plan for 
the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed as part of the One Watershed, One Plan program. This agreement 
does not preclude Plan participants from entering into additional formal agreements necessary to obtain imple-
mentation funding or to develop shared services. The parties have drafted a revised Memorandum of Agree-
ment for the purposes of implementing this Plan.
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Mississippi Headwaters 
communities answering the call 
to protect & improve: Our waters, 

forests, economy, and future.



Appendices
Appendix I - Abbreviations

1W1P - One Watershed, One Plan
BMP - Best Management Practice
BWSR - Board of Water and Soil Resources
CRP - Conservation Reserve Program
DEM -  Digital Elevation Model
DWSMA - Drinking Water Supply Management Area
ECS	-	Ecological	Classification	System
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
EQIP	-	Environmental	Quality	Incentives	Program
FSA -  Farm Service Agency 
GRAPS - Groundwater Restoration and Protection Strategies
HSPF - Hydrological Simulation Program - FORTRAN
HUC - Hydrologic Unit Code
IBI - Index of Biotic Integrity
LLBO - Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe
LSP - Landscape Stewardship Plan
MDA - Minnesota Department of Agriculture
MDH - Minnesota Department of Health
MFRC - Minnesota Forest Resources Council
MHB - Mississippi Headwaters Board
MN DNR – Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
MN DOT - Minnesota Department of Transportation
MOA - Memorandum of Agreement
MPCA - Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
NLF - Northern Lakes and Forests Ecoregion
NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NPC - Native plant community
NPDES - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
PFM - Private Forest Management
NRCS - Natural Resources Conservation Service
RAQ	-	Riparian,	Adjacency,	Quality
RIM - Reinvest in Minnesota
ROPE - Reservoir Operating Plan Evaluation
SDS - State Disposal System 
SDWA - Safe Drinking Water Act
SFIA - Sustainable Forest Incentive Act
SID	-	Stressor	Identification
SSTS - Subsurface Sewage Treatment System
SWAG - Surface Water Assessment Grant
SWCD - Soil and Water Conservation District
TMDL - Total Maximum Daily Load
TP - Total Phosphorus
TSA 8 - Technical Service Area 8 
USDA - United States Department of Agriculture
WAN - Wildlife Action Network
WRAPS - Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategies
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Appendix II - Terms

Atlas 14 - From NOAA, the Atlas provides precipitation frequency estimates for many of the Midwestern states.

Baseflow	-	That	portion	of	streamflow	that	is	naturally	and	gradually	withdrawn	from	groundwater	storage	or	
other delayed sources.

Catchment	-	The	area	from	which	rainfall	flows	into	a	river,	lake,	or	reservoir.

Conservation Easement - A voluntary, legal agreement that permanently limits uses of the land in order to 
protect its conservation values.

E911 - Address data for all habitable structures.

Ecosystem Services	-	Any	positive	benefits	that	wildlife	or	ecosystems	provide	to	people.

Forest Fragmentation - The breaking of large, contiguous forested areas into smaller pieces of forest typically 
separated by roads, agriculture, utility corridors, subdivisions, or other human development.

Forest Stewardship Plan - A	site-specific	plan	that	is	developed	based	on	the	landowner’s	management	objec-
tives and the professional expertise of a skilled forester to achieve long-term forest management goals.

Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) - A Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) is assigned by the USGS for each watershed. 
HUCs are organized in a nested hierarchy by size.

Impoundment - A body of water created as a result of a dam.

Index of Biotic Integrity - Evaluating the biological integrity of a river or stream is a key part of assessing Min-
nesota’s water quality. Biological integrity is the ability of an aquatic ecosystem to support and maintain a bal-
anced, adaptive community of organisms having a species composition, diversity, and function comparable to 
that of a natural habitat.

Load/Loading -  The amount of a pollutant that is discharged into a waterbody during a period of time (i.e. tons 
of sediment per year).

Peak Flow -	The	maximum	flow	of	a	stream	in	response	to	a	rain	event.	

Riparian, Adjacency, Quality (RAQ) - A parcel targeting technique to identify priority parcels for protection 
programs. 

Riparian (Buffer) - A vegetated area near a stream, lake, or wetland.

Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) - The maximum amount of a pollutant a body of water can receive without 
violating water quality standards, and an allocation of that amount to the pollutant’s sources. The TMDL process 
identifies	all	sources	of	a	pollutant	and	determines	how	much	each	source	must	reduce	its	contribution	in	order	
to meet the standard. 

Total Phosphorus - A measure of all forms of phosphorus in the sample (orthophosphate, condensed phos-
phate, and organic phosphate).

Watershed	-	An	area	of	land	that	drains	all	the	streams	and	rainfall	to	a	common	outlet	such	as	the	outflow	of	a	
reservoir, mouth of a bay, or any point along a stream channel.
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Appendix IV - Summary of Documents Considered During Prioritization
Document Issues and Resource Concerns

There are a total of eight lakes with improving trends: Andrusia, Long, North Twin, and Swenson in Beltrami County and Bass, 
Deer, Dixon, and Siseebakwet in Itasca County.
There are two lakes with declining water quality, Big and Turtle River.  Three are close to impairment, including Lake Bemidji, Gull 
Lake, and Grace Lake, all of which are in Beltrami County except for Grace Lake, which is split between Beltrami and Hubbard 
Counties.
The Watershed has 36 miles of priority wild rice stream miles within Beltrami County.

The Watershed has currently has 79 priority wild rice lakes. of which 52% were designated with a high ranking.

The TMDL for Lake Irving modeled city, construction, and industrial stormwater, which total 742.44 pounds of phosphorus per 
year.

Based on the MPCA's waterbody assessment process and the TMDL source assessment exercises, there is no evidence at this time 
to suggest natural background sources are a major contributor to the impairments in Lake Irving or Little Turtle Lake.

Estimated total reduction load need for Little Turtle Lake is 510.53 lb/year.

Estimated total reduction load need for Lake Irving is 13,699.11 lb/year.
The Mississippi Headwaters Major Watershed has some of the finest freshwater lakes in the country, with high water quality 
resulting from an abundance of well-drained soils, high forest cover, intact wetlands, flat slopes, and mostly natural (not 
channelized) streams.

There is significant potential for loss of private forest lands and an increase in landscape disturbance adjacent to Bemidji and 
Grand Rapids.  Both cities are growing regional centers located on opposite ends of the Watershed.

Outreach efforts should be focused on parcels and properties with high RAQ (Riparian, Adjacency, Quality) scores, particularly in 
priority minor watersheds.  This gives the best return on investment for available time and money.

Private forest management is key in many minor watersheds, although some minors and lakes will be best management practices 
(BMP) oriented - e.g. reducing nutrient and sediment runoff with practices such as riparian buffers.

The Ecological Classification System/native plant community (ECS/NPC)-based system of forest management emphasizes the 
health of long-living conifers while supporting an array of upland and lowland deciduous species.  Managing for native plant 
communities and healthier forests benefits the hydrologic functions of watersheds.  In addition, the mix of forest industries 
creates opportunities to support the sustainable management of all forest cover types in the watershed.

School Trust Lands are common throughout the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed, with around 151,272 acres located 
within the Watershed.  Revenues generated from School Trust Lands are credited to the permanent school fund, which is 
managed by the State Board of Investment.  Most of these lands are currently being managed as sustainable forestlands, however 
26,220 acres have a best use classification for real estate.  This poses a potential development risk to these lands currently 
considered protected.
The Stressor Identification process identified connectivity as the only stressor for two of the three stream reaches, which have one 
of the biological communities below the passing threshold.

Biological data indicate the fish community of Grace Lake is near the impairment threshold as measured by the FIBI Tool 2.

Of the 16 streams assessed for stability, three were determined to be unstable and five were moderately unstable.

Two streams have identified problematic culverts at the crossing adjacent to the monitored site (Bear Creek and Hennepin Creek).  
In both cases, the biological monitoring was done downstream of these culverts.  The culverts at both sites are barriers to fish 
migration, and if fish sampling were done on the upstream side of the road crossing, the fish community may be found to be 
impaired.
The Schoolcraft River from Frontenac Creek to Lake Plantagenet has very good fish and macroinvertebrate communities, and has 
been classified as an exceptional aquatic life use.

The longear sunfish is listed as a species of greatest conservation need in Minnesota and was captured at one monitoring station.

The pugnose shiner is listed as a species of special concern and is highly intolerant of turbidity, eutrophication, and vegetation 
removal and was also found at just one location.
From its origin to Grand Rapids, MN, the Mississippi River is a highly regulated system, with five major dams to lake outlets in the 
river system.
Of the assessed stream reaches, 28 fully supported aquatic life and one did not. All nine of the streams that were assessed for 
aquatic recreation were fully supporting.

133 lakes greater than ten acres were assessed; 110 fully supported aquatic recreation and 28 supported aquatic life. Fifteen lakes 
did not support aquatic recreation. Additionally, 57 lakes did not have sufficient data to make an assessment.
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2017



Document Issues and Resource Concerns

The Minnesota Wetland Condition Assessment found that approximately 84% of the wetland area in the ecoregion was in 
exceptional-good condition. Wetlands in exceptional-good condition have had few (if any) changes in expected native vegetation 
composition or abundance distribution. The high rate of wetlands in exceptional-good condition was largely driven by the extent 
and condition of forested and scrub-shrub wetlands in this ecoregion.

The macroinvertebrate community in the Upper Mississippi (Headwaters) Watershed is diverse and healthy. Over 12000 individual 
organisms representing 218 unique taxa were collected and identified from the samples. This diversity is the result of the good 
quality and variety of streams throughout the watershed.
101 lakes were found to be fully supporting for aquatic recreation use and fifteen were found to be nonsupport for aquatic 
recreation use. Forty-five lakes were found to be full support for aquatic life use. No lakes were found to be nonsupport for aquatic 
life use.

Groundwater withdrawals in the Watershed have decreased by nearly 10% from 1994 to 2013. However, water table elevations in 
DNR observation wells show decreasing trends over the most recent 20 years of data collected.

There is no trend in mean annual discharge at the Grand Rapids gage (Table 3; Figure 8). Each 30-year time period was consistently 
around 1,300-1,400 cubic feet per second (cfs), except for 1926-1955.

The stream locations where condition assessments were completed were hand-picked due to the high possibility that lower than 
expected biologic community scores may be due to channel instability. Though no official reaches resulted in listings to the 
Impaired Waters List, these sites, in general, showed symptoms of channel instability. Channel bed down-cutting, incision, perched 
and sloped culverts, and accelerated bank erosion due to beaver activity was observed at these sites.

There are two Special Well and Boring Construction Areas in the Watershed.  Both neighbor the City of Bemidji in Northern and 
Eckles Townships.
Nitrate – Less than one percent of tested drinking water wells had levels at or above the Safe Drinking Water Act (SWDA) standard 
of 10 mg/L.  The shallower wells are all of the ones that exceeded standards.

Arsenic – Over four percent of the 730 tested wells had levels exceeding the SDWA standard of 10 μg/L.  The EPA has set a goal of 
0 μg/L for arsenic in drinking water due to no known safe level of arsenic in drinking water.

Private wells – There are 4,452 private drinking water wells with known locations ranging from 0 ft. to 541 ft. deep, with an 
average depth of 98 ft. deep.

Flood events can threaten the safety and availability of drinking water by washing pathogens and chemical contamination into 
source aquifers.  Wells at risk within the 100 year flood zone are all located in Itasca County.

Subsurface sewage treatment systems are found throughout the Watershed.  Information reported by counties indicates Cass 
County has the highest number of failing SSTSs with one to two per 1,000 acres.  Beltrami and Hubbard counties had no data 
recorded for failing SSTS.
Row crop agriculture accounts for approximately seven percent of land cover in the Watershed.  In areas with high pollution 
sensitivity, agricultural inputs can contaminate the underlying aquifer.
In general, the lakes in the Watershed have good water quality, with only 15 of the 122 assessed lakes failing to meet water 
quality standards.
The Mississippi River has identified low dissolved oxygen due to a combination of natural factors, including a low gradient stream 
channel, wetland influences, and groundwater inputs.

The Watershed in the most recent 15 years shows higher trends of Total Phosphorus in the Headwaters and a decreasing trend of 
total suspended solids and Total Phosphorus near the outflow, and no trend for the remaining parameters.

There are 15 lakes that do not meet the state aquatic recreation standards (nutrient/eutrophication biological indicators) and one 
of the assessed lakes (Grace Lake), due to having a fish Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) score close to the impairment threshold. Of 
the 15 lakes, five are being considered for a future separate shallow lake standard and another eight did not meet the aquatic 
recreation standards due to predominantly natural background causes.

Five lakes do not meet aquatic recreation standards but are being considered for a future separate shallow lake standard.

Eight of these lakes did not meet the aquatic recreation standards due to predominantly natural background causes.

The MPCA monitors 19 wells within the Watershed to determine concentration, frequency and possible trends. Arsenic, nitrate 
and chloride detection frequency for 2010 to 2015 was 59.8%, 70.6% and 92.2% of wells, respectively.

Average HSPF modeled phosphorus, nitrogen, and sediments loads are relatively low throughout the waters, with higher loads 
occurring in the western (upstream of Wolf Lake) and eastern (downstream of Ball Club Lake) zones.
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Document Issues and Resource Concerns

The Minnesota Wetland Condition Assessment found that approximately 84% of the wetland area in the ecoregion was in 
exceptional-good condition. Wetlands in exceptional-good condition have had few (if any) changes in expected native vegetation 
composition or abundance distribution. The high rate of wetlands in exceptional-good condition was largely driven by the extent 
and condition of forested and scrub-shrub wetlands in this ecoregion.

The macroinvertebrate community in the Upper Mississippi (Headwaters) Watershed is diverse and healthy. Over 12000 individual 
organisms representing 218 unique taxa were collected and identified from the samples. This diversity is the result of the good 
quality and variety of streams throughout the watershed.
101 lakes were found to be fully supporting for aquatic recreation use and fifteen were found to be nonsupport for aquatic 
recreation use. Forty-five lakes were found to be full support for aquatic life use. No lakes were found to be nonsupport for aquatic 
life use.

Groundwater withdrawals in the Watershed have decreased by nearly 10% from 1994 to 2013. However, water table elevations in 
DNR observation wells show decreasing trends over the most recent 20 years of data collected.

There is no trend in mean annual discharge at the Grand Rapids gage (Table 3; Figure 8). Each 30-year time period was consistently 
around 1,300-1,400 cubic feet per second (cfs), except for 1926-1955.

The stream locations where condition assessments were completed were hand-picked due to the high possibility that lower than 
expected biologic community scores may be due to channel instability. Though no official reaches resulted in listings to the 
Impaired Waters List, these sites, in general, showed symptoms of channel instability. Channel bed down-cutting, incision, perched 
and sloped culverts, and accelerated bank erosion due to beaver activity was observed at these sites.

There are two Special Well and Boring Construction Areas in the Watershed.  Both neighbor the City of Bemidji in Northern and 
Eckles Townships.
Nitrate – Less than one percent of tested drinking water wells had levels at or above the Safe Drinking Water Act (SWDA) standard 
of 10 mg/L.  The shallower wells are all of the ones that exceeded standards.

Arsenic – Over four percent of the 730 tested wells had levels exceeding the SDWA standard of 10 μg/L.  The EPA has set a goal of 
0 μg/L for arsenic in drinking water due to no known safe level of arsenic in drinking water.

Private wells – There are 4,452 private drinking water wells with known locations ranging from 0 ft. to 541 ft. deep, with an 
average depth of 98 ft. deep.

Flood events can threaten the safety and availability of drinking water by washing pathogens and chemical contamination into 
source aquifers.  Wells at risk within the 100 year flood zone are all located in Itasca County.

Subsurface sewage treatment systems are found throughout the Watershed.  Information reported by counties indicates Cass 
County has the highest number of failing SSTSs with one to two per 1,000 acres.  Beltrami and Hubbard counties had no data 
recorded for failing SSTS.
Row crop agriculture accounts for approximately seven percent of land cover in the Watershed.  In areas with high pollution 
sensitivity, agricultural inputs can contaminate the underlying aquifer.
In general, the lakes in the Watershed have good water quality, with only 15 of the 122 assessed lakes failing to meet water 
quality standards.
The Mississippi River has identified low dissolved oxygen due to a combination of natural factors, including a low gradient stream 
channel, wetland influences, and groundwater inputs.

The Watershed in the most recent 15 years shows higher trends of Total Phosphorus in the Headwaters and a decreasing trend of 
total suspended solids and Total Phosphorus near the outflow, and no trend for the remaining parameters.

There are 15 lakes that do not meet the state aquatic recreation standards (nutrient/eutrophication biological indicators) and one 
of the assessed lakes (Grace Lake), due to having a fish Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI) score close to the impairment threshold. Of 
the 15 lakes, five are being considered for a future separate shallow lake standard and another eight did not meet the aquatic 
recreation standards due to predominantly natural background causes.

Five lakes do not meet aquatic recreation standards but are being considered for a future separate shallow lake standard.

Eight of these lakes did not meet the aquatic recreation standards due to predominantly natural background causes.

The MPCA monitors 19 wells within the Watershed to determine concentration, frequency and possible trends. Arsenic, nitrate 
and chloride detection frequency for 2010 to 2015 was 59.8%, 70.6% and 92.2% of wells, respectively.

Average HSPF modeled phosphorus, nitrogen, and sediments loads are relatively low throughout the waters, with higher loads 
occurring in the western (upstream of Wolf Lake) and eastern (downstream of Ball Club Lake) zones.
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Document Issues and Resource Concerns
There are 13 point sources within the Mississippi River Headwaters Watershed including 2 domestic wastewater NPDES/SDS 
Permits, 3 domestic wastewater SDS permits, 1 industrial wastewater, 1 industrial non contact cooling water, and 6 nonmetallic 
mining industrial stormwater.  None of the point sources require pollutant reductions beyond their current permit conditions or 
limits.

Agricultural land use within the Watershed is moderate, accounting for approximately 10% of the available acres.

There are 42 waterbodies in the Watershed listed as having one or more of the following species: Zebra Mussel (Dreissena 
polymorpha ), Faucet Snail (Bithynia tentaculata ), and Starry Stonewort (Nitellopsis obtusa ).

There are 84 observed unique terrestrial invasive species totaling 7,391 sites and 9,971 acres in the Watershed.

Pesticides in 
Minnesota Lakes, 
2019

Pesticide detections were very limited, including a single detection of metolachlor in the Mississippi River in 1993, two detections 
of dimethenamid ESA in Elk Lake (15-0010-00-100/101) in 2009, a single detection of desethylatrazine in Lost Lake (29-0303-00-
201) in 2012, and a single detection of hydroxyatrazine in Lost Lake (29-0303-00-201) in 2012.  All detections were equal to or 
below 70 ng/L (parts per trillion), and very low compared to the lowest applicable water quality reference value.  There are 
currently no pesticide water quality impairments in the Watershed.

Animal agriculture is strongly correlated to the same areas of Solway, Shevlin, and Bemidji, as shown by most of the registered 
feedlots occurring in the western half of the Watershed.  Total known livestock and poultry animal count is 33,384.

Soil quality and excessive sheet and rill erosion have ranked as a moderate to high concern.
Woodland management opportunities include planting trees, restoring prairies, timber stand improvement, timber sales, 
enhancing wildlife habitat, prescribed burning, and many other practices or projects.

The majority of agricultural land in the basin is dedicated to forage production for grazing livestock, and management of these 
lands has been identified as a priority by local EQUIP workgroups in multiple counties within the Watershed.
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Appendix VII - Memorandum of Agreement

This	AGREEMENT	is	made	and	entered	into	by	and	between	the	following	PARTIES:		

The Minnesota Counties of Beltrami, Itasca, Cass, Hubbard, and Clearwater by and  through their respective 
County Board of Commissioners, and the Beltrami, Itasca, Cass,  Hubbard, and Clearwater Soil and Water Con-
servation Districts, by and through their respective  Soil and Water Conservation District Board of Supervisors, 
collectively referred to as the  “Parties”;  

WHEREAS, the Counties of this Agreement are political subdivisions of the State of Minnesota,  with authority 
to carry out environmental programs and land use controls, pursuant to Minnesota  Statutes Chapter 375 and as 
otherwise provided by law; and  

WHEREAS, the Soil and Water Conservations Districts (SWCDs) of this Agreement are  political subdivisions of 
the State of Minnesota, with statutory authority to carry out erosion  control and other soil and water conserva-
tion programs, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Chapter  103C and as otherwise provided by law; and  

WHEREAS, the parties to this Agreement have a common interest and statutory authority to  prepare, adopt, 
and assure implementation of a comprehensive watershed management plan in  the Mississippi River Head-
waters Watershed (Attachment A – map) to conserve soil and water  resources through the implementation of 
practices, programs, and regulatory controls that  effectively control or prevent erosion, sedimentation, siltation 
and related pollution in order to  preserve natural resources, ensure continued soil productivity, protect water 
quality,	reduce		damages	caused	by	floods,	preserve	wildlife,	protect	the	tax	base,	and	protect	public	lands	and		
waters; and 

WHEREAS, with matters that relate to coordination of water management authorities pursuant  to Minnesota 
Statutes Chapters 103B, 103C, and 103D with public drainage systems pursuant to  Minnesota Chapters 103E, 
this Agreement does not change the rights or obligations of the public  drainage system authorities. 

WHEREAS,	the	Parties	have	formed	this	Agreement	for	the	specific	goal	of	developing	a	plan		pursuant	to	Min-
nesota Statutes § 103B.801, Comprehensive Watershed Management  Planning, also known as One Watershed, 
One Plan.  

NOW,	THEREFORE,	the	parties	hereto	agree	as	follows:	
	 1.	Purpose:	The	parties	to	this	Agreement	recognize	the	importance	of	partnerships	to	plan		and	implement	
  protection and restoration efforts for the Mississippi River Headwaters  Watershed (see Attachment A – 
  map). The purpose of this Agreement is to collectively  develop and adopt, as local government units, a 
  coordinated watershed management plan  for implementation per the provisions of the Plan. Parties 
  signing this agreement will be  collectively referred to as the Mississippi River Headwaters One Watershed 
  One Plan  Policy Committee.  

	 2.	Term:	This	Agreement	is	effective	upon	signature	of	the	Parties	in	consideration	of	the	Board	of	Water	
  and Soil Resources (BWSR) Operating Procedures for One Watershed, One Plan; and will remain in effect 
  until adoption of the Plan by all parties OR, the end date of the Board of Water and Soil Resources Grant 
  Agreement, unless cancelled according to the provisions of this Agreement or earlier terminated by law. 

	 3.	Adding	Additional	Parties:	A	qualifying	party	desiring	to	become	a	member	of	this	Agreement	shall	indicate		
  its intent by adoption of a board resolution prior to April 30, 2019. The party agrees to abide by the terms   
  and conditions of the Agreement, including but not limited to the bylaws, policies, and procedures adopted 
	 	 by	the	Policy	Committee.	4.	Withdraw	of	Parties:	A	party	desiring	to	leave	the	membership	of	this	
	 	 Agreement	shall	indicate	its	intent	in	writing	to	the	Policy	Committee	in	the	form	of	an	official	resolution	by	
  that party. Notice must be made at least 30 days in advance of leaving the Agreement. 5. 
	 	 General	Provisions:	
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	 	 	 a.	Compliance	with	Law/Standards:	The	Parties	agree	to	abide	by	all	federal,	state,	and	local	laws:	
   statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations now in effect or hereafter adopted pertaining to this 
   Agreement or to the facilities, programs, and staff for which the Agreement is responsible. 

	 	 	 b.	Indemnification:	Each	party	to	this	Agreement	shall	be	liable	for	the	acts	of	its	officers,	employees	or	
   agents and the results thereof to the extent authorized or limited by law and shall not be responsible 
	 	 	 for	the	acts	of	any	other	party,	its	officers,	employees,	or	agents.	The	provisions	of	the	Municipal	Tort	
   Clam Act, Minnesota Statute Chapter 466 and other applicable laws govern liability of the Parties. To 
	 	 	 the	full	extent	permitted	by	law,	actions	by	the	Parties,	their	respective	officers,	employees,	and	agents	
   pursuant to this Agreement are intended to be and shall be construed as a “cooperative activity.” For 
   the purposed of liability, as set forth in Minnesota Statutes § 471.59, subd. 1a(a), it is the intent that the 
   Parties are considered a single governmental unit and the total liability for the participating 
   governmental units and the joint board, if established, shall not exceed the limits on governmental 
   liability for a single governmental unit and that this Agreement does not create any liability or exposure 
   of one party for the acts or omissions of any other party. 

	 	 	 c.	Record	and	Retention	and	Data	Practices:	The	Parties	agree	that	records	created	pursuant	to	the	terms	
   of this Agreement will be retained in a manner that meets their respective entity’s records retention 
   schedules that have been reviewed and approved by the State in accordance with Minnesota Statutes § 
   138.17. The Parties further agree that records prepared or maintained in furtherance of the Agreement 
   shall be subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act. At the time this Agreement expires, 
   all records will be turned over to the County of Beltrami or its Soil and Water Conservation District for 
   continued retention. 

	 	 	 d.	Timeliness:	The	Parties	agree	to	perform	obligations	under	this	Agreement	in	a	timely	manner	and	
   keep each other informed about any delays that may occur. 

	 	 	 e.	Extension:	The	Parties	may	extend	the	termination	date	of	this	Agreement	upon	agreement	by	
   all Parties. 

	 	 	 f.	Amendment	of	Memorandum	of	Agreement:	This	MOA	may	be	amended	by	recommendation	of	the	
	 	 	 Advisory	Committee	and	approval	of	the	amendment(s)	by	the	Policy	Committee	with	final	Approval	by	
   the Beltrami, Cass, Clearwater, Hubbard, Itasca County Boards of Commissioners and Beltrami, Cass, 
   Clearwater Hubbard, Itasca Soil and Water Conservation District Supervisors. 

	 6.	Administration:	

	 	 	 a.	Establishment	of	Committee	for	Development	of	the	Plan:	The	Parties	agree	to	designate	one	rep
   resentative and alternative(s), who must be an elected or appointed member of the governing board, 
   to a Policy Committee for the development of the watershed-based Plan. Also, Parties may appoint 
   technical representative(s) to an Advisory Committee for development of the Plan in consideration of the 
   Board of Water and Soil Resources Operating procedures for the One Watershed, One Plan. 
    i. The Policy Committee will meet as needed to decide on the content of the plan, serve as a l
    iaison to their respective boards, and act on behalf of their Board. Each representative shall have 
    one (1) vote. 

    ii. Each governing board may choose alternative(s) to serve on the Policy Committee as needed 
    in the absence of the designated member. 

    iii. The Policy Committee will establish bylaws by April 30, 2019 to describe the functions and 
    operations of the committee(s). 

    iv. The appointed technical representatives of the Advisory Committee shall recommend 
    stakeholders to serve on the Advisory Committee to be approved by the Policy Committee. 



    The Advisory Committee will meet monthly or as needed to assist and provide technical support 
    and make recommendations to the Policy Committee on the development and content of the 
    Plan. Members of the Advisory Committee may not be a current board member of any of 
    the Parties. 

	 	 	 b.	Submittal	of	the	Plan:	The	Policy	Committee	will	recommend	the	plan	to	the	Parties	of	this	
   Agreement. The Policy Committee will be responsible for initiating a formal review process for the 
   watershed-based plan conforming to Minnesota Statutes Chapters 103B and 103D, including public 
   hearings. Upon completion of local review and comment, and approval of the plan for submittal by each 
   party, the Policy Committee will submit the watershed-based plan jointly to the Party’s respective Board 
   of Water and Soil Resources for review and approval. 

	 	 	 c.	Adoption	of	the	Plan:	The	Parties	agree	to	adopt	the	plan	within	120	days	of	receiving	notice	of	state	
   approval, and provided notice of plan adoption pursuant to Minnesota Statues Chapters 103B 
   and 103D. 

7.	Fiscal	Agent:	Beltrami	County	Soil	and	Water	Conservation	District	will	act	as	the	fiscal	agent	for	the	
	 purposes	of	this	Agreement	and	agrees	to:	

   a. Accept all responsibility associated with the implementation of the Board of Water and Soil Resources   
   grant agreement for developing a watershed-based plan. 

	 	 	 b.	Perform	financial	transactions	as	part	of	the	grant	agreement	and	contract	implementation.	

   c. Annually provide a full and complete audit report. 

	 	 	 d.	Provide	the	Policy	Committee	with	the	records	necessary	to	describe	the	financial	condition	of	the	
   Board of Water and Soil Resources grant agreement. 

	 	 	 e.	Retain	fiscal	records	consistent	with	the	agent’s	records	retention	schedule	until	termination	of	the	
   Agreement (at that time, records will be turned over to the Board of Water and Soil Resources for 
   both Parties). 

8.	Grant	Administration:	Beltrami	County	Soil	and	Water	Conservation	District	will	act	as	the	grant	administrator	
	 for	the	purposes	of	this	Agreement	and	agrees	to	provide	the	following	services:	

   a. Accept all day-to-day responsibilities associated with the implementation of the Board of Water and 
   Soil Resources grant agreement for developing a watershed based plan, including being the primary 
   Board of Water and Soil Resources contact for the One Watershed, One Plan Grant Agreement and 
   being responsible for Board of Water and Soil Resources reporting requirements associated with 
   the grant agreement. 

   b. Provide the Policy Committee with the records necessary to describe the planning conditions of the 
   Board of Water and Soil Resources grant agreement. 

9.	Secretary:	Beltrami	County	Soil	and	Water	Conservation	District	will	act	as	the	secretary	for	the	purposes	of	
this	Agreement	and	agrees	to	provide	the	following	services:	

   a. Assist with data compilation, meeting facilitations, and plan writing. b. Coordination and facilitation 
   of Policy Committee meetings, including establishing date, location, time, and any necessary accommo
   dations such as refreshments. 

   c. Coordination and facilitation of Advisory Committee meetings including establishing date, location, 
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   time, space, technology needs, and any necessary accommodations such as refreshments. 

10.	Multiple	Counterparts:	The	Parties	may	sign	multiple	counterparts	of	this	Agreement.	Each	signed	counter-
part shall be deemed an original, but all of them together represent the same Agreement. 

11.	Authorized	Representatives:	The	following	persons	will	be	the	primary	contacts	for	all		matters	concerning	
this	Agreement:
 
Beltrami County       Cass County 
Brent Rud       John Ringle
Environmental Services Director    Environmental Service Director
701 Minnesota Ave. NW Suite 113    P.O. Box 3000
Bemidji, MN 56601      Walker MN 56468
(218) 333 – 4158      (218) 547 -7256

Beltrami SWCD       Cass SWCD
Zach Gutknecht      John Ringle
Clean Water Specialist District Manager,    Cass SWCD
701 Minnesota Ave. NW Suite 113    P.O. Box 3000
Bemidji, MN 56601      Walker MN 56468
(218) 333 – 4157      (218) 547 - 7256

Clearwater County      Hubbard County
Daniel Hecht       Eric Buitenwerf
Environmental Services Director    Environmental Services Director
213 Main Avenue North     301 Court Avenue
Bagley, MN 56621      Park Rapids, MN 56470
(218) 694 – 6183      (218) 732 - 3890

Clearwater SWCD      Hubbard SWCD
Lori Buell       Julie Kingsley
District Manager, Clearwater SWCD    District Manager, Hubbard SWCD
312 Main Avenue N      603 Central Ave. N. Suite 100
Bagley, MN 56621      Park Rapids MN 56470
(218) 694 – 6845      (218) 732 - 0121

Itasca County
Dan Swenson
Environmental Services Director
123 NE 4th Street
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 327 - 2857 

Itasca SWCD
Andy Arens
District Manager, Itasca SWCD
1889 East Highway 2
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
(218) 326 - 0017
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Appendix VIII - Bylaws of the Mississippi River Headwaters 
One Watershed One Plan Policy Committee
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